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ABSTRACT 

In this study, causes for innovation policy change in the Netherlands at the national and the 
instrumentallevel in the period 1979-2008 are explored. Emphasized is the relation between 
a policymaker, i.e. the Ministry of Economie Affairs, and a policy implementing agency, 

i.e. Syntens. A new conceptual framework for innovation policy change is proposed. This 
conceptual frameworkis empirically tested on a constructed dataset of73 innovation policy 
instruments targeting at smalland medium sized enterprises (SM Es). Within the presented 

framework the relation between a policymaker and an intermediary agency is modeled as a 
contractual relationship basedon rationales ofthe New lnstitutional Economics (NIE) and 
the Economics lnnovation and Technica! Change (EITC). Six causes for innovation policy 
change are derived from the NIE and EITC: learning, previous experiences, opportunism, 
trust, shirking and monitoring. Surpris ingly, from the empirica! analysis at the national 
and the instrumentallevel it is concluded that, except for the opportunism motive, no 
causes provided by the NIE and the EITC hold. At the nationallevel, shifts in the innovation 
policy are largely influenced by the perspectives, experiences and championship of one 
person or committee. At the instrumentallevel, it is concluded that opportunistic reasoning 
ofthe policymaker and the implementing agency is an important motive for innovation 
policy change. Consequently, it is concluded that the NI E and EITC do not correctly reflect 

practice in this study. In addition , the empirica! analysis provides new insights regarding 
the periodization of i nnovation policy in the Netherlands. Four periods are distinguished 
based on a diverging vision on i nnovation policy. In contrary to existing research, this 

study enables a precise determination of shifts in i nnovation policy and concludes that the 
changeover from one period to another happens disruptive. 
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I Introduetion to Innovation 
Policy Change 

Si nee the 198os the concept of i nnovation policy has been an important part of the eco

nomie policy in the Netherlands. I nnovation policy consistsof a large number of measures, 

programs and instruments. Through these elements, actors operatingin the institutional 

environment aim to influence the technological i nnovation process and to increase the 

Dutch competitive position. Technologica I i nnovation processes consist of the development, 

introduetion and implementation of new or improved products and processes. The key poli

cymaker within the Dutch i nnovation policy is the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs. lts primary 

responsibility is to improve the economie development in the Netherlands by shaping the 

proper conditions for companies to develop. Whereas the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs for

mulates the innovation policy, multiple implementing intermediary agencies (among others 

SenterNovem and Syntens) are respons i bie for the implementation of the policy. Policymak

ers and implementing intermediary agencies are paramount in the process with regards to 

the development, execution, formulation, restatement and termination of i nnovation policy. 

Here, Kuhlmann's definition ofinnovation policy is used: 

"lnnovation policies are the integral of all state initiatives regarding science, educa

tion, research, technology policy and industrial modernization, overlapping also 

with industrial, environmentallahor and social policies ... [that] aims to strengthen 

the competitiveness of an economy or selected sectors, in order to increase societal 

welfare through economie success". 

(Kuhlmann, 2001, p. 954. underlined by author) 

The purpose of this study is to discover the eaus es of i nnovation policy change in the Neth

erlands. The relationship between a policymaker and an intermediary agency with respect 

to i nnovation policy change is the point of interest. To examine this, a casestudy of the 

relation between the Ministry of Economie Affairs and Syntens is presented. Syntens is an 

implementing intermediary agency that stimulates innovation insmalland medium sized 

enterprises (SMEs) . 

The motives and accompanying objectives ofthis study are discussed insection 1.1. The 

problem definition and sub-questions are given in section 1.2. Section 1.3 will elaborate on 

Syntens as an organization. Finally, the structure ofthe report is explained insection 1.4. 
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1.1. Motives and Objectives 

Economie theories emphasize different roles for government during policy development. 

According tothese theories changes in policy have different causes. Often Evolutionary Eco

nomics is used to identify and explain innovation policy changes: breakpoints in innovation 

policy. Kuhlmann (2001, p. 312), Rothwell (1992)and Smith (Kuhlmann & Smits, 2004) use 

Evolutionary Economics to identify breakpoints in innovation policy. Less often used is the 

New Growth Theory (NGT), which underlines the importance of knowledge creation . Soete 

(Soete & Ter Weel, 1999) explores innovation policy in the Netherlands by means ofthe 

Schumpeterian framework provided by the NGT. This study is driven by three motives and 

accompanying objectives, to be exact: i) to study to what extent arguments for i nnovation 

policy change proposed by economics represent reality ii) to complement existing literature 

regarding i nnovation policy change and iii) to increase insights in the basic relation between 

the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs and Syntens. 

The flrst motive concentrates on the causes of i nnovation policy change. Economie theories 

propose several aspects feeding policy change. This study has the objective to empirically 

examine to what extent causes suggested by economics correctly explicates innovation 

policy change. Moreover, it aims to increase insight in the process underlying innovation 

policy change. I nnovation policy change is studied at the nationallevel and at the instru

mentalleveL On both levels, causes of i nnovation policy change are studied by analyzing 

the development process of i nnovation policy instruments. Policy instruments havethema in 

objective to influence behavior of a target group, in this case SM Es. The used deflnition for 

policy instruments is: a collection of formalized policy activities that show characteristics 

focused on influencing and governing a certain socio/ process (Ringeling, 1983). In this case, 

the social process consists of stimulating i nnovation at small and medium sized enterpris

es. The studied process includes the phases as recognized in the policy cycle presented in 

Figure 1. 

Problem definition 

Restalement of 
Agenda setting 

Policy 

lmplementation of Formulation of 
new/revised policy policy 

Terminalion of 
policy 

Figure 1: Policy Cycle Uann &. Wegrich, 2007) 
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Second, this study aims to complement the existing literature regarding innovation policy. 
Shifts in the innovation policy pursued in the Netherlands have been examined by literature 

(Kuhlmann & Smits, 2004) (Soete & Ter Weel, 1999) (Smits, 1994). The periods in literature 
are differentiated based on changing visions or approaches underlying the innovation policy 
for achieving economie growth. However, the timeframes in which certain policy visions 
predominate are only indicated roughly. Byelaborating on previous research, this study aims 

to order and structure the periods more precisely. 

Third, Syntens is involved in a process aiming fora better harmonization with their main 
principal: the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs. They fee! that the feedback and cooperation with 
their principal should improve. Therefore, insights in past developments in the relation 
between Syntens and the Ministry of Economie Affairs with respect to executed policies are 
useful. lncreasing insights in the basic relation between the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs 
and Syntens is essential for understanding the performance of their institutional structure. 

Moreover, this research forms part of a larger study currently executed at Syntens which 
concentrates on the stimulation ofinnovation from 1980 until2oo8 at SMEs1 . The study 
executed at Syntens examines the relation between SM Es' innovative behavior and the in
novation policy instruments and strategies implemented by Syntens . 

1.2. Problem Formulation 

From the motives and objectives discussed previously the following problem deflnition 
is derived: 

What causes innovation policy to change in the Netherlands? How can the relation 
between the policymaker the Ministry of Economie Affairs and the intermediary 

agency Syntens explain innovation policy change? 

To flnd the causes of i nnovation policy change, this study focuses on concrete policy in 
the form of i nnovation policy instruments. I nnovation policy instruments are deflned as: 

formalized activities ofthe national government focused on stimulating innovation. In this 
study, only the innovation policy instruments that are (also) targeted at SM Es are included. 
I nnovation policy change is determined by means of the termination, restatement and 

formulation of these instruments. 

To examine the relation between a policymaker and an intermediary agency, here the relation 
between the Ministry of Economie Affairs and Syntens is used as a casestudy. Although 
Syntens is an intermediary agency implementing policy based on initiatives of region al 
policymakers, national policymakers, European policymakers as wel! as private companies 
like Shell, the focus of this study is on Syntens' relation with its primary policymaker: the 

r. This study is executed by ir. H. van der Wal and dr. R. van Es of the University of Amsterdam. A first artiele is 
expected by the end of 2008. 
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Mi nistry of Economie Affairs. Th is demarcation is in accordance with the used deflnition 

of i nnovation policy, which deflnes i nnovation poli ei es as the integral of all state initiatives. 

Therefore, all formulated, restated and executed policy instruments not included in the 

nation al policy of the Ministry of Economie Affairs are leftout of consideration in this study. 

Sub-questions answered in this study are: 

What are economie explanations for innovation policy changes? (Chapter 2) 
What breakpoints, i.e. shifts in vision underlying innovation policy, over time in 

innovation policy in the Netherlands are recognized? (Chapter 3) 

What are the motives at the nationallevel of a changing vision regarding 

innovation policy? (Chapter 3) 

What is the economie reasoning behind the instromental innovation policy 

changes in the Netherlands? (Chapter 4) 

This study empirically analyzes policy changes on two levels. The flrst level concerns inno

vation policy changes at the nationallevel, which is discussed in chapter 3· Here, the main 

point of interest is to deduce shifts in the vision underlying i nnovation policy, i.e. break

points, and the motives of these shifts. Breakpoints in Dutch i nnovation policy are derived 

from the termination, restatement and formulation of a significant amount of i nnovation 

policy instruments. Chapter 4 elaborates on another level: the instrumentallevel. In this 

chapter motives for i nnovation policy changes are analyzed on a micro-level and traeed back 

to economie explanations. 

1.3. Description ofSyntens 

Syntens is an agency that is responsible for innovation policy implementation. Syntens has 

the objective to strengthen i nnovation capacity of SM Es, support i nnovation and to contrib

ute to the sustainable growth ofthe Dutch economy. Syntens' current mission is to support 

entrepreneurs to innovate better, to innovate earlier and to innovate faster. Until 2004 Syn

tens communicated mission was to strengthen innovation capacity of SM Es (Syntens, 2003) . 

Syntens is one of the many organizations n the Dutch i nnovation system, as detailed in 

appendix A. 

Figure 2: Syntens aims to strengthen innovation capacity ofSMEs necessary for i nnovation to achieve a sustainable 
growth (Syntens, 2007) 
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The Ministry of Economie Affairs is Syntens' main principal. lt financed Syntens with 

32 million in 2007 (EZ, 2007b). Beside the funds supplied by the Ministry of Economie 

Affairs, Syntens a lso executes policy for the province or the European Union in exchange for 

resources . Syntens principally reports to the Directorate-General Enterprise and lnnovation. 

However, other Directorate-Generals, either of the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs or other 

Ministries, function in some cases as principal as well . 

1.3.1. Syntens' Core Business 

Syntens' core business is advising, informing and clustering (s ince 2004) SM Es with respect 

to innovation. In case of advising, the entrepreneur is advised individually about its innova

tion opportunities. lnforming concerns alerting SM Es, in groups, at i nnovation opportunities. 

For this purpose workshops and seminars are organized . Clustering concentrates on organiz

ing collaborations between SM Es mutually and knowied ge institutes. 

Syntens is since 2003 primarily focused on 6 sectors: human health, creative industry, food 

& agriculture, building construction, logistics & wholesale and industry. Syntens argues that 

these sectors have the best opportunities for i nnovation and most impact can be achieved 

by Syntens in those sectors. Beside a sectoral approach, Syntens is organized around three 

themes: organizational innovation, technica! innovation and !CT fe-business. Figure 3 pres

ents an overview of Syntens activities and focus. 

() O:J :I: ~ .-
0 c c 0 
:::1 3 

~ oq 
111 c: 0 vï .... Ql iO .... .., :::1 :::1 r:; c oq "' n ~ Ql "' .... 11) 11) !20 ö" Ql 
:::1 ;:;-

~ 

Figure 3: Syntens activities and focus (Syntens, 2007) 

Advisors ofSyntens visit SM Es and provide the entrepreneu rs withadvice about the SM E' s 

specific innovation opportunities. The approach used is proactive and focuses on demands 

ofthe entrepreneur. An advisor may support an entrepreneur up to 16 hours with the first 

steps to realize a certain innovation. Whereas Syntens only supports entrepreneurs with the 

first steps, Syntens is a "first-line" advice organization . After this first-line advice, Syntens 

brings the entrepreneur into contact with other organizations . 
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Often an entrepreneur needs to cooperate with other parties to innovate. Therefore, Syntens 
aims to match SM Es withother parties outside their sector: knowledge institutes, educa
tion institutes or other companies. Currently, Syntens is extensively cooperating with sector 

organizations and knowledge institutes. 

Syntens works with 26 i nnovation teams that consists each of approximately 10 advisors. 
The organization has 15 regional offices located throughout the Netherlands (Syntens, 
2006) . 

1.3.2. Syntens' Target Group 
The Netherlands harbors 743.000 small and medium sized enterprises (M KB Nederland, 
2007) . Syntens focuses proactively on SM Es which are involved in one ofthe 6 sectors, have 

at least 5 and at most 250 employees. Moreover, Syntens describes its target group as the 
SM Es "that have in principal the wil/power and ability to innovate" (Syntens, 2006) . Syntens 

developed a pyramid divided into three parts to visualize its target group among all SM Es. 

The top ofthe pyramid is characterized as the knowledge developers (kennisontwikkelaars), 
the middle part as the knowledge appliers (kennistoepassers) and the bottorn part as the 

followers (volgers) among SM Es. This pyramid is presented in figure 4· This pyramid is 
mainly used for intern al communication and communication with the Ministry of Economie 
Affairs. Syntens does not explicate its target group any further than described above. Where

as Syntens' description may be unclear, this study draws a parallel between the pyramid in 
figure 4 and the five adapter categories as described by Rogers (2003). 

Reactive SME 

nowledg 
developers 

Knowledge appliers 

Followers 

Proactive 

Syntens 

[__-----~-----\---' 
Figure 4: Target Group Syntens (Syntens, 2006) 

The innovativeness of organizations is often categorized by means of adoption and diffusion 
theory (Avlonitis, Kouremenos, & Tzokas, 1994). Drawinga parallel between the categori
zation created by Syntens and the categorization of the adoption and diffusion theory one 
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diverging assumption should be mentioned . Syntens includes the option that a SME may 
be able to generate ideas on its own. In contrary, if the adoption and diffusion model is used 

for categorization ofSMEs' innovativeness, it is assumed that no SME has full understand
ing ofits environment. This makes the innovative activities ofSMEs dependent on a range 
ofinstitutions supplying the firms with knowledge. SME should adopt and accumulate this 

knowledge to increase its innovativeness. 

Rogers describes five adopter categories: innovators, early adopters, early majority, late 
majority and laggards. The up per part of Syntens' pyramid, the knowied ge developers, corre
sponds with the innovators and the early adopters. These are the enterprises that rank high
est with respect to its innovativeness. The middle part of the pyramid, so called knowied ge 
appliers, matches with the categories known as the early and the late majority. lt is argued 

that there is a large gap, a chasm, between the early majority and the early adopters (Sroufe, 
Curkovic, Montabon, & Melnyk, 2000) . The bottorn part of the pyramid, the followers, is 
represented by the laggards. The laggards are the enterprises most resistant to innovative

ness and have to be certain that a new idea wil I succeed before they will adopt. 

Figure s: Chasm between early majority and early adopters (Sroufe, et al., 2000, p. 271) 

From the pyramid and Syntens' description it is derived that Syntens proactively focuses on 
the early majority. The early majority is described as firms that "share the innovators' and 

ear/y adapters' ability to relate to new environmental initiatives, but are driven by practicality. 
( ... ) They are risk averse, and thereby content to wait and see how others are progressing before 
they adopt or invest in an initiative. Early majority firms need a compelling, verifiable reason to 
change" (Sroufe, et al., 2000, p. 278, underlined by author). 

Whereas Syntens only focuses proactively on the early majority, reactively the SM Es in other 
categories are supported as wel i. In practice this means that if a SME approaches Syntens, 
an advisor may assist this company even when this company does not belong to the early 
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majority. lt is agreed on with the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs to deviate from the require

ment of at least 5 employees if it concerns firms in the creative industry or techno starters 

(Syntens, 2006). 

1.3.3. Syntens' History 
Syntens originates from a merger of the lnstitute forSmalland Medium sized Enterprises 

(IMK) and the In novatienCenters (ICs). However, Syntens history starts in 1910 with the 

establishment ofthe Government Department for lndustry (RND). The RND was an inter

mediary organization in the technology field. In 1988 the RND was replaced by the lnnova

tionCenters (Brand 2003}. 

The lnnovationCenters were initiated by the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs in 1988 and orga

nized as 18 independent regional foundations with an independent board of management 

leading each foundation. Despite their independence, the 18 centers were coordinated by a 

central lnnovationCenter. All employees were on the payroll ofthe centrallnnovationCenter 

and, therefore, a certain dependenee on the central IC existed. The centers aimed to transfer 

technology from producer to user and to make the technology applicable for the SM Es. In 

1998 the ICs merged, tagether with IMK-information, into Syntens. 

The I M K was established in 1989 as an independent information and advice center for 

SMEs. lt consisted ofthree parts: IMK-information (IMK-voorlichting), IMK-advise (IMK

advies} and IMK-training (IMK-opleiding). In contrary to the RND and lnnovationCenters 

that advised SM Esabout technological issues, the IMK focused mainly on organizational 
issues. Befare 1989, the IMK consisted ofCIMKs and RIMKs: centraland regional institutes. 

The I M K supported entrepreneurs by means of strategie and organizational advice, provid

ing information about the region and, in case of difficulty, by searching for funds (Hoppen

brouwers, 1996). Befare 1989, the IMK is known as 38 regional organizations (RIMK). Those 

RIMKs were part of and coordinated by the CIMK (Coördinerend Instituut voor het Midden

en Kleinbedrijf). From 1989 on, the RIMKs and CIMK are called IMK. In 1998 the IMK-infor

mation is replaced by Syntens. IMK-advise and IMK-train ing were merged and privatized into 

IMK. lt still exists as a private organization. 
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The study consists ofthree parts, visualized in flgure 7· The theoretica! perspectives on in

novation policy change are elaborated in chapter 2 . In this chapter, a new conceptual frame

work for i nnovation policy change is proposed. In the subsequent chapters an empirica! 

analysis of i nnovation policy change at the nationallevel, chapter 3, and at the instrumental 

level, chapter 4, is conducted. An overview of73 innovation policy instrumentsis presented 

in chapter 3· Based on this overview the i nnovation policy changes, breakpoints, at the na

tionallevel are deduced. The empirica! analysis conducted at the instrumentallevel is done 

by means of a qualitative analysis of instruments implemented by Syntens. Chapter 3 and 

chapter 4 start with an elaboration on the methods used. The conclusion, chapter 5, com

pares theoretica! causes ofinnovation policy change with the causes found in the empirica! 

analysis. 

Causes of i nnovation 
policy change on 

national level 

(chapter 3) 

Concluding on 
Theory on innovation innovation policy 

policy change .. change 
(chapter 2) 

(chapter 5) 

Causes of innovation 
policy change on 

instrumentallevel 

(chapter 4) 

theoretica I empirica! 

Figure 7: Structure of report 
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I I Theoretica! Perspectives on I nnovation 
Policy Change 

Th is chapter describes economie theories and their arguments for i nnovation policy change. 

The objective is to create a conceptual framework for innovation policy change focused on 
the relation between the policymaker and the intermediary agency. Sabatier (1988) created a 
conceptual framework for policy change based on the public choice theory. Th is theory com

bines economics with politica I science and assumes that public decisions of policymakers 
are motivated by self-interest. The self-interest motive of policymakers may result in gov

ernment failure (Udehn, 1996) . Public choice argues that the system, i.e. the government, 
should create instruments to achieve an equilibrium (Mueller, 2003). However, this rational 
is unsuitable for innovation related policies, since innovations are driven by asymmetries in 

knowledge and investments (Barro, 1997). Furthermore, from the public choice theory no 
arguments related to the relation between a policymaker and an intermediary agency can be 
derived. Finally, public choice provides a static model while i nnovation related polides ask 

for a dynamic view on policy. 

A new conceptual framework for i nnovation policy change is proposed with an emphasis 
on the relation between the policymaker and the intermediary agency. This relationship 
is modeled as a contractual relationship based on rationales of the New lnstitutional 
Economics (NIE) and the Economics lnnovation and Technica! Change (EITC) . Both theories 

aim to understand and explain determinantsof the development of i nnovation policy. In the 
EITC asymmetries of knowied ge and knowied ge flows play a central role which is discussed 
insection 2.1. Since the policymaker and intermediary agency behave in a different 

environment with diverging information structures, the EITC assists in understanding their 

relation and brings forward causes for innovation policy change. The NIE is elaborated in 
section 2.2 with special attention for the Transaction Cost Economics (TCE) which describes 

the institutional relationship between the policymaker and the intermediary agency as a 
contractual agreement. Although both theories have a dynamic view on policymaking and 
the occurrence of policy changes, they do not give insights in the concrete mechanisms 

underlying policy change. For this reason such a mechan ism, herecalled a conceptual 
framework for i nnovation policy change, is created in section 2.3. 

2.1. Economics oflnnovation and Technica! Change 

Whereas scholars in economics criticized the key assumptions of the Neoclassical Econom

ics, the EITC emerged in the 198os. The EITC is part of the group of economics described 
as the "Evolutionary Economics" (Dosi & Nelson, 1994). In contrary to Neoclassical Eco
nomics, EITC argues that technological knowledge is not freely distributed in the market 
Th is u neven distri bution of resources, knowledge and assets is a prerequisite for i nnovation 
processes (Metcalfe, 1994) . Consequently it is argued that technological knowledge is the 
main souree of market failure. Evolutionary arguments and assumptions are elaborated in 
this section. Based on the "building blocks" proposed by the EITC the conceptual framework 
for innovation policy change is created. 
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Asymmetriesof knowledge and information are a central assumption in Evolutionary 

Economks. Generally this economics is summarized as "the economics of an imperfect, and 
from a conventional viewpoint, inefficient world" (Metcalfe, 1994, p. 933) . The EITC is, justas 

Darwin's evolutionary theory, basedon the assumptions ofvariety and selection. Varietyin 

the EITC consists of the diversity and range of innovations introduced in an economy. In 

analogy with Darwin's theory, variety drives selection and selection shapes variety. A process 

determines the relative importance of competing alternative innovations (selection) while 

decisions on its turn influence the range of new innovations introduced (new varieties). 

Si nee knowledge is not freely available, varieties are generated based on the knowledge a 

person or a flrm has accumulated. Th is means that flrms and people operate under the 

constraints of imperfect information. Policymakers are, as wel I as flrms, bounded by their 

accumulation ofknowledge and the application ofknowledge to new circumstances. No flrm 

or policymaker has superior understanding of the environment: the market's behavior and 

the technologkal opportunities. Therefore, polky may change by trial and error. The evolu

tionary theory focuses on a policymaker's learning processes and adaptive behavior to new 

circumstances (Metcalfe, 1994). 

Patterns of i nnovation of flrms differ whereas they use different learning structures which 

result in variety. The same is argued for policymakers, who create policy based on different 

learning structures. Learning structures can be categorized in three groups (Malerba, 1992): 

learning as a result of interaction with other institutions, learning based on an intern al dis

covery process and learning as a result of other activities involving the production and use 

oftechnology or in this case policy. 

Based on previous experiences, polkymakers make ration al decisions deductively whkh result 

in decision rules . The decision rules are thus based on a policymaker's environment and his 

learning experiences basedon past events. lt is argued that rules alter over time as polky

makers revise them because of changing circumstances. In other words, the variety created 

is set by the constraints of the environment. 

The selection mechanisms of the economie structure emphasize the importance of a wider 

infrastructure and institutional context. Selection criteria are basedon economical, techno

logkal and social circumstances. A policymaker has to deal with multidimensional demands 

created by the environment and set down by higher politica/ authority (Dosi & Nelson, 1994). 

Based on the assumption that no institution has full understanding of its environment, 

the innovative activities of flrms depend on a range of institutions supplying the flrms with 

knowledge. The firm should adopt this knowledge to increase its innovativeness. Therefore, 

polky should be concerned with optimizing the interfaces between different institutions. 

Th is concept is generally known as the system perspective or the National System of I nnova

tion (NSI). The concept ofthe NSI is discussed in appendix B. 
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2.2. New lnstitutional Economics 

The core essence ofthe New lnstitutional Economics (NIE) is that institutional relationships 
within gavernanee structures and with market parties are influential. lnstitutions are seen as 
a determinant for the economie structure and its performance. Whereas the NIE ciarifles the 

purpose, rise, change and reform of institutions, it brings up elements relevant for under
standing policy change in the relation between the policymaker and the intermediary agency. 

The NIE makes a distinction between the institutional environment and the institutional ar

rangement. A framework or "the ru les of the game" in which action takes place is described 
as the institutional environment. This means that laws, conventions and rights but also im
plicit rules like moral norms, beliefs, the economie development and path of a country are 
part of the so called "institutional environment" in which policymakers and agencies oper
ate. The institutional arrangements are gavernanee structures created to mediate economie 
relationships. lnstitutional arrangements are contractual agreements between institutions 

to govern the relationships (Klein , 1999). The relationship between a policymaker and an 
implementing intermediary agency can bedescribed as a contractual agreement. The NI E 

shows that incompleteness in contractsexpose the contracting parties to certain risks. Due 
to bounded rationality contracts are inevitably incomplete. The Transaction Cost Economics 

explores this issue in detail. 

2.2.1. Transaction Cost Economics 
The Transaction Cost Economics (TCE) studies institutional arrangements emphasizing 

the gavernanee oftransactions. Williamson (O.E. Williamson , 1999, pp. 312, underlined 
by author) puts it as follows: "transaction-cost economics concurs that the tmnsactian is the 

basic unit afanalysis and regards gavernanee as the means by which order is accomplished in a 
relation in which patential conjlicts threatens to undo or upset opportunities to realize mutual 
ga ins." Th is problem of conflicts is based on bi lateral dependency between a principal and 
an agent. A policymaker is a principal and whereas the execution of policy is contracted out 
to an intermediary agency that is, correspondingly, the agent. 

Theoretically, transaction costs are those costs involved in economie exchange when a 

firm is searching for the best supplier, buyer, consumer or partner in the market. Since an 
information asymmetry and a bounded rationality are assumed, firms have to search for 
goods and determine where, how and when the good is available against the lowest price. 

TCE emphasizes that firms, and policymakers, aim to minimize their costs . 

A remarkable assumption of the transaction cost theory is the opportunism assumption. 
People, and thus policymakers and intermediary agencies, are expected to act in a self
interested way and are thus not completely honest and truthful about their intentions . 
In the absence of restraints one will utilize opportunities into one's advantage to, for 
example, increase influence or power at the costof shareholders (Oiiver E. Williamson, 

1998). Often the definition ofWilliamson (O.E. Williamson, 1975, p. g) is used to define 
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opportunism: "selfinterest with guile". This means that opportunistic behavior aims to 
advance one's personal motives even when this leads to unfavorable effects for others. In 
an exchange situation, like a relation between a principal and an agent, actors have their 
profit-maximizing motives (Goldsbya & Eckert, 2003) . Basedon such opportunistic motives 

decisions may be taken. 

Within the TCE the principal-agent model serves to explain the transaction costs involved in 
relationships between a principal and a contracted agent. The agent has to take care of the 
principals interests with respect to third parties. Accordingly, an intermediary agency takes 

care of the interestsof the policymaker regarding third parties. In the processof formulat
ing and executing policy usually at least two levels of principal-agent relations are included. 

The first level is formed by the policymaker and the executing organization. The second level 
consistsof the policymakers and their higher authority in the form of Ca bi net or Ministers. 

At the basicsof a principal-agent relationship "there are at least two parties involved: one party 
which fora specified and limited area is giving up its own actions and decisions but is gaining 
the right to control the action and decisions of samebody else in return (the principal) . The other 
party gives up the right to control its own action in a specified and limited area but gains the 
right to act and decide for samebody el se in return (the agent)" (Braun, 1993, p. 137) . The agent 
realizes the interests ofthe principal and in exchange the agent gets resources. In other 

words; the policymaker delegates the work to the intermediary agency which seems to be 
better capable to do the job. 

An information asymmetry is created because agents are closer to information sourees than 
the principal. Since the intermediary organization realizes the interests ofthe policymaker, 
the agency is in direct contact with the target groups and receives direct information of 
the target group, i.e. SM Es. The policymaker, on the other hand, receives information from 

second hand. 

Shirking means that either the agent or the principal does less than expected. For example, 
the principal may not deliver the resources as promised. On the other hand, the actual work 
done by the agent may differ from the principal's expectation. Th is phenomenon "shirking" 

may create conflicts. Van der Meulen (1998, p. 400) distinguishes four important character
istics of a principal-agent relation: 
1. Agents have their own interests and objectives which may conflict with 

interests of the principal. 
2. The information asymmetry between principal and agent is a major 

problem for the principal. The principal depends on the agent because it 
lacks relevant knowledge to evaluate progress and instruments. 

3· The principal has the right to monitor the agent. However, the principal has 
to do this itself; monitoring the agent is costly. 

4· The principal has totrust the agent, in addition to monitoring. Trust 

creates stability and continuityin a long-standing principal-agent relationship. 
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2.3. Conceptual Framework for I nnovation Policy Change 

Based on the assumptions proposed by the EITC and the NI E regarding the relation policy

maker and intermediary agency, a conceptual framework for i nnovation policy change is cre
ated. In its basic form the relationship between a pol icymakers and an intermediary agency 

is conceptualized as a contractual agreement along the lines ofthe TCE. The policymaker 

transfers recources to the intermed iary agency in the form ofinstruments and funds for 
implementation of the policy. The agency has to take care of the interests of the policymaker 
by implementing the formulated instruments. The conceptual framework for innovation 

policy change is visualized in figure 8. 

The figure shows multiple principal-agent (P-A) levels. In the following ofthis study focus is 
only put on the principal-agent level I si nee the emphasis of this study is on the relation be
tween a policymaker, e.g. the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs, and an intermediary agency, e.g. 
Syntens. However, whereas policymakers' actions are limited by higher authorities, e.g. the 

Cabinetor the House of Representatives, and to show the complexity of the issue, a second 
level is visualized as well. 

The processof policy change, as visualized in figure 8, starts if a policymaker perceives 
a "problem" out of its institutional environment. Due to learning, past experiences, op
portunistic reasoning, monitoring or conflicts as a result of shirking or diminishing trust 

innovation policy may change as put forward by the EITC and the NIE. In accordance with a 
predetermined vision, the constraints of the institutional environment and the policymaker's 

experiences an instrument is formulated. Th is instrument is expected to have a certain 
impact. Whereas a policymaker aims to minimize cost, the workis delegated to an interme
diary agency that is better capable to do the job. The assigned taskis executed according to 

the mission of the agency. As represented in the conceptual framework for i nnovation policy 
change, the intermediary agency is in direct contact with the target group, i.e. SM Es, to real
ize the interestsof the policymaker. In contrary to the policymaker, the intermediary agency 
receives information from first hand. Therefore, an information asymmetry between the 
policymaker and the intermediary agency exists by definition . 

Whereas policymakers operate under the constraints of imperfect information, policy changes 
by trial and error. The policymaker has to learn and adapt its policy to new information . 
Th is new information is obtained in three manners as argued by Malerba (1992) . The three 

learn ing structures categorized by Malerba are i) learning by interaction , i i) due to internal 
discovery and iii) learning as the result of other activities involving the u se of policy. First, 
the policymaker and the intermediary agency learn as a result of their interaction. Due to an 
information asymmetry they can exchange information; the dotted line in figure 8 visualizes 
(among other things) this exchange. Second, pol icymakers can learn internallyin the depart
ment from experiences of other policymakers. Th ird, policymakers learn from the evaluation 
of instruments by comparing the output with the expected impact. 
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Figure 8: conceptual framework for innovation policy change. The principal-agent Ieveii and 11 are visualized 
with the dotted lines. In short: the policymaker formulates an instrument in correspondence with a preset vision 
regarding i nnovation policy. The policymaker expects a certain impact. After formulation the instrument is 
transferred to the intermediary agency that implements the instrument in correspondence with its mission. The 
intermediary agency is in direct contact with the target group. After implementation, the output is evaluated and 
compared with the expected impact and, if necessary, restated. The policymaker and the intermediary agency 
behave in another institutional environment. Therefore, their relationship is important for transferring knowledge 
and experiences. Other causes for i nnovation policy change in their relation are: opportunism, shirking, learning, 
trust and monitoring. 
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The interaction between the policymaker and the intermediary agency is visualized with 
the dotted line in the conceptual framework. Beside learning and knowledge exchange, 
elements proposed by the EITC, this interaction consistsof other elementsas well. Derived 

from the TCE and principal-agent theory monitoring, trust, shirking and opportunism are 
important properties in the relationship policymaker-intermediary agency. The policymaker 
has the right to monitor the agency. By means of monitoring the policymaker decides if the 

job done by the intermediary agency is done accordingly. lf the policymaker con cl u des that 
the procedures or approach of the intermediary agency is insuftkient to achieve the preset 
goals, policy may change. Shirking means that either the policymaker or the intermediary 
agency has done less than agreed upon. Shirking is expected to result in a conflict between 
the policymaker and the intermediary agency. Therefore shirking of either the policymaker 

or the agency can result in policy change. Whereas the policymaker or the intermediary 
agency may have self-interest motives this may cause policy to change even when this 
leads to unfavorable effects for others. In other words, opportunistic reasons can result in 
policy change. Trust is importantfora stabie relationship between the policymaker and the 
intermediary agency. lftrust diminishes, the relation is argued to become less stabie which 
may result in policy change. 

In addition, if the institutional environment changes this may have the consequence that 
policy will change. However, policy only changes if the policymaker adapts to the changes of 
the institutional environment as argued by the EITC. 

Beside the rationales ofthe EITC and the NIE, that focus mainly on the relation between the 

policymaker and the intermediary agency as discussed before, the concept of a mission and 
a vision is included in the framework . A mission describes the basic purpose of an organi
zation; the nature ofthe business in which the organization is engaged. An intermediary 
agency has a mission whereas it is established with some kind of purpose. In case of the 
intermediary agency of interest in this study, i.e. Syntens, its purpose is to advise and inform 
SM Es with regard to innovation . A vision tel Is something about the preferred future and 

the way to achieve that (Raynor, 1998) . As discussed before, policymakers perceive learning 
experiences. A vision may be based on learning or past experiences of higher authorities like 
the Minister or Cabinet, for example by interaction with foreign countries. In other words, 
knowledge flows between institutions exchange experiences and information in accordance 

with the argumentsof the EITC. The Minister, for example, may learn from this exchange 
and shape its vision accordingly. On its turn, policy instruments are formulated in eerre
spondenee with the overall vision. Therefore, it is assumed that ifthe overall vision changes 

policy instruments change as well. 

2.4. Summary and Condusion 

A new conceptual framewerk for policy change with its center of attention on the relation 
between the policymaker and the intermediary agency is created. The NIE and EITC propose 
explanations underlying innovation policy changes focused on the relation between a 
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policymaker and an intermediary agency. According the proposed conceptual framework, 

innovation policy change is caused by: 

1 . Trial and error, learning. Policymaker or intermediary agency is bounded by the 

accumulation of knowledge and the application of knowledge to new circumstances. 

Whereas no policymaker or intermediary agency has superior understanding of 

the environment policy change is caused by trial and error or learning. Policymakers 

learn through: 

a. The interaction between the policymaker and the intermediary agency: due 

to an information asymmetry between the policymaker and the 

intermediary agency both can exchange information and learn from each 

other. This can lead to policy changes. 

b . Internallearning of other policymakers 

c. Other activities involving the use of i nnovation policy, i.e. evaluation of 

innovation policy: based on the evaluation of instruments policymakers 

learn and changes in innovation policy may be based on the evaluation. 

2. Previous experiences. Policymakers make deductively rational decisions which 

result in decision rules based on previous experiences . lt is argued that rules alter 

over time as policymakers revise them because of changing circumstances. 

3· Opportunism. Policymakers and intermediary agencies are expected to act in a 

self-interested way. One will utilize opportunities into its advantage to, for example, 

increase influence or power. Opportunistic reasoning may cause innovation policy 

change. 

4· Shirking. lf either the policymaker or the intermediary agency does less than 

expected this will cause innovation policy change. For example the policymaker 

refuses todeliver resources or the delivered work by the agency is less than agreed 

upon with the policymaker. 

5· Monitoring. The policymaker can monitor the intermediary agency, not the other 

way around, to check if the work done by the intermediary agency is satisfying the 

demand of the policymaker. Monitoring the agency may lead to an outcome that 

asks for a change in policy. 

6 . Trust. Whereas trust creates stability and continuityin the relationship between the 

policymaker and the intermediary agency, in absence of trust the stability is argued 

to diminish which will result in policy change. 

In the following the usefulness of these theoretica! arguments is analyzed through empirica I 

research . 
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lil Innovation Policy Change at the 
Nationallevel 

The purpose ofthis chapter is to discover shifts in vision in innovation policy at the national 

level. In addition, this chapter aims to deduce the motives forthese shifts . One of the 

objectives of this study is to complement to existing literature concerned with shifts in 

innovation policy in the Netherlands. Kuhlmann (2001), Smits (1994) and Rothwell (1992) 

use the evolutionary theory to identify shifts in i nnovation policy. Whereas this theory argues 

that policy change is the result of learning and experimenting, a slowand fluent transition 

from one perspective toanother is emphasized. Therefore, no precise shifts in innovation 

policy are recognized whereas shifts occur gradually and accumulative. Nevertheless, 

these authors identify trends in policy that predominate in roughly identified timeframes . 

Beside the evolutionary theory, the New Growth Theory (NGT) is used by Soete (Soete 

& Ter Weel, 1999) (Soete, 2007) to explore i nnovation policy in the Netherlands. Table 1 

summarizes most important research regarding the periodization of i nnovation policy 

in the Netherlands. Whereas none of these authors empirically tested the correctness 

of the proposed shifts or trends in i nnovation policy, this study will complement to 

existing literature by empirically analyzing the relevanee of their periodization. Therefore, 

an overview is presented with formulated, revised and terminated innovation policy 

instruments to deduce i nnovation policy changes at the nationallevel. 

Chapter 2, elaborated on theoretica! motives for i nnovation policy change. To verify to what 

extent theoretica! motives correspond with practice, it is essential to examine when policy 

changes. An archival analysis is conducted by examining policy documents that describe 

newly formulated i nnovation policy instruments, restated instruments and terminated 

instruments. The applied method is described insection 3.1. Using this method four periods 

in innovation policy pursued in the Netherlands are derived . In each period innovation 

policy is basedon a different vision concerned with the best innovation practice for SM Es. 

In the first period, startingin 1979, policy emphasizes the production of R&D. In its most 

basic form the vision of this period is based on the idea that the creation of more useful 

R&D will result in more innovative SM Es. The policy formulated in this period is described 

insection 3·3 and is basedon assumptions of the "linear model of innovation". The second 

period starts in 1987. lnnovation policy in this period concentrates on the vision that R&D 

should be transferred from producer to user, here the SM Es. This is described insection 3-4· 

In 1995, the vision shifts to stimulating cooperation between producers and users ofknowl

edge and is described in section 3·5· Finally, the Lisbon agreement changes the Dutch vision 

on innovation policy around 2003. As from then, policy is focused on specific key-areas 

where economie growth is expected to occur. Section 3.6 elaborates on this period. 

In section 3·7 the results of the archival analysis are checked on their validity and reliability 

by means of member checking. In addition, section 3.8 assesses the instruments of each pe

riod based on its changing approach expected from a changing vision on i nnovation policy. 

Finally, a summary and condusion is given in section 3·9· 
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Rothwell 

{1992) 

Soete 

{1999) 

The evolution of changing perceptions and practice in public policies in Europe is discussed. Rothwell 
argues that during different periods changing dominantmodelsof best practice in policy ruled: 

During the 19505 and 19605: science policy and industrial policy 

In the early 1970s: i nnovation policy emerged 

Mid-to-late 19705: regional policies 

During the 198o5: shift from exogenous policies to endogenous polides 

After World War 11 : Low-tech in dustrial polkies 

Duringthe 19705 and 19805: industrial policy shifts from low-tech to high-tech sectors 

After the fall ofBerlin Wall: emergence of i nnovation policy 

Table 1: Summary of most important research on i nnovation policy change (Literature is more extensively discussed 
in appendix C) 

3.1. Method 

A dataset ofpolicy instruments stimulating innovation at SMEs is constructed todetermine 

most important shifts in i nnovation policy at the nationallevel. Changes in i nnovation policy 

at the nation allevel are characterized by the formulation of new instruments, the restate

ment of existing instruments and the terminatien of instruments. Whereas the focus of this 

chapter is on shifts in i nnovation policy executed at the nationallevel, searched is for key 
shifts in i nnovation policy. These shifts are characterized by the termination, restatement 

and formulation of a significant amount of instruments. 

Some preliminary studies are found that use a similar method to examine innovation policy 

change; data in the form of i nnovation policy instruments. Bod as Freitas and Von Tunzel

mann (2oo8) benchmark policy incentives in France and the United Kingdom across time 

also based on innovation policy instruments. Several studies identifled shifts in innovation 

policy in the Netherlands, as summarized in Table 1, but no study empirically tested the ap

propriateness of the proposed shifts or trends in i nnovation policy. Hence, this study empiri

cally examines the shifts in innovation policy in the Netherlands by using policy instruments 

aimed at stimulating innovation in SM Es. 
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Data 
In policy reports, policy changes are initiated and substantiated. In order to discover 

changes in vision on i nnovation policy and to create an overview with formulated, revised 

and terminated instruments, the policy reports in table 2 function as the primary souree 
in this analysis. The analysis starts in 1979. A changeover from defensive policy towards 
offensive policy is presented in the lnnovation Paper of1979. Unlike previous policy, techno

logica! revitalization and i nnovation became keywords for the formulation of instruments. In 
literature (van Dijk & Holland, 1993) (EZ, 2002a) the I nnovation Paper of1979 is generally 
recognized as the beginning of i nnovation policy in the Netherlands. Bes i de these primary 
sourees ongoing reports regarding the progress of policy programs and instruments are 
consulted, as well as statements of the Cabinetor Minister of Economie Affairs. 

Notall instruments are initiated or terminated by policy reports. However, individual instru
ments have a certain position within an instrumental framework that represents the overall 

i nnovation policy strategy of the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs. Therefore, all i nnovation 
policy instruments focused onSMEs and articulated within the strategicframework ofthe 
Mi nistry of Economie Affairs in the timeframe 1979-2007 are included. Whether they are 
initiated by policy documents is leftout of consideration, as long as those instruments are 
included in the overall innovation policy strategy of the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs. 

Breakpoints are determined by the formulation, restatement and term i nation of i nnovation 
policy instruments targeted at SM Es. Unfortunately, it is not always clear when a policy in
strument is categorized as an "innovation policy instrument targeted at SM Es". First, some 
policy instruments address SM Es but don't stimulate innovation in particular. However, a 

SME may use the funds for innovation related objectives. These instruments are not includ
ed in the overview. Second, historically distinguishable paths merge and converge over time. 

In this case is aimed at education, export, environment, energy, which converge over time 
with innovation. Historically, export and i nnovation are two different policy areas. Currently, 
export instruments are part of the overall i nnovation policy strategy due to the recalibration 

of policy instrumentsin 2005 (EZ, 2005a). lf an instrument is part ofthe overall strategy of 
the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs regarding innovation, it is included even if it does notseem 

to be an innovation related instrument. 
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Poli(:y document .... 

I nnovation paper (lnnovatienota) 

A new enthusiasm for manufacturing 

(Een nieuw industrieel Elan) 

Report of the Work (Verslag van 

Werkzaamheden) I, 11, 111 , IV 

Towards a market-oriented technology 

policy (Naar een op de marktsector 

gericht technologiebeleid) 

Exchange between knowledge and 

market (Wissel tussen kennis en markt) 

Economy with open borders (Economie 

met open grenzen) 

Year 

1 1979 

I 
1981 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1987 

1990 

Competing with knowledge (Concurreren 1992-

met Kennis) i 1993 

Knowledge in Action (Kennis in Beweging) I 1995 

I 
Regional technology policy (Regionaal 1995 

Technology Beleid) 

Chances because of Synergy 1997 

Space for industrial renewal I 1999 I 
The Digital Delta 1999 

Knowledge economy in sight 2000 

SM Es in the Digital Delta 2001 

' In act1on for lnnovat1on. approach for the 2003 

Lisbon-ambition 

Proposals key-area-approach (Voorstellen 2004 

Sleutelgebieden-aan pak) 

Strong basis for top performance (Sterke 2005 

basis voor topprestaties) 

I 

i 

i 

Author 

Advisory Committee 

lndustrial Policy (Wagner 

Committee I) 

Advisory Committee 

concerning the progress of 

the lndustrial Policy (Wagner 

Committee 11) 

Workgroup Technology 

Policy (Zegveld Committee) 

Adv1sory Comm1ttee on 

Technology Poliey 

Reinforcement (Dekker 

Committee) 

AWT 

lnnovationPiatform 

Table z: lnfluential policy documents concerning innovation policy 
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I Department 
1 . .. > I Mi nistry of Finance 

j Mi nistry of Education and Science 

' Ministry of Economie Aftairs 

Mi nistry of Economie Aftairs 

Ministry of Economie Aftairs 

1 
I 

Mi nistry of Economie Aftairs 

Mi nistry of Education, Culture and 

I 
Science and Ministry of Agriculture, 

Nature and food quality 

Ministry of Economie Aftairs 

f Ministry of Economie Aftairs 

Ministry of Economie Aftairs 

I Ministry of Economie Aftairs 

Ministry of Economie Aftairs 

M1mstry of Economie Afta1rs 

Ministry of Economie Aftairs 



Categorizing innovation policy initiatives 

The policy cycle simplifies the policy process in a sequence of discrete stages. The policy 

cycle is used to categorize the initiatives and outcomes of policies articulated in the policy 

reports (Jann & Wegrich, 2007). Although this model may be limited due to its over-simpli

fication of reality, it assists wel I in distinguishing different phases during the development 

processof an instrument. The sequence of stages distinguished by the policy cycle is shown 

in figure 1. 

Validity and reliability 

For validity and reliability reasons the results are discussed with people involved with the 

formulated policy. First, this is done by means of member validation in section 3-7- Second, 

the content of the "packets of instruments" per period is examined insection 3.8. In this 

case it is interesting to examine per period how the instruments are approaching SM Es. 

Here an important remark should be made. In 2001, the Dutch House of Representatives re

quested for an inventory of all measures concerning SM Es. The Netherlands Court of Audit 

(Algemene Rekenkamer) concluded that: 

"The results of this inventory confirm the idea that policy measures show diversity. 

Annually measures are revised or replaced by bundling with other measures. 

Furthermore, many actors and changing target groups are involved. As a 

consequence, drawing up an accurate, complete and actual overview of all relevant 

measures is nearly impossible." 

(Netherlands Court of Audit, 2001, p. 32, underlined by author) 

Th is study does not aim to present a complete and accurate overview of all instruments 

existing in 1979-2008. However, the overview shown in table 3 should represent an accurate 

overview of most important instruments concerning i nnovation policy carried out targeted at 
SME. 

3.2. Results: an Overview 

As discussed previous, information about innovation policy instruments is collected from 

policy reports. An overview is created, figure 9, to increase insight in the implemented inno

vation policy instruments in the period 1979-2008. The overview shows the trajectoriesof all 

innovation policy instruments aimed to stimulate innovation at SM Es: when the instrument 

is implemented, when the instrument is terminated, if the instrument is restated toa nother 

instrument and to which instrument. To demonstrate how the overview works, the trajectory 

of the instrument currently known as the WBSO (Promotion of Research and Development 

Act) is elaborated on . 
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The WBSO is a tax credit scheme aimed at promoting R&D. lt reduces the wage costs of 

R&D employees. Presently, the WBSO is the most important instrument in the Netherlands 

for the stimulation of i nnovation in termsof budget; 417 million euro in 2008 (EZ, 2oo8c). 

Figure 9 shows that the WBSO is for the flrst time included in the overall strategy ofthe 

Mi nistry of Economie Affairs regarding i nnovation in the policy report "Knowledge in Action" 
(EZ, OC&W, & LNV, 1995). lt also shows that the WBSO-trajectory starts with the instrument 

"Subsidization Contract Research", if the arrows are foliowed in reversed direction. lt can be 

derived from the overview that this instrument is for the flrst time presented in the "I nnova

tion Paper" published in 1979. Following the time line from the start in 1979 to 2008 the 

following is derived from the overview in flgure 9: 

In 1979 the instrument "Subsidization Contract Research" is initiated and included 

in the overall strategy of the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs as published in the 

"lnnovation Paper" 

In 1984 the instrument "Subsidization Contract Research" is restated, by the 

instrument "INSTIR" (lnnovation Stimulation Scheme), and terminated 

In 1988 the INSTIR is restated due tothereport "Exchange between knowledge and 
market" published by the Dekker committee 

In 1994 the INSTIR is terminated, in 1994 the INSTIR is foliowed up by the WBSO 

The WBSO is restated in 2000 due tothereport "Space for industrial renewa/" 

(EZ, 1999d) 

The WBSO is restated in 2001 and 2004 

Presently the WBSO still exists 

Based on the formulation, termination and restatement of a significant amount of instruments, 
breakpoints in innovation policy at the nation allevel are deduced. In flgure 9, extra atten

tion is drawn tothese breakpoints by the black lines. A black line indicates the start of a new 

Th~ INSTIR was.terminated as a 

its own succes ; thèexg~ndi~F~: '!;,~ : r"llt of 

er:~ trol :nd t~~ govemment c~mld nolon~ 
ger afford theinstru~~pt (~,~ilder, ,2ooo~ . 
}be INSTIR was form1.1lated as a su.bsidYtifTI 

justas its predecessor"Subsidization Con

tract Research". In contrary, the WBSO is 

formulated as a fiscal meas\ue. 

period of i nnovation policy in the Netherlands whereas a 

"new packet" of instruments is formulated . Clearly the figure 

shows that the lnnovation Paper, the Committee Dekker 

with their report "Exchange between Knowledge and Market" 
and the report "Knowledge in Action" contained many newly 

formulated instruments. 

Derived from the shifts as presented in the overview of 

policy instrumentsin figure 9, the Dutch innovation policy is 

periodized . Th is periodization will be extensively discussed 

in the following of this chapter. In table 3 a more detailed overview is al ready presented. 

Moreover, table 3 summarizes the characteristics of each period. The phases as distin

guished by the policy cycle are used to categorize the policy initiatives in table 3· Moreover, 

it summarizes the vision and emphasis of each policy report. The content of the instru

ments is elaborated in appendix D. 
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Figure g: Visualization ofinstruments and the instruments "trajectory" 
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Period Report Year Emphasis report Problem definition Formulation of Policy lmplementation new/ revised Policy Terminatien of Policy 

4---------------------------------- -- ---- ----- -- -- ·-·· 

Policy based on 

the linear 

model of 

innovation. 

Managing 

interfaces 

between users 

and producers 

of innovation 

Policy focused 

on a systems 

approach and 

cooperation 

Policy based in 

Excelling in 

"Key Areas" 

lnnovation Paper 1979 Significanee of SME for economy 

I nnovation required for shift from low-tech to high

tech products 

Picking winners insteadof backing-up losers 

Policy instruments do nat cover risks and 

cast of innovation 

costline: lnnovation contribution WIR 1
, INSTIR1

• SME-innovat ion1
, 

extension Pll'4 

riskline : increasing development credit SME + MNE: introduetion of GOK 

and OK5 

lnfraline6: transfer offices7, focus area 's, establishment Hinformatie 

maatschappit'. idea funds9
, future-oriented stud ies, reprogramming 

research institutes 

riskline costline & infraline implemented: PII , INSTlR (1984), transfer 

offices (1982), PPM, TOK incl. OK and GOK (1980)'", SME-innovat ion, 

WIR, subsidization contract research (1979) 

Subsidization Contact research11(1984) 

~-----·--·-·----·-----· ~~-------------------··-· 

Reports Wagner 1981-1983 Reindustrialization lnstruments are confusing MIP, Demonstrat ien projects, join large development credit and en larging 

TOK. 

Simplification WIR'1, MIP'3 (1982), demonstratien project flexible 

automation'• (1984), TOK(1984), MANS'' (1983), SMO (1984}'6 incl. 

118(1985), SABA(1985) 

IGF (1983), SIR'' (1984), OBF'1(1983), Pll(1984), IM (1984)'9, 

factory development help SME (1984), stimulation reguiatien 

SME with information projects(1984), advising energy savings 20 

(1984), productivity projects (1984)",quality improving u(1984), 

GOK(1984) 

Committees 

Report Zegveld 

Committee 

Report Dekker 

Committee 

Economy with open 

borders 

Competing with 

knowledge 

Knowledge in Action 

1984 

1987 

1990 

1993 

199S 

Regionat technology 1995 

policy 

Chances because of 1997 

Synergy 
-------~-----~---

Space for industrial 1999 

renewal 

reeavering vita/ parts economy 

from support to stimulation 

increase market-oriented scientific research 

utilize and transfertechnologica I knowledge into 

profitable products 

regionol proactive advlee 

instruments do not stimulate market

oriented knowledge 

lnstruments do notfit within the required 

decentralized policy 

first- and second-line consultants 

" Diffusion-line" 11 

lntensifying TOK14
, ex panding INSTIR, IAC11, The AgencY'6, intensifyîng OMK

program'7, KIMza, national advise councW9 , international collaboration, 

PBTSlO, collective research, SM03' 

first- and second-line consultants 

Diffusion-line 

lntensifying TOK, expanding INSTIR (1987), ICs (1988), intensifying 

OMK-program (1988), KIM(1990)" , AWT" (1990), PBTS (1987), BTIP 

(1988)" . BTOC(1988)», T&U'' (1988), 

----~- ~----~~~--- ------~------------

WIR(1988)" 

expected Single European market lnstruments are insufficiently accessible for 

SME 

- - -Ex_t_e-nd- i-ng_I_N_sn_ R_, Tunin8-BTOE~ith market; -ad~-ise_a_bO~t-e~ropea~ -- --- ~----TGPJ8(î991), red~éi~iiNSTIR, -·-- . ---- -~ -~----------~------- INSTIR (1994}19 

knowledge transfer 

International technology-race 

Accessibility public research forenterprises 

Introduetion ofthe knowledge networks: cluster 

policy 

lnstruments do not sufficiently stimulated 

BERD 

lnstruments should focus more on improvîng 

technologîcal cooperation 

lnnovation requires knowledge on ether aspects to many specific instruments: lncrease 

_____ th~n only'-c-R&_ D--,---,---.,---o---ccc-c--c---,-cc-- - -"ge_n_e_ri_c_in_s_tr_uc-m_e-cntc-s"C"C _ __ -c-

Policy on festering innovation for SME should be lnstruments shouldn't be created at national 

pursued at regiona/level level. 

Cluster policy 

Streamlining 

Unclear how gaveroment (instruments) 

stimulate clusters 

Streamlining instruments by integrating them 

and making instruments better accessible. 

programs, increasing collaboration Eastern Europe, stimulation telematics, 

lncrease BTOC, PBTS basedon cooperation, extending TGP, extending 

BlOC, 

BTS, TNO/SME-initiative4-1, TII's, increasing WBSO (1994)41, increasing STIP, 

techno-starters44, EET, PROMOTIE, feasibi lity facility"s, increasing KIM, 

accessibilîty TOK46, tuning actlvities EG-liaison and Senter, u elektronische 

snelweg», 

lntensifyîng TOK for SME, transferring feasibility projects SME to regiona t 

level, PMTS to regionallevel 

Strategie cluster initiatives 

PBTS cooperation"' (1993), IT(1994)" 

BTS (1997)", TNO/MKB-initiative(199S)" , WBSO (1995), TTis (1996)". 

BIT(1997)10, EET(1996)1' , KIM(1998)" , TOK(1996)17, HMKB (1996)" . 

Pionier!(1996), Sp.OED(1996)" . PSB(1997)16
, Techno-Starters 

funds(1996)~. TS(1996)~. Maak kennis met ... (1997)19,1iP (1998) .. 

Law KvK (1998)61 

TGP(1994) 

PBTS (1997) IT(1997)" , BlOC (1997), T&U(1997)", PPM' 1(1996). 

BTIP(1997)", 

Bundling Techno 5t;;:;;;- i ;;;tiativ~s. b;-;;;.d"~~ini-fwi~-;;;-~g-ii~f.diiïV--;t;;;ï;;g;- --·-v;.asë)(2ooo); Sï-f(2oo3)». MKs~la-;,~(2ooo>" ~;:e--;, t;;;-;;-51~;:;~;; t.;-~i iit:;.-- -- -- HMKB(2o!i1fiiiM(ioolï~T'NoiW. iiS.:i~iti;rti~~2ool);Tol<(2oö1>:-
increasing cooperation SME, streamlining cluster initiatives, adjusting (2001)Ja, Dreamstart(2000)n, BloPartner (1999)14, SK0(2002)75, SKB 

The Digital Delta 1999 

Starters WBSO, increasing accessibility instruments, Actieplan Facility Sharing69 (2002)76, TOP {2001}77, 

-:::-:--:-:--:-:-:c--:-----=",.--- ---C:-r-ea-:t-:-io-n-o-;f -co-:h-e-re- n-c-e-----------H ... d~P;~;;I~fi~~'tr~-;~t;H;~d-;~ti~tTe-;-;;f-···-·-···--·--:Ex::-:-te-n-'si:-o-n-a-:ct-:-iv-::it::..ie-s-o7f S:-y-n,-te_n.:..s.- s-:ti:-m-u71a-:t :-in-g':S:-M::E:-w'"'i-;th __ _:_ __ .::_ ____ _:l_nn_o_v.:..at:'-io_n_n_ec_t (;:1::99::c9ó-:)-'-. O::c3::cD-:(::c2000=:c),..-,-:C:ciC::-;(::c200= 1-::)";;;,-:ICT=-c-a-m-p-a,-ig-n-:N;:G::D:---.. -···------·-----------------------------------·--·--·-···--·--···-······-

gaveroment w .r.t . lCT (2000)'" 
·································-

Knowledge economy in 2000 lntensifying WBS01
' , additienat funding SKO + Technostarter= TOP? P. 17, WBSO, additional SKO, TOP 

sight 

SM Es in the Digital Delta 2001 

Ambition to among European leaders w .r.t. the 

knowledge economy 
-:::7.:-:--.-:-:--::c::-::--=::-- - ---,A-m7b""it:-io::..n..,to--:st_a_y -ah:-'-e-a-:d-a-n""'d 7ke_e_p_u_p_w-:i-:th- I::CT=--- SMEi;-~i;i;;-cÏ;;;;~;~-;ïi;;;;;iiv ~;;;:;,;;~;~d·····-·-----------------------------p-:il:-ot:-p-ro-:j-ect-:-m_a_s-sa--i:-n-,div--:id:-u-:al,-i s-at""io_n_(::2:-00:::2::):;;".-:N-::G:::D::-;(::c200=2-::) '"'----- iëTZ~;;;j;~"ig.;t-iGD(ÏÖÖÏ)..-; 5P.öioi2oo1)" 

In action for innovation: 

approach for the Usbon-

ambition 

2003 Economie growth should be generated by means of 

focus on key technologies 

The Netherlands is '" leasing momentumn lntensifying WBSO, R&O collaboration86
, knowledge werkers, stimulating 

new innovative business, leveraging potentlal of SME, knowiedgei intensive 

foreign companies, pub/ic-private mobility, New Entrepreneurship17, 

TP (200S)", WBS0(2004)", 1S(2004)90, Action-plan life sciences(2004)'', 

InnovatieVoucher (2004)", Casimir(2004)". Smart Mix (2005)", SKE 

(2005)91, TechoPartner seed-facility(200S)", Fast Growth (2004)" 

TOP(2004), EET(2004)". TS(2004), BioPartner(200S)", 

Dreamstart(2005), technostartersfacility (2004)'00
, 

Technostarters funds (2005) 

Proposals for key-areas- 2004 
--,----,--,---,--- - ---------,-------,----- -------·-····-···-·-···-···-·······-···-···-·--···-·-···--······--·-- ····--···-·····-·······--·--,----:-c-:----:----::---:-:--::---:--:-:::----:-:-:-----:::----:-------------- ---------································--

Key-areas-approach In which areas can we excel? Key areas: High-tech systems & materials, Food & Flowers, Water, Creative 

approach 

Streng basis for top 2005 

lndustry, Pensions & social insurance, The Hague 
___ ..:.:_ ________ __:_ __ ~------------:l-nn_o_v_a-,tio_n_P:-r-o-gra_m_s-,.(2::c006=::r·"· ."'l-nn_o_v_a-,t io-n-:v-:-o-u-:ch:-e-r,-:I::-Pc-=-(:=2::-oo:::5::-:) :::,.,:-. -----si<ö(ïoos): ·siis(2oos),-Ïs i ïooïiï;·Psïi(?) ;;;;; Tïï ·;;;;-,:;;~-.t-M"ï~ -----------::----:-::---:---:-:---------------------------------------·-····--······· 

Recalibration of instruments Too many instruments and instruments 

pertremanee should be targeted at key areas tnnovationcredit (2008) '03, Growth facility (2006)'04, Challengers (2007r'' 

reguiatien (2006)'01, SBIR(2005)' .. , Eurostars (2007)'"7, Prepare2start 

(?), 2g@there (2007)'"', IS(2006)'"' 

Table 3: An overview ofthe shifts in innovation policy at the nationallevel with respect to SM Es. By means ofthe numbered notations, explanations belonging to the instrumentscan be found in appendix D. 
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3·3· Period 1: 1979-1987, Policy Basedon the Linear Model oflnnovation 

The I nnovation Paper (FIN, O&W, & EZ, 1979) formed the starting point for innovation 

policy in the Netherlands. The I nnovation Paper described a new vision emphasizing the 

creation of more and better scientific knowied ge. Concrete instruments were initiated to 

achieve this vision. lt is reasoned that scientific research, which fulfills the needs of the 

market and SM Es better, will result in more high-tech products. The argumentation is based 

on the thought that more basic research results in more applied research and consequently 

in more final ized products. Th is is known in theory as the linear model of innovation. Based 

on policy formulated intheI nnovation Paper, the docu-

Defming SMEs? ments ofthe Wagner Committee and Zegveld Commit-

and medium sized enterprises 

defmed in the Innovation Paper 

the report of Committee Zegveld 

companies with less than 500 em

nl r\'<T.<><o>~ r in the reports of the VY Cl~U'I::! 

'-Y~»~LJ<un::.:: SM Es are defined a.s 

and medium-sîzed enterprises 
up of enterprises which emplOy 

fewer than 250 persons and which have an 
annual turnover not exceeding 50 million 
euro, andjor an annual balance sheet 
total not exceeding 43 million euro." 

tee translated the vision in more concrete actions. 

First, the environmental context of this period is elabo

rated. Second, the lnnovation Paper is elaborated. Th ird, 

the four reports ofWagner Committee are discussed. Fi

nally, the report of the Zegveld Committee is considered . 

Environmental conditions 

The o il crisis in 1973, that resulted in an international 

economie recess ion foliowed by increasing energy prices, 

had its impact on the Netherlands. In comparison with 

neighboring countries, the Netherlands performed even 

worse (Zegveld & Rothwell, 1985) . According to Zegveld 

and Rotweil the profound recession in the Netherlands 

was the result of structural industrial changes in interna

tional trade patterns. Due to the rise ofthe New lndus

trialized Countries (NICs) and increasing influence of 

Japan, international trade patterns were changing. 

Due to changes on the international trade ma rket Dutch 

unemployment increased. Employment costs increased 

exceptionally in comparison with previous years . As a 

consequence, business had fewer possibil ities to invest in risky activities . At the sametime 

the insight increased that investment in i nnovation and technology was required to stay 

competitive. The cost structure of Dutch companies was unfavorable; compan ies were ar

gued to be inflexible and the product structure was perceived as vulnerable. The recognition 

that the Dutch product combination was not much progress ive resulted in the lnnovation 

Paper, although the government was facing tremendous funding deficits (Interdepartemen

tale Heroverwegingswerkgroep, 1983) (VNO, 1990). 
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I nnovation Paper· 1979 

The I nnovation Paper (1979) is basedon the vision that the production of knowledge needs 

to increase to create more innovative products. A shift is required from low-tech to high
tech products. Existing instruments are not sufficient to realize this shift. Moreover, high
tech products can, due totheir quality, tolerate high labor costs. As a result the desire for 

i nnovation policy instruments is articulated. lnitiated instruments aim to stimulate the 
amount of research conducted at enterprises and scientific institutes. lnstruments mainly 
aimed to cover the risks and the costs of innovation. In addition, the I nnovation Paper 
articulates a desire for an improved scientific infrastructure that can contribute to economie 

growth. 

The I nnovation Paper characterizes a breakpoint in i nnovation policy for three reasons. First, 

the policy set out in the innovation paper no longer intends to "back up losers". Unlike 
previous policy, an offensive policy of "picking the future's winners" is favored; promising 

sectors are backed up. Second, SM Es are for the first time explicitly recognized as the en

gine of the Dutch economy. Bes i de the importance of SM Es for the economy, the I nnovation 
Paper is also the first policy document that identifies i nnovation and technology as the push 
factors for economie growth. 

Committee Wagner -1981/1983 

While the I nnovation Paper introduces many new policy instruments, the reports of the 
Wagner Committee in itiate the termination of many instruments developed prior to the 
I nnovation Paper. The Committee argues that new instruments are not required but that 

existing instruments should be streamlined. In totals reports are produced by two differ
ent Committees, both chaired by Wagner. The first Committee advised the Cabinetabout 
des i red industrial policy changes intheir report "A new enthusiasm for manufacturing" (Een 
nieuw industrieel Elan) . The second Wagner Committee advised, in three half-yearly reports, 
about the content, implementation and progress made on the policy as set out in the report 
of the first Wagner Committee. 

Although the Wagner Committees introduced the reindustrialization policy, it diverged 
not much from the general policy as set out by the I nnovation Paper. Reindustrialization is 
described as an offensive policy that selectively chooses which industrial activities, sectors, 
should be stimulated to create new markets with growth potential. In other words, reindus

trialization aims to include high-tech products in the Dutch product combination to achieve 
growth. This policy direction was al ready introduced by the I nnovation Paper. 

The policy of the Wagner Committees shapes the general policy as outlined in the I nnova
tion Paper whereas it creates a "two-track" policy. On the one hand, this policy aims to cre
ate new sectors in the reindustrialization track with high-tech products. On the other hand, 
a second track emphasizes the need fora condition-creating policy. Condition-creating 
policy aims to stimulate existing business and successful sectors. 
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As a result of the Wagner Committees, the Ministry of Economie Affairs became responsible 

for innovation and technology policy. Until1983, technology policy had been the combined 

responsibility ofthe Ministry ofFinance, the Ministry ofScience and Education and the Min

istry of Economie Affairs . 

Zegveld Committee 

The reindustrialization policy as proposed by Committee Wagner only achieves its objectives 

when it is accompanied by a sustainable technology policy. Therefore, the Zegveld commit

tee is initiated. The Committee focuses on technology policy that aims to increase market
oriented scientific research in order to improve the competitive position of the Netherlands. 

The technology policy proposed has the objective toen large the creation of market-oriented 

technologkal knowledge in public labs and universities and enlarge application ofthis 

knowledge in products. SMEs receive special attention whereas SM Es lack interest in R&D 

but are important for economie growth. The public scientific infrastructure should be linked 

to the business infrastructure to inform SM Es better a bout improvements or new technolo

gies and, moreover, to create market-focused research in the labs. Once research of public 

research institutes is more market-oriented, SM Es wil I be able to apply the results of the 

research better. The needs of the market, mainly SM Es, should be transferred to the labs by 

means of first- and second-line consultants. Once the demands of the market are known by 

the public labs, labscan advise SM Es better. 

In order to achieve growth and renewal the Committee recommends, similar to the Wagner 

Committee, to increase high-end products by revitalization and modernization oftraditional 

activities and by entering new markets , sectors. Withinthese sectors it is essential to estab

lish knowledge infrastructures and collaboration between research institutes like TNO and 

advisory organizations like the RND. The knowledge infrastructures will find their bases in 

the existing infrastructures. These infrastructures should be reorganized and decentralized. 

3·4· Period 2: 1987-1995, Managing Interfaces between Users 
and Producers oflnnovation 

In 1987 the economie situation is more optimistic than several years before. Nevertheless, 

the OECD concluded in their report "OECD Economie surveys, the Netherlands 1985-1986" 
(OECD, 1986) that certain economie activities of the Netherlands are situated in less fa st 

growing markets in comparison with other countries. In the coalition agreement of Cabi

net Lubbers 11 in 1986, technology policy is recognized as an important issue for economie 

growth. Consequently, the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs decided to install an Advisory Com

mittee engaged in the extension of technology policy. The commission is asked to evaluate 

the current technology policy, to create propositions for the extension of this policy and to 

advise with regards to important issues for policy formation and implementation . 
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Kok 
Balkenende I 
Balkenende 11 

Balkenende lil 

Balkenende IV 

The Dekker Committee proposed and formulated policy that is characterized as a break

point in innovation policy. Their policy is grounded on the vision that knowledge should 

be transferred from producer to user. Therefore, the interfaces between users and produc

ers of knowied ge should be managed better. The Mi nistry of Economie Affairs, De Korte, 

2002-2002 

2003-2006 

2oo6-2oo6 

2007-present 

Environmental conditions 

decided to follow most recommendations of 

the Dekker Committee. The policy documents 

"Competing with Knowledge" and "Economy with 
Open Borders", extend the policy as proposed 

by the Dekker Committee. 

The Dutch situation is discussed in the section 

"environmental conditions". Subsequently, the 

report and consequences of the Dekker Com

mittee are discussed. Finally, the documents 

"Competing with Knowledge" and "Economy with 
Open Borders" are elaborated . 

Compared toother countries the technological backlog of the Netherlands decreased in 

the period 1984-1987 (Bolwijn & Kumpe, 1998). Economie growth increased to 4,25% in 

1989. This is the highest growth percentage accomplished in the 198os, but after 1990 GDP 

growth decreased again . In the period 1982-1989 export increased more than 50%. 

Threats were expected from Central and Eastern Europe due to the unification of Europe. 

The Dutch government expected that the fall ofthe Berlin Wall in 1989 would result in an 

increasing competition. 

In the second part ofthe 198os the Netherlands had an employment growth ofw%, al

though full employment is not achieved yet. Labor costs increased by the end ofthe 198os 

and beginning of1990s. Especially among the highly educated people unemployment was 

relatively high . Research shows that R&D expenditure of government and business de

creased after 1987. In the period 1988-1992 total R&D expenditure decreased from 66oo 

million to 4300 million. However, the decreasing R&D expenditure by the Netherlands after 

1987 is almost completely accountable to the cut backs made by Philips as argued by the 

AWT (Bolwijn & Kumpe, 1998, p. 68) (NRC, 1995) . 

Dekker Committee 

The Committee perceived technology policy as a combination of initiatives and measures 

contributing to the development, accumulation, diffusion and application of new 

technological knowied ge. The proposed policy underlines the importance of the interaction 

between knowledge and market, especially for SM Es. 
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The Committee attributed economie losses to an inefficient knowledge transfer from 

knowledge producers to knowledge users . The Committee recommended to concentrate 

mainly on a solution for this problem. Previous policy reports focused on en largement of 

and innovation 
> >'•nl·irv ",..,,turn related concepts. 

research application into products either by shifting 

R&D to new technologkal areas or orienting R&D 

towards the market. The Dekker Committee concluded 

as wel I that too little technological knowledge produced 

in the research institutes was applied in products. 

However, their solution to this problem clearly deviates 

from previous solutions: not the R&D pursued is 

incorrect, but the technology transfer from knowledge 

producers to users is perceived as inefficient. The 

interfaces between producers and users have to be 

improved by means of organizational changes. This is 

regarded as a breakpoint in innovation policy. 

Another, less clear breakpoint, is a shift from sectoral 

oriented policy, i.e. technology policy, towards policy 

oriented on diffusion and application of knowied ge 

into an extensive range of economie activities, i.e. i nnova

tion policy (see box) . The regional insteadof sectoral 

orientation of policy is emphasized. 

So called "knowledge-carriers" are proposed to resolve 

the problem of the diffusion of knowledge toSMEs 

(see 4.2.1). The Committee emphasizes that technol

ogy-/eading SM Es are perfectly capable in innovating 

and finding the right sou rees. However, technology

fo//owing enterprises have great difficulty in finding 

information and resources required for innovation. The 

dispersed activities pursued by many advisory organizations are incapable to address the 

missing awareness and insufficient information of SM Esabout technological developments 

and its opportunities. The committee advocatesfora regionat proactive advice and informa

tion infrastructure that is close to the entrepreneur. An intermediary agency should match 
technology-following SM Es to proper knowledge resources within or without the region. ln

novation Advise Centers (later known as lnnovationCenters) should replace the RND. 

Economy with Open Borders 

Cabinet Lubbers lil denoted the need for a strength-and-weakness-analysis of the Dutch 

economy intheir coalition agreement. Although the Dutch economy flourished in compari

son with previous years, the Cabinet emphasized that future growth is not guaranteed. The 
Minister of Economie Affairs, Andriessen, published the report "Economy withopen borders" 
(1990) . lt is argued (Ebber, 2005) that the main motive for this report wasthefall ofthe 
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Berlin Wall accompanied by the expected threats from Central and Eastern Europe. Business 
should be prepared and the government had to shape an environment in which enterprises 
can compete on a European level. 

In this document general policy moved its focus from a nationalto an European level. 

However, on the level of concrete policy instruments few things happened (see table 3 or 

figure 9) . The policy proposed by the Dekker Committee is foliowed and expanded: focus is 
on cooperation and knowledge transfer from research institutes to enterprises. The report 

is more or less an awareness rising document but has little influence on the formulation of 
concrete new policy instruments. 

Competing with knowledge 

At the end ofthe term of Cabinet Lubbers 111, Andriessen presented the report "Competing 
with Knowledge" (EZ, 1993) to the House of Representatives. Motive for this report is the 
identified international technology race by the Ca bi net. lf the Netherlands wants to realize 
its a mbition with respecttoa standard of living, environment or employment it is required 
to join the "technology race". 

The report emphasized that the Netherlands should invest more in the creation of knowl
edge to stay competitive. At the sametime knowledge needs to be transferred to enter

prises; interfaces should be managed better. lnvestments of Dutch enterprises in R&D are 
behind in comparison withother countries. The public infrastructure for technology, public 
research institutes and education is insufficiently tailored to the demands of business. 

Th ree strategie policy tracks are elaborated in the report. The first track aims to increase 
business expenditure on R&D (BERD). This should enable the Dutch business to compete 
in the international technology race. The second track aims to increase the economy's 

knowied ge intensity. Relevant technological knowied ge from public sectors is not accessible 
forenterprises and the supply of technica! skilied personal suits insufficiently the business 
demand. The Dekker Committee described this as an insufficient exchange between knowl
edge and market. The third track aims for sufficient foundation in the society for technologi
cal renewal. However, the policy described in the report is not translated in many concrete 
actions. 

3·5· Period 3: 1995-2003, Policy focused on a Systems Approach and 
Cooperation 

This period, starting with the report "Knowledge in Action" (EZ, et al., 1995), introduced 
two ideas that differed from previous periods. In correspondence with previous periods 
the problem consists ofSMEs that make too little u se of existing knowledge. However, 
transferring knowledge from producer to user by improving interfaces, the vision proposed 
in previous period, is replaced by a different vision initiated in "Knowledge in Action". First, 
beside technologkal knowledge, knowledge about organizations, logistics and human 
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resources is argued to be necessary for innovation as well. This results in the generalization 

of the instruments. Second, it is argued that transferring knowied ge from producer to user 

does not result in more innovative SM Es. However, cooperation betweenSMEs mutually 

and knowledge institutes will result in knowledge accumulation and an optima! diffusion. 

To concretize both objectives a systems approach is emphasized. A systems approach 

consists ofthe embedding of i nnovation pol icies in a broader context. Moreover, the flow 

of knowied ge and technology among enterprises, institutions and people is emphasized. As 

a result, institutions receive great attention regarding the knowied ge generation process 

within the systems approach. 

Environmental conditions during this period are discussed next. Second, the report 

"Knowledge in Action" is elaborated. After this policy document four other reports in line with 

"Knowledge in Action" were produced. These policy documents and its consequences are 

discussed one by one. 

Environmental conditions 1995-2003 

The Dutch economy performed well in the second half ofthe 1990s. In 

1997 its real GDP growth rateis 4,3 percent. However, approximately 

70% of this growth is the result of a higher laborinput (Klomp & Roe

landt, 2004, p. 367). The main driver of the Dutch economy wasbasedon 

employment growth. The Netherlands improved its competitive position 

after 1993. Budget for technological cooperation was increased from 71 to 

169 million in the period 1994-1997. In comparison withother countries 

R&D costs in the Netherlands were high . At the sametime shortage of 

qualified technica! employees increased (EZ, 1997a). In comparison with 

foreign countries little was invested in R&D and the total expenditures on 

R&D were stagnating, as shown in Figure 11 . 
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Figure 10: Growth rate ofGDP volume 1997-2006 (source: Eurostat) 
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Figure 11: Gross domestic expenditure on R&.D (source: Eurostat) 

lnternationally a shortened time to the market was required. Due to international competi
tion companies specialized around their core competences. As a consequence, companies 

depended increasingly on other firms for complementary competences. Customization 
became a trend : products and services had to match individual requirements. Therefore, the 

i nnovation process had to cover the entire product chain and ICT applications were incorpo
rated in other sectors than the !CT-sector (EZ, 1999c) . 

The European dimension increased influence. In contradiction with the global international 
market, distortion of competition within the European Union decreased. More regulations 
on European level were implemented. 

Knowledge in Action 
The first Cabinet Kok approved intheir coalition agreement that the Netherlands should 
focus on strengthening its economie structure through adding value to production and ser
vices. The government argued that the Netherlands should be competitive, internationally, 
on knowledge. In other words, the Netherlands aims to compete on quality and service and 
not on labor costs. Two diverging perspectives were chosen in comparison with previous 
policy. 

First, it is emphasized that knowledge and innovation are not only embedded in products, 

but in a variety of social processes, products and services. Previously, i nnovation was di
rectly and exclusively associated with technica! knowledge. Wijers, the Minister of Economie 

Affairs, emphasized that beside technological knowledge (R&D), knowledge about logistics, 
organizations and cultures is required for innovation. Therefore, policy instruments have to 
be generalized and not dedicated to specific technological fields. 
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Second, cooperation between the users and producers of knowied ge received great emphasis. 

To leverage the innovative capacity of SM Es it is essen t ial to stimulate cooperation between 

SM Es, knowledge institutes and universities . Accumulation and diffusion of existing knowl

edge within the Netherlands needed to improve. The vision put forward in "Knowledge in Ac-
' tion" diverges from the vision proposed in the previous period. 

Generalization & cooperatio~i '';~~t Transferring knowledge from producer to user is not the right 

example: The PBIS (Program- < means to leverage accumulation and diffusion ofknowledge; 

rnatic Indu~~EY;:8~~~~nted Techn ol- SM Es should cooperate more and better. lnstruments targeted 

ogy' Stîmulatióri)'stàrts in 1987 at individual firms became rare . Funds could only be obtained 

D f:?r four progra:rilmatic areas: if an i nnovation process included more than one player. The 

hiotechnology, materials, infor- existing knowledge transfer mechanisms were extended to 

mation technologyand medical knowledge networks: clusters. 
technology. In 199 heresult 

Regional technology policy g~,:~i new visi(>Il p 

,;~n~l:l'ledge in Actio 
}is restated in the BTS (Subsidy 

, Sch~me for Industrial R&D 

The AWT (Advisory Council of Science and Technology Policy) 

elaborates on the regional aspects put forward by "Knowledge 
in Action" by means of proposing more region al oriented 

Cooperation). In contr~ITtoth; pol icy instruments . The AWT argues that for effectiveness it is 

PBTS~ the BTS is no(fó~~èdon~ preferred that regionscan decide themselves which initiatives 

progra~~atic areasJ
8
Mal-édver, are required to deal with certain issues. Therefore, resources 

it aim~,;;:~~;i,~~mulate cooperation for i nnovation stimulation should be transferred from national 

whereas o~~~in case of coop~~~- to region al level. However, Wijers disagreed with the proposed 

tion betweenSMEs mutually policy and none ofthe propositions were implemented. In con -

between an enterprise and a trary, the proposalto increase the INSTIR-budget was answered 

knowledge instit1Jte, subsidy with terminatien ofthe instrument (INSTIR). The reason for 

granted. this terminatien is not the failure ofthe instrument, but its 

tremenclous success which resulted in exceeding the I i mits of the budget. At the same time, 

in the re action to the report of the AWT, the Minister of Economie Affairs announced the 

merger ofthe lnnovationCenters with IMK toa central organization Syntens (EZ, 1996a). 

Chances because ofSynergy 

The technology instruments introduced in "Knowledge 
in Action" focused on improving technological coopera

tion, among others the BTS, the TNO-SM E initiative 

and the KIM . The letter "Chances because ofSynergy" 
is focused on the government's role with respect to 

cluster policy, also initiated in "Knowledge in Action". lt 

introduces new policy instruments and elaborates on 

the vision with regards to cluster policy. Clusters are 

defined as: networks and chains of suppliers, buy-

ers andfor knowledge carriers focused on innovative 

added-value-creation (EZ, 1997a, p. 3) . 

TNO tagether ~ith the 

networkof lnnovationCenters sele~ed S t;? ~s 

to guide them fro":' "jobber~~t~~,~·ca~:~;~~r;:,,:of , 
products. A. pilc:>!, p r,oject sté!rted in 1995 ~ ntil 

December .. i99.,6 ~~,§.;.}9g6d). This pi lot is eval

uat~d and conti nu~d vafter 1996. The TN()-SME 
.... e aims to i ns;~éiSe capability 

"i.<> 
strategie plannmg. ~.~th 
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Space for industrial renewal 

In 1998, the Cabinet Kok 11 is installed . After evaluation it was concluded that the instru

ments had to be "streamlined". The new Minister for Economie Affairs, Jorritsma, formulat

ed, restated and terminated instruments in the lndustry Letter "Space for industrial renewal" 
(EZ, 1999d) . The new instruments were a bundl ing of previous instruments: streamlining. In 

this case, streamlining consistsof merging instruments into one instrument that is imple

mented by one organization . Senter was the agency of the Ministry of Economie Affairs that 

was respons i bie for the implementation of subsidy, credit and tax schemes. Therefore, no 

other organization should implement these schemes. As a consequence all subsidy, credit 

and tax schemes we re transferred to Senter, among others the KI M-regulation (Knowledge 

Carriers in SMEs) , discussed in 4 .2.1. 

Although several instruments were restated, the overall vision pursued is in line with the 

ideas as elaborated in "Knowledge in Action". Except for the bundling and transferring of 

instruments, no new instruments were initiated in this lndustry Letter. 

The Digital Delta 

The Digital Delta (EZ, 1999a) is the successor of the Nation al Action program Electron ie 

Highways (NAP) of 1994. The new possibilities of ICT had to strengthen the competitive

ness of the market. The Digital Delta proposed a framework for the ( future) initiatives and 

activities of the government with regards to I CT. By means of 5 pillars the note specified how 

the government aimed to contribute to the developments in the information society. The ICT 

basis had to be strengthened with respect to: 

1. The (tele )communication infrastructure: affordable, first-class, reliable 

2. Knowledge and innovation : high-qual ity knowledge, ICT clusters , training of 

ICT-researchers 

3· Access and skills: ICT-skillful working force, access to all companies and 

citizen 

4· Regulation 

5· ICT in the public infrastructure 

After publication of "The Digital Delta" the Lisbon Agenda, to whieh the Netherlands com

mitted in 2000, urged for an acceleration of knowledge development, applieation and in

novation with respect to I CT. The second pillar of the Digital Delta comprised this objective. 

The plan "Competing with /CT Competences" (CIC) translated the second pillar into concrete 

actions related to ICT research (EZ & OC&W, 2ooob) . 

Knowledge economy in sight 

The Lisbon Agenda, committed to by the European Council in March 2000, is a develop

ment plan aiming to make the EU "the most dynamic _and competitive knowiedge-based 
economy in the world capable of sustainable economie growth" by 201 o (Kok, 2004, p. 6). The 

Lisbon Strategy perceives i nnovation as the motor for economie growth. European leaders , 

including Balkenende, committed to this strategy which had consequences for policy at the 
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nationallevel as well. The Dutch policy document "Knowledge economy in sight" (EZ, 2oooa) 
formulated the policy initiatives of the Netherlands as a re sult of the commitments made in 
the European Council in Lisbon . 

"Knowledge economy in sight" articulated the objective of the Netherlands to belong to the 

leaders in Europe. lt sketched the challenges of the Netherlands to achieve th is objective. 

Chal lenges as a result of the Lisbon Strategy, formulated in "Knowledge economy in sight", 
included: 

The creation of adequate framework conditions for an information based society. 
This includes framewo rk conditions for e-commerce and e-business like safety, 
privacy, harmonization and technica! conditions 
Catering to the knowledge dynamics of a modern economy by means of an excellent 
research infrastructure and i nnovation climate. The knowledge economy demands a 
good conneetion between the development and application of knowied ge. 

Encouraging an attractive elimate for innovative entrepreneurs and new markets. 

Only an economy that is resistant to international dynamics is able tostand up to 
the increasing international competition. 

Bringing about a wel I educated and broad employable labor force by means of an 
attractive human capital climate. 
Modernizing the welfare state. 

Although these challenges are complex, no new policy instruments were formulated in or 
directly after publishing ofthis document. With respect to the first bullet, reference has been 
made to the policy document "The Digital Delta" (previously discussed) . Bullets 2 and 3 

refer to the note "Space for industrial renewal". The Ca bi net promised an additional funding 
of1,1 milliard for the coming 10 years intending to improve knowledge transfer to SM Es. 

SMEs in the Digital Delta 

An international ICT-test concluded that Dutch SM Es was behind with respect to internet 
use and e-commerce in comparison with Europe's innovative leaders. Si nee the Dutch ambi
tion is to belong to the European leaders on the electron ie highway, this document formu
lated in which manner the SM Es could be stimulated to apply internetand e-business in the 
period 2001-2005. The stimulation measures initiated, focused on technology applying and 
following SM Es. The plan was not targeted at innovative leading SM Es, whereas they were 
assessed with the "Competing with /CT Competences" program (see "The Digital Delta") (EZ, 
2001 b) . 

The report expressed the objective that by 2005, two thirds of SM Es are online and carry out 
business transactions through the internet. The main instrument to achieve th is objective 
was the NGD: "the Netherlands Goes Digital". NGD was executed by Syntens. 
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3.6. Period 4: 2003· ... , Policy based on Excelling in "Key-areas" 

Although the Netherlands committed to the Lisbon Strategy in 2000, no concrete actions 

were taken until 2003 to achieve the Dutch ambition: to belong to the innovative leaders 

ofEurope. In 2003 a new Cabinet is formulated with CDA, VVD and D66. In the coalition 

agreement innovation was given priority (F. Korthals Altes & Hoekstra, 2003); an integral 

approach was desired for education, research and i nnovation policy. As aresult the In nova

tion Platform was established. 

In the letter of the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs (EZ, 2003a) "In Action for lnnovation: ap
proach ofthe Lisbon-ambition" a concrete onset towards policy with a new vision to achieve 

the Dutch a mbition was made. To belong to the innovative leaders of Europe, the Nether

lands should focus on strategie key-areas, and no longer generalize its policy. 

In the next sections, first the environmental issues at stake are discussed. Second, the let

ter "In actionfor lnnovation" is elaborated. Third, the "Proposals key-area-approach" ofthe 

I nnovation Platform is discussed. This document indicates the key-areas where to achieve 

economie growth. As a result, the Netherlands recalibrated its instruments to achieve top 

performance with respect to innovation. In the document "Strong basisfor top performance" 
a concrete plan with respect to i nnovation policy instruments is put forward . 

Environmental issues; 2003-2008 

The Summary lnnovation Index (SI I) is designed to enable a comparison between the Euro

pean countries in termsof overall i nnovation performance and other national performance 

indicators. According totheSlis in the years 2001 -2007 the Dutch position did notchange 

in this period. The Netherlands is losing momenturn and belongs to the 

In novation Followers. 
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Figure 12: summary innovation index 2004, dotted lines show EU25 (EC, 2004) 
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Patents are often used as a technologkal indicator. lt is assumed that patents reflect inven
tive activity and innovation , which en a bles measurement of the i nnovation process based on 

patents. A relative high level of patenting for the Netherlands can be concluded from figure 
13. Although the Netherlands seems to perform excellent based on its patents, it cannot suf

ficiently transfer th is knowledge into economie growth. 

Patent applications to the EPO 
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In contrary to the previous period, when the ma in driver of the Dutch economy was based 
on employment growth, the growth potential is limited from this point of view due to the 

aging of the population. Knowledge is the key to economie growth. The objectives of the 

Lisbon agreement were translated to concrete desired outputs in the Barcelona European 
Council of 2002. R&D expenditure in Europe should approach 3% of GDP by 2010. Business 
expenditure ofR&D should covertwo-thirds oftotal R&D investments (EC, 2002) . 

In action for innovation: approach ofthe Lisbon-ambition 

The new Cabinet, Balkenende 11, gave priority to i nnovation policy in 2003. The Netherlands 
had to change its course. The Dutch economy generated too little economie growth with 
innovations and the Netherlands was losing momenturn internationally. lt was argued that 
i nnovation should be the most important pillar for future growth. Existing policy was argued 

to function properly on certain issues. However, with the Netherlands aiming to belong to 
the top ofinnovative Europe, more action for innovation was required. Consequently, the 
vision was articulated that the Netherlands had to excel on key technologies. 

"In Actionfor lnnovation" was the first attempt to formulate new policy aiming to achieve the 
Dutch ambition . In close cooperation with the lnnovationPiatform the Minister of Economie 
Affairs aimed to elaborate on three proposed policy-lines . 
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The three key bottlenecks of the Dutch economy to be addressed were: 

1. The lnnovation elimate in the Netherlands was not attractive enough: 

shortage of knowledge workers, R&D intensity of companies is low, R&D 

departments are located outside the Netherlands. 

2 . Scarcity of innovative companies : two-thirds ofthe companies with more 

than 10 employees was not engaged in innovation and too less foreign 

R&D is attracted . 

3· Lack of focus and mass in research: by focusing on a number of strategie 

research areas (key technologies) companies can leverage i nnovation 

opportunities. 

New in this approach is the idea that the Netherlands should focus on certa in strategie 
innovation areasin order to leverage its i nnovation opportunities. Companies, institutions , 

universities and government have to create focus and mass to strengthen Dutch competitive

ness . Previous policy underlined the vision that policy should be generalized si nee i nnova

tion concerns more than only technica! knowledge. Here the vision is presented that com

pan ies, knowledge infrastructure and government should gather and focus around a theme 

with the aim to become a special ist in that theme. In which key technologies to specialize 

is not decided yet. The lnnovationPiatform is asked for advice with respect to this program

matic R&D-cooperation (EZ, 2003a). 

With respect to bottlenecks 1 and 2 the I nnovation Letter is more speciflc. New instruments 

are initiated and yet existing instruments are restated or intensifled . New entrepreneurship 

is stimulated , SM Es should be challenged to innovate and knowledge intensive companies 

should be attracted to the Netherlands. Table 3 shows the instruments in itiated . 

Proposals key-areas-approach 
The key-area-approach (sleutelgebieden-aanpak) focuses on combinations of busyness and 

knowledge in which the Netherlands excels. Th is approach is based on the thought that 

innovative opportunities will occur in areas where the Netherlands excels. In order to excel 

in key-areas a coordinated dedication of business, knowied ge institutes and government is 

required. The lnnovationPiatform proposed so actions to facilitate self-organization by the 

involved actors (Van Tilburg & Bekkers, 2004). 

The I nnovation Platform concluded on four key-areas for the Dutch economy: 

Flowers & Food 

High-tech systems and materials 

Water 

Creative lndustry 
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These key-areas are based on key technologies basedon the vision described in "In action for 
innovation". Mass and focus are required on strategie research areas to leverage i nnovation 

opportunities. However, the lnnovationPiatform also proposed two promising key-areas in 

the service-industry: 

Pensions and social insurance 

The Hague, Res idence of Peace and justice 

Strong basis for top performance 

In October 2004 Aptroot, a member ofthe parliament ofthe VVD, submitted a motion 

to the government a bout the amount of subsidy schemes. He concluded that within the 

instrumentsof the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs more than 50 subsidy schemes existed. 

Whereas subsidy measu res and other instruments 

Instruments havet9Ç()mplywit:h have tomeetJour criteria, he requested the government 

to critically assess the existing instruments based on 

owth ofbusiness the four criteria with the aim to reduce the amount of 

regulations (Aptroot, 2004). 

;tccessibility of Due to the motion of Aptroot, requestinga reduction of 

the amount of regulations, in combination with the vision 

to focus on key-areas, the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs 

drtt~riistrative costs for business decided to recalibrate the i nnovation policy instruments. 

The note "Strong basis for top performance" explained the 

new approach ofthe Ministry (EZ, 2005a). 

The new approach consisted of a "basic-package" and a "programmatic-package". Figure 14 

visualizes the new approach ofthe Ministry. 

Programmatic-package 

Start, grow and transfer: lnnovate: International undertaken: 
Technoparter IPCs Prepare2start (PSB) 
Growth facility lnnovationVouchers 

Eurostar 

Basic-package 

Figure 14: Current framewerk ofinnovation policy instruments ofthe Ministry of Economie Affairs (EZ, 2oo8b) 
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In 2oo8, 

ie Affairs 

The basic-package is addressing entrepreneurs with information, advice and capital. The 

programmatic-package aims to achieve top performance in a number of areas where the 

Netherlands aims to excel. An important criterion for the new packages was the accessibility 

for SM Es. By means ofthe programmatic-package business, knowied ge institutes and 

government need to bundie their expertise in so-called "innovation-programs" to develop 

potential strength. In 2005 pilot projects started, as a predecessor of the innovation

programs, on three of the identified key-areas: HighTech systems & Materia Is, Water 

and Food & Flowers. The existing ICT and sustainable energy instruments are part of the 

programmatic-package as wel I. 

Due to the recalibration, 26 instruments were merged into seven 

"modules". Th ree modules belong to the basic-package: i) Start, 

grow and transfer ii) lnnovate and iii) International undertaken. 

Four of theseven modules visualized in the Figure 14 belong to 

the programmatic-package: i) Strengths in lnnovation ii) Energy 

Transition iii) Strengths in Region and vi) International excelling. 

Theseven modules consist of several instruments. Currently, the 

Mi nistry of Economie Affairs is still involved in the formulation 

and implementation phase of the recalibrated instruments. Due 

to European regulations, which need to approve national instru

ments, this process takes several years . However, it is argued 

that in 2008 (EZ, 2oo8b) the new instruments will be formulated 

intheir definitive form and implemented soon. 

The note "Pie >> • ~lt4 0 (E~,;;;, 
F >. ·~: · > '>:\:'•· •> { ~: :;,:,· ?Jdfi 

~oo4c) foCll;~~.~>?I1 the spaf · · 
opment s~;~f~gyOf the Net ..... ,, .......... ., 

••••:sva>·•: .,.· <::: 
Thê'résult ofthe note is includêd in 

the P!Ö'gZ:~ri).friat~c~p<tsJ:cag~ ;strengths 
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on stimulating 
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Meanwhile, new instruments have been executed in pilot projects totest them. With regards 

to the module "Strengths in innovation" pilot instruments have been implemented under 

the program entitled "Experimental framework scheme for subsidy innovation projects" 

(Experimentele kaderregeling subsidies innovatieprojecten). When approved by the EU this 

framework will result in the lnnovation-omnibus, which is the central instrument within 

'"' ·:·.,:.t.·;· .. >:; the "strengths in innovation" module. 

to the Minister o~;;~~~~om: The I nnovation-omnibus only finances 
Remarkably. , the the key-areas already belonging to an 

this could have been, accordinR~o int~Rrîew~~~: ,rs 
Deprivatization lias the c6nsequen:ce that.tfiè Ministry 

·· of Economie Affairs shóhld employ ano~:~f 450 ' 
bu~~~udà:ts .•.for politic~lreasons the M~ister may have 

innovation-program. Within the basic 

package there is also a module with 

regards to innovation. In this modu le 

instruments are focused on entrepre

neurs not innovating within a key-area. 
decidêd not to "this in the Duteli House of 

prevented depri~atization. 

The Minister diSä.grees with the wants 

Syntens to bê C!D independent orgal'lization. 
y:; 
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(Octrooicentrum Nederland). In 2005, Syntens was supposed to join this collective front 
office as wel I. However, whereas Syntens is an independent foundation, Syntens had to be 
deprivatized first. Deprivatization of Syntens is necessary to, among others, merge CRM

systems of organizations involved in the collective front office and to exchange information. 
Nevertheless, this deprivatization did not happen. Therefore, Syntens is still notpart of the 
collective front office. 

3·7· Member Validation 

The descried periods are tested on validity with so-called "members" (Boeije, 2006). Mern
bers are the policymakers or advisors of Syntens who have been involved with the instru

ments presented in figure 9· The reactions of members confirmed the found breakpoints . 
With respect to the overview of instrumentsas presented in figure 9, some members 
indicate to miss certain instruments. The missing instruments appeared to be either internol 
instruments ofSyntens (or its predecessors) or were not included in the overall innovation 
strategy ofthe Ministry of Economie Affairs. Some instruments have been the responsibility of 
another Mi nistry (as well). For example, often the interviewees mentioned that the instru

ment" Benefit from Man and Knowledge" (Profijt van Mens en Kennis) was absent. However, 

this instrument was included in the program a "Life long learning", that was primary the re
sponsibility of the Mi nistry of Education & Science and not in the overall i nnovation strategy 
ofthe Mi nistry of Economie Affairs (OC&W, 2002). 

During the conversations all members clearly recognized the shift from the first to the 
second period in 1987. The report ofthe Dekker Committee certainly standsfora turn in 
policy. Whereas all members have been (deeply) involved with Syntens' predecessors, they 
remember the initiation of the lnnovationCenters by the Dekker Committee: a remarkable 
breakpoint in Syntens' history. Due to this shift in vision advisors' daily activities changed 

as well. lt is argued by some that the vision proposed by Committee Dekker al ready existed. 
However, the Committee entitles the problem which enables concrete action: 

"I don't agree that [the vision of] Dekker is new. lt already starts in the 198os with 
transfer offices. Dekker is the first one who says: it doesn't happen spontaneously, 
you have to invest in it. Moreover, he is the first one that clearly entitles what is go

ing on: exchange between knowledge and mar ket." 
(Syntens Manager) 

In comparison with the breakpoint in 1987, the shift in policy in 1995 is not as obvious for 
most members. Nevertheless, members reeall that Minister Wijers pursued a strategy for 
cooperation which deviated from the way advisors previously approached SM Es: 
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"Previously [before 1995], subsidy schemes addressed companies individually. ( ... ) 
However, that did not work. A new solution was proposed by Wijers: cooperation. In 

this case, only if the entrepreneur invited another party, I could provide him with 
funding." 

(Syntens Advisor) 

"I think that Wijers correctly catered to that [the demand ofbuyers to suppliers to de

liver more than just their standardized products]. He clearly carried the new vision 

into the Ministry of Economie Affairs." 

(Syntens Manager) 

About the third breakpoint, the transition from policy focused on a systems approach and 

cooperation, 1995-2003, towards a policy basedon excelling in key-areas, a policymaker 

te lis: 

"A policy document like Knowledge in Action ofWijers hadnotbeen publisbed fora 

long time. That document really caused a break in policy. Policy initiated by Jor

ritsma and Heinsbroek extended the policy-line as proposed in Knowledge in Action. 

Although Jorritsma did of course initiate BioPartner, IS and TechnoPartner, but that 
was all in the same policy-line. Then you got the reaction of Aptroot on the evalua

tion report MEET3 and the report "In Action for Innovation". That caused the next 

break in policy elaborated in the recalibration of the instruments in 2005." 

(Policymaker) 

Beside the policymaker, more members recognize the recent change in policy: 

"The last two years, due totheI nnovation Platform, you see that policy is focused 

on chosen key-areas. This is based on the idea that we cannot excel in everything in 
such a globalizing world. Weneed more focus. " 

(Syntens Manager) 

More important citations of members with respect to the periodization of i nnovation policy 

can be found on the CD. 

3.8. Approaches of lnstruments per Period 

Previously, the overall vision of the distinguishing periods is discussed. In this section 

the content of the policy instruments is analyzed by means of a proposed frameworkof 

Nauwelaers and Wintjes (1999). 

lnstruments have various goals and support comes in various forms. Policy instruments 
have different approaches to address the individual i nnovation pathof the firm . Unless this 

diversity Nauwelaers and Wintjes constructed a classification. This classification is based on 
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two key fundamental characteristics of policy instruments that aim to stimulate innovation. 

Based on the two key issues the classiftcation presents a synthetic view on shifts or changes 

in policy. First, the target level of support is identifted as a key fundamental characteristic. 

The level of support can be ftrm-oriented or system oriented: 

"Some tools focus on innovation and learning within firms while other focus on 

crossing firm boundaries, aiming for externalities or synergies stemming from com

plementarily within the region as an innovation system. The logic behind system

oriented support is based on the idea that the innovation capacity and performance 

of a regional system may be larger than the "sum" of the internal innovation capac

ity and performance of the individual "mem hers" of the system." 

(Nauwelaers & Wintjes, 1999. p. 8) 

Secondly, theform andfocus of support functions as a key fundamental characteristic. 

Either the support focuses on resources as input for innovation, or focuses on learning 

or a behaviaral change. These are two extremes. On the one hand, i nnovation capacity 

can be increased by making necessary resource inputs available, i.e. subsidy, technology, 

knowledge. On the other hand, instruments focus on learning that aim to change behaviaral 

aspects . 

Form and focus of innovation support 
Target level of support Input resources Behavioral additionality 

,----------------------.----------------------, 
Firm·oriented I A B 

System-oriented ~==========~C===========~==========~D==========~ 
Table 4: Classification ofpolicy instruments (Nauwelaers &. Wintjes, 1999, p. 10) 

The two fundamental characteristics create a table with four quadrants, shown in table 4· 

lnstruments in quadrant A are classifted as the more "traditional" instruments aiming to 

increase endowment for innovation within the ftrm . The limited resource base of SM Es is 

addressed by means of type A instruments. The limited resource base is also the concern 

of type C instruments, although not within the individual ftrm endowment is raised but 

within an innovation system. Beside limited resources, SM Es are characterized by distinc

tive managementand organizational culture in comparison with large enterprises. lnstru

ments in quadrant B aim to influence behavior ofSMEs with respect to innovation. B type 

instruments are mainly used for less innovatien-aware ftrms to build internal capabilities 

required for innovation. Finally, the more "innovative instruments" are found in quadrant D. 

By enhancing SM Es capacity to understand the environment, these instruments try to tackle 

external uncertainties often face by SM Es. 

In table 5 until 8 the categorization of policy instrumentsis presented for the four identifted 

periods. Differences between the four periods are found. The hatched quadrants represent 

the focus in policy instruments in the given timeframe. 
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Form and focus of innovation support 

Target level of support Input resources Behavloral additlonality 

Flrm-orlented 

System-orlented 

Table 5: Period I, 1979-1987 

Form and focus of lnnovatlon support 

Target level of support Input resources Behavloral additlonallty 

Firm-oriented l.KIM 

System-orlented 

Table 6: Period 11, 1987-1995 

Form and focus of lnnovatlon support 

Target level of support Input resources Behavloral additlonailty 

Firm·oriented 

System-orlented 

Table 7: Period 111, 1995-2003 
Form and focus of lnnovation support 

Flrm-orlented 

System-oriented 

Table 8: Period IV, 2003- .•• 
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Between period 3 and 4 not much difference is found. On the one hand, many initiated 

instrumentsof period 4 are not executed yet. On the other hand, period 4 emphasizes key

areas , a programmatic approach, in contrary to the general approach of period 3· However, 

the framework proposed by Nauwelaers and Wintjes does not include a distinction between 

a general or a programmatic approach . 

Although the categorization of pol icy instruments in the quadrants as proposed by 

Nauwelaers and Wintjes may be arbitrarily in some cases, the results presented in table 5 

through 8 confirm the distinction between the proposed periods. Consult appendix D for 

the content ofthe instruments . 

3·9· Summary and Condusion 

The research conducted in this chapter has two objectives: discovering the shifts in inno

vation policy implemented at the nationallevel and exploring the causes forthese shifts. 

Consequently, the correctness of the trends and the shifts as proposed in literature are 

empirically tested . Section 3.9.1 discusses the results found in this chapter with respect to 

the discovered shifts in innovation policy in the Netherlands. In addition, section 3.9.2 con

cludes on the found motives forthese shifts. 

3·9·1· Discovered shifts 
To discover the shifts in i nnovation pol icy at the nation allevel the development of i nnova

tion policy is examined by means of an archival analysis. Th is analysis results in an over

view with formulated, revised and terminated innovation policy instruments as presented 

in figure 9· As a result, this overview enables a precise determination of shifts in i nnova

tion policy: from the empirica! analysis the exact year for each policy vision changeover is 

deduced. Four periods are deduced based on a different vision with respect to i nnovation 

policy aimed for SM Es: 

Period 1- 1979-1987 is predominated by the linear model of innovation: Starting 

with the I nnovation Paper of1979 this period is basedon the idea that the 

Netherlands has to conduct more research to produce more high-tech products. The 

Cabinet argues that too little technology is applied in products. The product 

combination of the Netherlands should change to high-quality and high-tech 

products resistant to high labor costs. A programmatic approach is emphasized by 

the Wagner Committee inthei r reindustrialization policy. The creation of new 

markets with high-tech products should be stimulated. 

Period 2 - 1987-1995 is dominated by the management of interfaces between 

producerand user: The Dekker Committee concludes in 1987 as well that too little 

technological knowledge produced in the research institutes is applied in products. 

However, its solution to this problem differs from the previous period . Not the 

R&D pursued is incorrect, but the technology transfer from knowledge producers to 
knowledge users is perceived as inefficient and needs to be addressed by means of a 

regional oriented policy. 

Period 3 - 1995·2003 is dominated by the systems approach and the concept of 
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cooperation: Wijers initiales a new period based on vision that the innovativeness 
of SM Es can be leveraged by cooperation between SM Es mutually and knowledge 
institutes. In addition, the necessity of a whole system for innovating firms is 
emphasized. I nnovation requires a systems approach: universities, intermediary 

institutions, research institutes and enterprises should be included in the policy. 
Beside technologkal knowledge, knowledge about organ izations, logistics and 
hu man resources is necessary for innovation . Th is results in a generalization of the 

instruments. 
Period 4- 2003· .... is dominated by the thought ofkey-areas: In the document "In 

Actionfor lnnovation" a new vision is initiated to become among the innovation 
leaders in Europe. The new vis ion is based on the idea that the Netherlands should 

focus on certain strategie innovation areasin order to leverage i nnovation 
opportunities. Companies, institutions, universities and government have to create 
focus and mass around chosen key-areas to strengthen Dutch competitiveness. Th is 

approach is based on the thought that innovative opportunities mainly occur in 

areas where the Netherlands excels. 

In contrary to the existing literature, that roughly identifies trends over time, this study 
determined precise shifts in the innovation policy vision over time. The i nnovation policy 
visions prevailing in the found periods deviate clearly from each other. This leads to the 
main finding that i nnovation policy changed disruptive. Most research in this field uses 
Evolutionary Economics to explain i nnovation policy change. Authors using the Evolutionary 
Economics assume that innovation policy change is the result oflearning and experimenting. 
Consequently, a slowand fluent transition from one perspective toanother is emphasized. 

However, this research shows the opposite. Therefore, it is concluded that the Evolutionary 
Economics is not appropriate to explain i nnovation policy change. Moreover, the periodiza
tion as presented by Kuhlmann (2001}, Soete (Soete, 2007; Soete & Ter Weel, 1999} Rothwell 

(1992} and Smits (1994} should be revised. Although these authors do not indicate precise 
breakpoints in innovation policy intheir studies, they have identified trends in policy that 
predominate in certain roughly identified timeframes. These trends are summarized in table 
1. This study confirms the trends identified by Kuh lmann, Smits, Soete and Rothwell. 

Remarkably, all policy visions prevailing over time aim to find a solution to the similar prob

lem: too little knowledge is applied by SM Es. In the period 1979-1987 the solution is found 
in the production of more market focused research, wh ile in the period 1987-1995 knowledge 
should be transferred better from knowledge institutes toSMEs and in 1995-2003 more 
cooperation should increase diffusion and application of knowledge. Currently, the vision is 
put forward that enterprises and knowledge institutes in the Netherlands should specialize 

around key-areas to produce and u se specific knowledge. 
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Other findings related to the periodization are: 
A sequence of exactly 8 years is identified. Figure 9 shows that an innovation policy 

vision prevails for 8 years before it is substituted by a new vision. More research is 

required to understand why a sequence exists and why it consistsof exactly 8 years. 
Arelation might be found with the sequence of Cabinets. 

The entire period analyzed is covered with innovation policy instruments. Figure 9 

shows that the past 29 years, there has never been a single moment that the 
government did not execute any instrument stimulating innovation in SM Es. 
I nnovation policy instruments overlap. At some moments, especially aftera shift in 
vision, the density of instruments has been relatively high . At these moments newly 
formulated instruments are implemented, but the "old" instruments have notbeen 

terminated yet. 
Historically distinguishable instruments merge and converge over time, due to 
"streamlining". 

3.9.2. Causes for lnnovation Policy Changes 
To find the motives fora changing vision regarding i nnovation policy at the nationallevel, 

policy documents are examined. As concluded previously, from 1979 to 2008 the similar 
problem was at stake; too less knowledge is applied by SM Es. However, in each period a 
different salution to the problem was presented, based on a different vision. Why did a dif

ferent solution to similar problem prevail in each period? What caused this shift from one 

vision to another? 

The answer to this question is that shifts in vision are largely influenced by the perspectives, 
experiences and championship of one person or committee. Although the Netherlands com
mitted in 2000 to the Lisbon Agreement and also in 2000 explicated its ambition, it took 
until the entrance of a new Ca bi net in 2003 to develop concrete policy to achieve its ambi
tion. Moreover, it is argued by interviewees that the problems put forward by the Dekker 
Committee in 1987 were not new. Though, the proposals and vision ofthe Dekker Commit
tee resulted in a new period. The Dekker Committee took action, entitled the problem and 

proposed new solutions. In 1995 Wijers, a professor in industrial and i nnovation policy 
became the Minister of Economie Affairs and a new vision was formulated and measures 
implemented relatively soon. Consequently, it has to be concluded that shifts in vision are 

largely influenced by the championing of a person or a committee. The experience and the 
perspective of the champion determine in large extent to which direction the Netherlands 

proceeds. However, the champion has to meet the terms of the institutional environment. 
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IV Innovation Policy Change at the 
Instrumental Level 

In this chapter four instrumental trajectories are elaborated to determine the motives for 
policy change at the instrumentalleveL Previous chapter examined when policy changed at 

the nationallevel, this chapter has the main objective to verify to what extent theoretica! 

motives correspond with practice at the instrumentallevel. Here, motives for policy change 
at the instrumentallevel are discovered with the aim to answer the sub question: What is the 
economie reasoning behind the instrumental innovation policy changes in the Netherlands? 

Of the total 73 inventoried instruments in figure g, four instrument trajectories are pro
foundly descri bed . The chapter is organized as follows . First, the methodology underlying 
the qualitative casestudy analysis is descri bed. Second, four case studies are described . lt 

is concluded in section 4·3 that personal influences and opportunism are important motives 
for policy change at the instrumentalleveL 

4.1. Methods 

Th is chapter aims to elaborate on the development of policy instrumentsas accurate as pos
si bie. In total 21 persons have been interviewed about their experience with the policy instru
ments presented in figure g. As a result from the interviews, four cases are presented in sec
tion 4.2: the KIM-case (Knowledge carriers in SM Es), the NGD-case (The Netherlands Goes 

Digital), the lnvestors in People case (liP) and the PSB-case (Subsidy Scheme Programme 
Starters in Foreign Markets) . The decisions made to initiate, restate or terminate an instru

ment arealso found back in policy documents. These documents are consulted as weiL 

Si nee this study is executed at the intermediary agency Syntens, the case studies described 
consist of instruments that have been implemented by Syntens. In addition, the chosen 
instrument trajeetori es are chosen based on its significanee in termsof budget. Whereas 
Syntens is annually financed by the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs with approximately 30 

million Eu ros (EZ, 2ooob), instruments that are accompanied by an additional funding of 
2,5 mill ion Euros (liP)(EZ, 1gg8c), 20 million Euros (NGD) (Bongers, Segers, Batenburg, 

Gillenbaard, & Hertog, 2006) or 20 million guilders (KIM) (EZ, 1gg8c) are significant fo r 

Syntens. Presently, the total budget ofthe PSB is 10 million Euros (EIM, 2007), although 
Syntens is not the only organization implementing the PSB. 

The persons interviewed can be classified in three groups. Advisors of Syntens are those 
persons directly involved with the SM Es , the market and the implementation of a certain 
instrument. The policymakers traeed have been actively involved in the formulation or the 

restatement of an instrument. Some employees of Syntens are involved in other processes 
than purely advising. They are either project manager of a certain policy program or 
develop internal procedures assisting advisors. lncluded are as well those persons who had 

management (related) tasks in the past but are currently not workingat Syntens anymore 
or have a different function. Th is group is given the label "Syntens managers" , although 
this label may in some cases not completely suit. An overview of the persons interviewed in 
given in table g. 
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Label Number of persons 

Advisors Syntens 10 

Syntens managers 8 

Policymakers 3 

Table g: Persons interviewed 

Si nee the development of an instrument takes several years, it is difficult totrace all 

involved persons. Although, some relevant players have notbeen interviewed, the author 

is convineed that the cases elaborated below show accurately the development of the 

instrument at stake. 

The interviewstook on average one hour. These interviews are recorded, typed out and 

labeled as described by Boeije (2006). The most important citations can be found on the 

provided CD, categorized by case. The interviews were conducted in Dutch. After labeling, 

the results have been analyzed . Chosenis to present the results in the form of case studies, 

whereas a casestudy represents a holistic view on the situation. 

In the cases described in 4 .2 some citations are used. Since the interviews are conducted in 

Dutch, the used citations are translated to English. 

4.2. Results Interviews 

Various topics related with the instruments presented in flgure 9 are discussed in the 21 

interviews. For the manageability of this section, four cases are discussed that give an 

accurate and holistic representation of important issues in the lifecycle of an instrument. 

First, the KIM-case is discussed. This instrument flnds its origin in the United Kingdom in 

the "Teacher Company Scheme" in the 198os. The KI M-regulation (Knowledge carriers in 

SM Es) was established in 1990 as a subsidy measure forSMEs enabling them to employ a 

recent graduate of university or higher education . Aftersome restatements this instrument 

terminated in 2005. Second, the NGD-case is discussed . This instrument is a program 

aiming to stimulate ICT with SM Es by means of workshops and advise. The program 

started under the name "Sp.OED" in 1996 and, after many restatements and terminations, 

still exists as "The Netherlands Digital in Connection" (Nederland Digitaal in Verbind ing, 

NDiV). Third, the lnvestors in People program is discussed; a certiflcate with the objective 

to stimulate social i nnovation at companies. Finally, the PSB (Subsidy Scheme Programme 

Starters in Foreign Markets) is discussed , an export instrument subsidizing SM Es with the 

flrst steps to exporttheir products. Originally the PSB is an instrument of the EVD and 

mainly implemented through the Chamber of Commerce but presently also by Syntens. 

4.2.1. KIM-case 

By means of the phases of the policy cycle (flgure 1) the development of the KIM regulation 

is described. 
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Formulation ofthe KIM-regulation 

The KIM-regulation finds its origin in the UK. The 

Teacher Company Scheme (TCS) is a program 

initiated in the 1g8os. lt stimulates undergraduate 

students to workon specific projects with SM Es. 

The program involved a state-funded arrangement 

between firms and universities . 

In the late 1g8os the Directorate-General for Gen

eral Technology Policy2 (DG ATB) had responsi

bilities regarding enterprises and education. The 

DG ATB was involved with the implementation of 

the TCS in the Netherlands. Whether this involve

ment was initiated by the Dekker Committee or by 

an individual policymaker that had been to the UK 

Aim was toJJ:élf!Sfer 

, .contemporaryknowledge from 

:'Sftc lÎig:IJ.er educationto SMEs by 

rp.eans of a labor co§tsubsidy. 

From 1994 on th 

regulatio 

natio 

impl d by all I Cs.~ 

In 2002 the KIM-regulafton 

was rèstated and included itÎ the 

SKO-scheme 

is left open. Due to the successof the TCS in the UK the regulation was copied and imple

mented as a pilot program in the Netherlands. Unfortunately, this pilot was not as success

ful as the original TCS in the UK. 

"We tried that for I year, but it didn't work because of the inflexibility of schools. 

Schools depended on their semester structure. In a staff meeting this was discussed 

and it was decided to stop the pilot. But then I said: I want to have that program." 

(Policyrnaker) 

In 1988 the RND was terminated and the lnnovationCenters (ICs) initiated as aresult of 

the actions formulated by the Dekker Committee (see section 3-4)- While the RND was an 

official extern al duty of Economie Affairs, the lnnovationCenters consistedof 18 independent 

regional organizations with each its own independent board of management. The indepen

dency of the I Cs is, officially, driven by the vision that this region al operating agency had to 

,If}ê.•·· genel'a 
'involved persons 

the independenee was not the preva

lent vision about regionéll embedding 
.-;-' ' ,;>;< 

but the ongoing slimming;do\vn of 

th: Ministry o~}konomi~ ~ffairs. The 

r~ó ; .• ~~D. bureaucrats had already 
been ren:loved from the payroll of the 

Ministi-y of Economie Affairs ' 

be regionally embedded. Hence, the ICs had to be free 

from any national system and national policies. This 

transition from the RND to 18 regionallnnovationCenters 

was managed by the Directorate-General ATB. 

Although the execution ofthe TSC program initially ap

peared to be a failure, the program was not terminated. 

In the staff meeting a request was made for continuation. 

The policymaker, responsible for the execution of the In

novationCenters, had two motives for his request. First, 

this was a promising idea with potential strengths for the 

2. The Directorate-General ATB is the predecessor of the currently known Directmate-General Enterprise and 
Innovation. 
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Netherlands. Unless the program's initial failure it may workif executed differently. Second, 

he was driven by a very opportunistic reason: 

"I was responsible for the execution of the 18 I nnovation Centers. Something dis

pleased me: we had just made a major mistake in policy, because we aimed to orga

nize the InnovationCenters as 18 independent units with each their own board of 

management. The decision to create 18 independent directions couldn't be reversed 

anymore, that was difficult. I was looking for a project that all 18 InnovationCenters 

could do." 

(Policymaker) 

To put it different, the policymaker was looking fora project that alllnnovationCenters 

would execute in a uniform manner, in order to preservesome control over the 18 indepen

dent units. As aresult ofboth reasons , the policymaker asked in 1990 the lnnovationCenter 

Enschede to execute a pilot project with the TCS and adjust the program if necessary. The 

objective of the pilot project was to transfer contemporary knowledge from higher educa

tion toSMEs and, with that, improving the competitiveness ofSMEs. Aftera successful pilot 

project, due to adjustments made by the IC Enschede, the KI M-regulation was formulated . 

In contrary to the TCS that focused on both universities and firms, the KIM-regulation did 

not include universities or undergraduates. The KIM-regulation was formulated as a subsidy 

measure forSMEs enabling them to employ a recent graduate ofuniversity or higher educa

tion. 

lmplementation ofthe KIM-regulation 

After approval ofthe policymaker, it was decided to implement the KIM-regulation at the 

nationallevel with all ICs in a uniform manner: 

"Due to the KIM-regulation a project structure was created basedon a kind of uni

form procedure that all InnovationCenters applied, independently of their board of 

management." 

(Syntens Manager) 

Although it is argued that the KI M-regulation assisted in the creation of a uniform project 

structure at all I Cs, it is also mentioned that the centrallnnovationCenter had an important 

task in aligning the independent I Cs. Si nee all employees were on the payroll of the Central 

lnnovationCenter a certain dependency on the decisions of the central IC existed. 

The KI M-regulation was perceived as a very wel I functioning instrument by the interviewees. 

The recent graduate worked on a specific project at the SME. The enterprise received a sub

sidy to cover labor costs and was not required to employ the "KIM-er" (jargon fora knowl

edge carrier) after completion of the project. Although this instrument was a subsidy for the 

entrepreneur to cover the costof a knowledge worker, the KIM-regulation incorporated also 

advice. The IC matched the company witharecent graduate and during the time the KIM-er 
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was subsidized, seminars were organized to exchange experiences between KIM-ers working 
at different firms. Managers ofSMEs could also mutually exchange their experiences. Due 

to this advice process in particular, the KI M-regulation was perceived as a very successful 
regulation . 

Every adviser of the I Cs had the possibility to make u se of the KI M-regulation for his cl i ent. 

By employing a KIM-er, new knowledge was brought into the company. Most interviewees 
recognized the message of Committee Dekker in the KIM-regulation: exchange between 
knowledge and market. lfthe entrepreneur wanted to make use ofthe KIM-regulation he 

had to submit a project plan to the lnnovationCenter. An IC advisor assisted the entrepre
neur with the application process. Th is plan was internally assessed by the IC. In case of 
approval the enterprise received a subsidy for the KIM-er. After approval , the IC started a 

search in their database to make a match between a knowledge carrier and an enterprise. 
Actively KIM-ers were recruited by the ICs. 

Restalement ofthe KIM-regulation 

In 1998 Jorritsma was appointed as the Minister of Economie Affairs. She concluded that 
the instruments, especially the subsidy instruments, needed to be streamlined and ordered. 

According to Jorritsma, too many organizations were involved in the approval process which 
made the system incomprehensible for companies (EZ, 1999d). All subsidy instruments 
should be executed by one organization: Senter (see section Space for industrial renewal p. 

38) . Moreover, notall instruments are accessible to all firms. For example, the KIM-regula
tion is only accessible for "friends of Syntens". The allocation of a KIM-er depended on the 
assessment of a Syntens advisor. Furthermore, the number of allocated KIM-ers in 1999 is 

320, which is lower than the budgeted 450. Reason for this is the shortage on the labor mar
ket for recent graduates with a technica! background. 

The KI M-regulation became part of the SKO-scheme (Subsidy Sc he me Knowied ge Transfer 
SMEs). In May 2001, the KIM-regulation was terminated and from January 2002 the SKO

renewal came into effect. Senter is responsible for the SKO-renewal and executed the 
regulation. 

lmplementation ofthe SKO-scheme 

With the exception of some, most advisers were acquainted with the transition from the 
KIM-regulation to the SKO-renewal. This transition involved some radical changes for the 

The SKO-s~heme cbfisjsted of three 

parts: S~~:.~,0~~t~gy, SKO-feasibility 
and SKO-renewal. The instrument 
previoûsly known as TNOJMKB.:. 
irtitiative is rest~tedas SKO-stratégy:'i' 

I~{ 

The feasibility ihi~ative SME.(f:!MKB, 
. Haalbaarhe1dsiniti~ti~7fi:M:KB} is termi-

<1-&<:?-~;:c_-. 

nated and restátéd ~~I~KO-feasibility. 

f;l~The KIM.-regulatioriis terminated and 
restated as SKO-renewal. 

users of the KI M-regulation. Syntens was no longer in control; 
Senter was now the executing organization. Syntens could 
still make use of the facility but Senter was respons i bie for 
the SKO-scheme and executed it merely administrative. As a 

result, theseminars with KIM -ers and the directors of SM Es 
were terminated and Senter decided whether SM Es would 
qualify fora subsidy. Recent graduates where no longer ac
tively recruited. Application time increased up to 13 weeks. 
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The SKO-scheme had, in comparison with the KI M-regulation, more 

limitations (AWT, 2003} : 

As the recent graduate had to workout a renewal program for the enterprise during 

the KI M-regulation, within the SKO-scheme the enterprise needed to have such a 

renewal program already befare the recent graduate was recruited . 

The requirement to indicate which recent graduate should execute the project 

resulted in the cancellation of many projects. Whereas the concerning graduate 

al ready had a nother job before the project was approved by Senter. The KIM

regulation was restated to the SKO-scheme ta create employment instead af 

increasing SMEs innovatjye capacity 

The SKO-scheme is limited to technica! aspects, while the KIM-regulation included 

a possibility to reeruit marketing graduates . 

"When the KIM-regulation was transferred to Senter, the official handling became 

a lot more complicated. I remember that the interest [of advisors and SM Es] de

creased." 

(Advisor Syntens) 

Termination ofthe SKO-scheme 

An evaluation in 2004 (EZ, 2004b) concluded that placing knowledge carriers, previously 

known as KIM-ers, at SM Es could have a positive contribution to the exchange between 

knowledge and market. However, to achieve this positive contribution, it is recommended to 

extend the SKO-renewal with elements from the previous KI M-regulation . In the sa me evalu

ation report it is argued that, in contrary to the SKO-renewal, the SKO-Strategy and SKO

feasibility are less promising. Nevertheless, the entire SKO-scheme is terminated in 2005. 

According totherecent recalibration (EZ, 2005a), the SKO-scheme is officially substituted 

by the lnnovationVoucher. However, employees of Syntens do not recognize the resem

blance between the 2 regulations. The lnnovationVoucher is perceived as a totally different 

instrument. 

Syntens still wants an instrument to place a knowledge carrier at SME. Syntens clearly trans

lates the demands of the SM E, whereas the policymaker approaches the problem from a 

totally different point of view: 

"Mister X of Syntens tells me often that the KIM-regulation should return. However 

the environmental conditions are very different compared to those days. Where 

should that recent graduate come from? They are already pulled out the school 

desks. There is no unemployment anymore that we should solve with a KIM-regula

tion." 

(Policymaker) 

The original objective ofthe KIM-regulation disappears during its development. Although 

the KIM-regulation was formulated with the aim to transfer knowledge to SM Es, it is 
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currently perceived as a regulation to solve unemployment. Probably the KIM-regulation 

addressed unemployment in the past as well, but probably more as a side effect si nee the 

policymaker (at the origin of the KI M-regulation) did notmention anything a bout unemploy

ment issues in the conducted interview. Moreover, the AWT argued (AWT, 2003) that the 

SKO-renewal is formulated from the point of view to increase employment among highly 

educated instead of increasing innovative capacity ofthe firm . Currently, it is argued by 

policymakers that, si neethereis no unemployment, the regulation does notfit the environ

mental conditions. However, SM Es still des i re this kind of instruments according to Syntens. 

In the meantime, no substitute for the terminated SKO-renewal will be designed . 

4.2.2. NGD-case 

The trajectory of"the Netherlands Goes Digital" (NGD) consists ofthree subsequent pro

grams and two parallel running programs. Figure 15 visualizes this. NGD finds its origin in 

1996 due to the initiation ofSp.OED (Stimulating Program Developing Electronic Services) 

by Wijers. In 2002 Sp.OED's successor starts: NGD. Although Sp.OED was perceived by 

Syntens as major project with extra-funds ofthe Mi nistry of Economie Affairs of14 million 

guilders, NGD was even more extensive and Syntens received 20.5 Euros for implementing 

NGD (Bongers, et al., 2006). In 2005 NGD ends. Aftera year of silence, Netherlands Digital 

in Conneetion (NDiV) starts in 2007. 

Beside this main trajectory consisting ofSp.OED, Sp.OED-advise, NGD and NDiV, the trajec

tory runs parallel with the instruments 03D (Over the Digital Threshold), CIC-U (Competing 

with ICT Competences- Diffusion) and NDBI (Digital Netherlands, Pioneering in ICT). At 

some moments these projects overlapped. 

2000 2004 
---------o3D~------~~ 

--Sp.OED ~ 
1996 1998 

Sp.OED-advis•e--~-------NGD~NDN-

= lll ~ = 
_CIC--NDBI__. 

2003 u 2004 2005 

Figure 15: trajectory NGD 

Sp.OED 

In the beginning of the 1990s information technology was not established within SM Es. ICT 

policy of the government focused on increasing awareness among SM Es a bout the impor

tance of ICT. In 1996 the Minister of Economie Affairs, Wijers, initiated the Sp.OED program: 

Stimulating Program Developing Electronic Services (Stimuleringsprogramma Opkomende 

Elektronische Diensten). Sp.OED consistedof a box office where companies could inquire 

information about internet. The execution was done by a commercial organization. 

The aim ofSp.OED 1996-1998 had been to increase consciousness about and interest in 

ICT. According to Wijers, the Netherlands had to take the next step in 1998. SM Es should be 
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connected to the internetand make more u se of I CT. SM Es required guidance and advice in 

this process. Within the program Sp.OED-advise this need was addressed, individual entre

preneurs received a strategie tailored advice regarding internet and, officially, e-commerce. 

However, interviewees argue that in reality Sp.OED was merely concerned with connecting 

SMEs to the internet (EZ, 1998a). 

Syntens was created in 1998 out of a merger of I M K and In novatienCenters (see 1.3.3). The 

organization consisted of experts in the technology field, engineers, and the organizational 

field, business consultants. Though, the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs required that Syntens 

would include ICT as well, whereas policymakers perceived ICT as an important upcoming 

market, ofwhich SM Es should be aware. As a result, the Ministry wanted Syntens to execute 

a nation al project a bout internetstarting in 1998 with the proposed duration of 3 years. lt 

is argued by interviewees that Syntens got this project also because of its recent merger 

between the ICs and the IMK. In this case the project functioned as a kind ofintegration 

project. Si nee the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs had al ready invested in the name Sp.OED the 

project executed by Syntens had to continue under the same name. 

Syntens received 14 million guilders to execute this program. lnitially, 100 Syntens advisors 

were trained 4 times 2 days . After the internal training, the workshops forSMEs started in 

October 1998. In these workshops issues like the creation of a website, an email-address 

and surfing on the web were discussed. 

NGD 

"We had been busy for 2 years with Sp.OED. lt went very well, super, many campa

nies got down doing it, many workshop and advisors liked it as well... lt was also a 

very nice integration project for Syntens that just existed out of the merger between 

the I Cs and the IMK ( ... ) that was initiated by Wijers; he was a Minister with a vi

sion. In the mean while, Jorritsma had become Minister. In 2001, Jorritsma went to 

Silicon Valley and found herself enlightened. She came back with the message that 

internet was much more important than expected so far. She made another 50 mil

lion guilders available ofwhich 46 million for Syntens." 

(Syntens Manager) 

Jorritsma concluded that the Netherlands had to speed up its ICT use aftera visit to Silicon 

Valley. The project "the Netherlands Goes Digital" was initiated. Basically an enlargement of 

the Sp.OED-advise program, but also the public ICT campaign NGD and the Branch pro

gram NGDigital are included in this program . The transition from Sp.OED-advise toNGDis 

experienced as a rather smooth change: 

" ... The focus slowly moved from internetto e-commerce. In the beginning it was 

about how you get on the web etcetera. Under NGD the focus was on e-commerce, 

thus how do you sell and buy using the internet. The Branch program was new ... " 

(Advisor Syntens) 
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NGD had two objectives: 

by 2005 two thirds of SM Es is present on internet by means of a website 
by 2005 two-thirds of SM Es carry out business transactions via the internet 

However, in March 2001 already 30% ofthe SM Es had a website and 36% of SM Es carried 
out business transactions. Therefore, objectives of NGD were almost outdated before the 

program actually started . As a result the objec
tives of NGD are sharpened to the ambition 
that by the end of 2005 50% of SM Es buy or 
sells on internet(Bongers, et al., 2006). 

For the execution of NGD, Syntens received 

20.5 million goal-funding ofthe Ministry of 
Economie Affairs and invested 13.6 million of 
its basis-funding. NGD consistedof more sub
programs in comparison with Sp.OED. A sur
prising demand of the Ministry of Economie 
Affairs was that Syntens had to target NGD at 

all SM Es and not only at Syntens' target group. 
This demand was quite a shock for Syntens, 

whereas the actual target group of Syntens, 
agreed on by the Ministry, consists ofthe early majority among SM Es . According to Syntens' 
definition: "SM Es that have in principal the wil/power and ability to innovate" (Syntens, 2006) 

(section 1.3.2). During NGD, Syntens was required to focus on the laggards among SM Es as 

wel I: 

"This demand came from high, the Minister and the board of the Ministry of Eco

nomie Affairs. 50 million is, especially fora club like Syntens, a lot. We are rather 

pleased with such extra amounts. On that moment Syntens was funded for approxi

mately 40 million guilders annually. If you can get another 50 million on top of that, 

that is interesting money. People can he trained and Syntens' visibility can increase .. . 

We discussed it among management of Syntens, especially the demand to inform 

SM Es not belonging to the target group, and that was a strict demand. However, it 

was decided that ifwe got 50 million, we could include the bottorn part ofSMEs as 
well." 

(Syntens Manager) 

Whereas the NGD program was, partly, target at SM Es that belonged to the laggards, it 

created an internal discussion. Nevertheless, the SM Es addressed with the NGD the 
workshops as very useful. However, if an enterprise in this group (a laggard) wanted to 
do more with ICT than just the workshops, Syntens had to deny its request because the 
enterprise did not belong to the official target group of Syntens: 
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"Facilitating the workshops was not the problem. But what if the man wants to 

continue? Then you have to say "no, you don't fit our target group". First you excite 
the entrepreneur, but afterwards advisors are notallowed to finish the job." 

(Advisor Syntens) 

"I strongly got the impression that some cases were explicitly demanded by the 

Ministry. For example, at a certain moment I was doing workshops for pedicurists. 
Then the question raises internally whether that is Syntens' target group. And the 

answer is clearly "No", but we have to do it for NGD. I even have done workshops 
for campsite managers." 

(Advisor Syntens) 

Although the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs officially assigned Syntens with the target group 
known as the knowied ge appliers, i.e. the early majority among SM Es, this is not always the 
demarcation a policymaker uses: 

"As policymaker you have to solve a puzzle. You have a problem and an idea for the 

solution, but you can't do it alone. Consequently you [a policymaker] have to search 

for an executing organization. Than we have a list with SenterNovem, EVD and 
Syntens. Since Syntens is the only one focused on SM Es, such a program is pushed 

to Syntens. If that doesn't match the target group of Syntens, but Syntens accepts 
the job, than that is not the problem of a policymaker. However, it does notsupport 
transparency ... " 

products and 
internet. E-busîness: 
ICT ofbackand front office. 

(Policymaker) 

In 2004 the objective of NGD is, again, enlarged si nee 83% ofSMEs 
is on the internet, 66% of SM Es carry out transactions on the inter
netand 48% of SM Es buy or sell by the internet. Bes idee-commerce, 
the concept of e-business should be included in the objectives of 
NGD. Most SM Es have taken the first steps in ICT. The next step for 

SMEs is to integrate ICT in the ongoing processes ofthe company, 
internally and externally (e-business). In this way the competitive
ness and growth can increase. As a result, the target group shifts to 

more innovative companies; from the laggards to the late and early 
majority up to the innovators (OC&W & EZ, 2004). 

"The objective ofNGD was that two thirds ofthe SMEs should be on internetand 
two thirds should carry out transactions by 2005, that was considered as quite a 
challenging objective. However, in 2 years this objective was achieved. That was 

mainly because ofbooming internet, but suddenly we had our objective achieved. 
Formally, the program should have been terminated ... " 

(Syntens Manager) 
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Although the NGD-program is set up fora period of 4 years, due to the continuous under

spending and forwarding offunds the NGD is extended by one year to 2006 in an econo

mized version (Bongers, et al., 2006, p. 7) . However, it is argued by involved people that the 

project was delivered up in 2005 and after th is no programs have been executed, fora while, 

regarding ICT. Th is had consequences for Syntens, which had their organizational structure 

basedon the goal-funds ofthe Ministry of Economie Affairs for NGD. In 2005 the funding 

for NGD decreased substantial ly and in 2006 funding was terminated. As aresult Syntens 

was forced to acquire goal-funding in the yea rs following 2004, to finance the organization. 

"Our organization was completely structured for NGD. When the program finished 

we had a problem with the budget. The Netherlands Digital in Conneetion is the 

successor but is only 10% ofNGD's budget. That resulted in a gap in budget." 

(Syntens Manager) 

Up to 2005 the Directorate-General Enterprise & I nnovation had been responsible for policy 

regarding ICT and SM Es. Just before the delivering up of NGD in 2005 the NGD-files were 

transferred from the DG Enterprise & I nnovation to the DG Energy & Telecommunications 

within EZ. 

Parallel to NGD: the CIC program 

In 2000, the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs presented the action plan "Competing with /CT 
Competences" (CIC) as a result of the note "The Digital Delta". Within CIC fundamental and 

industrial research was conducted that focused at ICT in order to prepare the Netherlands 

for the coming information society (EZ & OC&W, 2oooa) . However, the results of CIC are 

initially not communicated to the SM Es. In 2003 CIC-Diffusion (CIC-Uitstraling) was initi

ated as a subprogram ofCIC: 

"At a certain moment I was at the department of the Ministry of Economie Affairs 

and they told me about CIC. A program that stuclied what to do with broadband and 

third-generation broadband. They told me that nothing happened with the results of 

the studies. It was interesting material that should be spread among a larger group. 

Eventually that is translated in the program CIC-Diffusion." 

(Syntens Manager) 

CIC-Diffusion had a budget of 4.4 million Eu ros for the period 2003-2007. Syntens was to

gether with Media Plaza and SenterNovem executing the program. Relatively new, advanced 

ICT-products and services are brought toSMEs attention. The objectives of CIC-Diffusion 

are: 

lncreasing the number of early adopters of ICT targeted at leading SM Es 

Encouraging innovative demand articulation 

CIC-Diffusion focused on the early adopters and innovators among SM Es. In 2004, the 

target group of NGD had moved up in the pyramid of Syntens as discussed previously (see 

section 1.3.2 regarding the pyramid of Syntens): from laggards and late majority to the early 
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majority and adaptors. This was caused by the restatement of NGD objective toe-business. 
Consequently, the target group of NGD and CIC-Diffusion became closer. In 2004, it is 
decided to integrate the back offices of NGD and CIC-Diffusion and change, on behalf of the 

Mi nistry of Economie Affairs, the name of CIC-Diffusion to "Digital Netherlands, Pioneer
ingin ICT" (NDBI) (Bongers, et al., 2006) . Although in official documents ofthe Ministry 
of Economie Affairs NDBI is found up to the end of 2006, in reality it was terminated in the 

end of 2005. 

"We killed CIC, it drove me nuts. On a certain moment it was only a politica! thing, 
about money. We could use CIC funding, however we should also spread the results, 
that program was called CIC-dispersal [CIC-verspreiding]. ( ... ) On a certain moment 
all the projects were confusedly. The CIC-Diffusion target group, the NGD target 

group, CIC-dispersal target group. Tagether [policymaker and project manager Syn
tens] we decided to take the loss and get CIC out of the hooks by the end of 2005." 

(Syntens Manager) 

Parallel to NGD: the 03D instrument 

In the NGD-Branch program Syntens aimed to assist the branches with strategy develop
ment concerning ICT fortheir branch. Therefore, a strategie plan was developed tagether 
with the branch organizations and they were educated by Syntens how to traintheir mem
bers. Although branch-organizations itself we re not included in Syntens' official target group 
in those years, its members were. With the NGD-Branch program, Syntens only focused on 
those branch organizations with members included in Syntens' official target group. 

The program 03D (Over the Digital Threshold) was a stimulation project for retail and craft 
to stimulate further professionalization by means of I CT. Syntens was acquainted with 
educating branch organizations, due to the NG D-Branch program, and Syntens was re
garded as an expert in the field of internetand I CT. Hence, the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs 

asked Syntens to develop, tagether with the branches in 03D, scenarios and strategies to 
address ICT fortheir sector. However, the members of the branch organizations in 03D, the 
retail and craft sector are not included in Syntens' official target group. lt is argued by some 
interviewees that this task should have been fulfilled by commercial parties and not by Syn
tens, but, si nee Syntens received extra goal-funding for this process, they accepted. 

As aresult aftheir activities with branches in NGD, branch organizations were officially 
included in Syntens' target group after NGD. However, only those branches with members 

belonging to Syntens original target group. Presently 25 Service Level Agreements (SLAs) ex
ist between Syntens and branch organizations. 

NDiV 

In 2005 NGD is finalized and CIC is closed. In 2006 not much happens regarding ICT. 
Overall the period between 2004 and 2006 is experienced by interviewees as a vague period. 
Arguments given for this are: 
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o The transfer of the file from one DG to another, but not the 

resources 

o The objectives of NG D where achieved and it became a less 

interesting program. 

o lnitially many capable persons were interested in the program, over 

time people lost their interest 

o Many policymakers left the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs in the 

period 2004-2006 

o Multiple programs, under different and constantly changing names 

made it not transparent 

Nevertheless, a policymaker at DG Energy & Telecommunications takes actions in 2006. He 

thinks the program executed, NGD, was rather interesting. According to this policymaker 

the Netherlands was ready for the next step. Whereas SM Es were a ware of e-business and 

e-commerce, the next step concentrated on supply chain integration using ICT. Supply chain 

integration emphasizes coordination and cooperation between external parties particularly 

suppliers, distributors or clients. In order to stimulate this , the experiences of NGD are use

ful. 

As a consequence of the initiative of the policymaker, Syntens created a project plan and 

recruited a project manager. Since 2007, the project The Netherlands Digital in Conneetion 

(NDiV) (Nederland Digitaal in Verbinding) is executed together with Media Plaza, ECP.NL, 

HBD, NBL and SenterNovem. 

4.2.3. lnvestors in People Case 

In the policy document "Knowledge in Action" (EZ, et al., 1995) the knowledge position of 

the Dutch working population was discussed. One ofthe initiatives taken by Minister Wijers 

was to improve the knowied ge position of the labor force . Within the framework "life long 

learning" a pilot program was initiated: lnvestors in People (liP). Originally this program 

was developed in 1993 in the United Kingdom to qualify organizations which integrate 

education and development of their employees with its strategy and objectives. lt aims to 

deliver business impravement by enabling people managementand people development: 

improve business through people (EZ, 1998a) . 

Formulation of liP 

The pilot program started in 1998 under the name "Investeren in Mensen" in the region 

Rotterdam and Leiden . In total17 organizations participated in this pilot program executed 

by the Chamber of Commerce. Due to the results with the pilot project Minister Jorritsma 

decided to introduce lnvestors in People nationally. The objective was to increase function

ing of organizations by means of education and training of employees. Organizations that 

properly implemented the liP methodology are certifled. Jorritsma addressed 2,5 million Eu

ros to implement this instrument at the nation al level. However, the Chamber of Commerce 

was not interested to implement the liP nationally. 
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Astheresult ofthe fusion between the IMK and the ICs the 18 independentICs had to close 

and merge into Syntens. Consequently, the 18 directors ofthe ICs had to be reappointed. 

Several IC-directors are in the comprehensive reorganization reappointed to new managerial 

jobs within Syntens. A qualified previous di rector became available through the reorganiza

tion and he was motivated tostart liP. 

Although from the start of liP on an internal discussionhad been going on if liP suited Syn

tens core business, Syntens accepted the project: 

"There was a budget of 6 million guilders available and there was somebody moti

vated to execute the project due to his old contacts with the Ministry of Economie 

Affairs. In that case it sneaks into the organization and it looks nice on your finan

cial statement." 

(Syntens Manager) 

Execution of liP 

In September 2000 the foundation liP was established. The project organization liP aimed 

to improve the functioning of an organization by certifying organizations that gave, in 

accordance with the liP-method, attention to education and employees. The project office 

liP is organized within Syntens. 

lt is argued by the interviewees that the overall ideas of liP suited Syntens, si nee Syntens is 

a lso involved in social i nnovation and SM Es invest too little in education of its 

employees. However, Syntens core business consistsof advising and informing SM Es. lnves

tors in People is a certifYing instrument. Moreover, not only the procedures do notfit Syn

tens, the target group does notfit either. liP was targeted at all organizations: government, 

large enterprises, institutions and SMEs. 

"This was something that absolutely did not suit Syntens or the ICs." 

(Syntens Manager) 

The project organization liP itself was not involved with the reeruitment of organizations 

that would participate in the liP-program. Neither was the project organization itselfin

volved with the actual implementation ofthe liP methodology within the organizations. Re

cruitment and implementation of the liP is done by specially trained, commercial advisors 

and assessors. The project organizations liP trained the commercial advisors to become 

certified liP-advisors. Not the advisors of Syntens we re trained, but external commercial 
advisors with various H RM and management backgrounds. lt is argued that there was not 

much synergy between those advisors and the advisors of Syntens. liP moved its office from 

Rotterdam to Zaltbommel in 2001, alocation that provided more independenee ofSyntens. 

The mismatch between liP and Syntens was an important reason for this move. 

The initial task set for liP was to realize 1500 certified and 1500 committed organizations in 

5 years time. Whereas this amount of participants would generate sufficient revenues, subsi-
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dy of the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs would not be requ ired anymore after 2004. liP should 

continue as a commercial organ ization. The initial task seemed to be realistic whereas in the 

UK wellover 24.000 certified organizations had been real ized. However, in 2001 it became 

clear that participation was far beh ind on the expectations. The successof the UK could not 

be achieved for two reasons . First, the conditions during the introduetion of liP in the UK 
ten years earlier were incomparable with the situation in the Netherlands in 2000: 

"In the UK the objective was to improve the conditions of employment for the com

mon Englishman. In the Netherlands we did not have this backlog. Therefore, you 

cannot expect the success of the UK to be our success." 

(Syntens Manager) 

Second, it is argued that the investments the UK government made in comparison with the 

Dutch government were much higher. Although many organizations are working with the 

range of thought of liP, due to high costs for the assessments and reviews the actual certi

fication of liP is not perceived as necessary. lt is argued that the enormous successof liP in 

the UK is related to this, whereas the involved costs for the companies in the UK were less. 

As a result of the initial overestimation, a new business plan was developed for the period 

2002-2004. The restated objective was to realize 6oo certified organizations. Th is turned 

out to be too ambitious as well. 

Restatement of liP 

By the end of 2004, 102 certified and 50 committed organizations had been realized . Creat

ing an independent liP was not possible yet. Hence, chosenis to integrate liP more with 

Syntens in 2004. The initial funding of the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs consisted of 2,5 mil

lion Eu ros. Due to the disappointing number of participants and revenues the subsidy was 

increased to 4,35 million euro. Moreover, the term of the project was extended with a nother 

four years to 2008. Syntens had to continue with the execution , but the activities of liP had 

to be better embedded within the organization (EZ, 2006) . 

In order to increase ins ights in liP and input for future decision-making, the Ministry of Eco

nomie Affairs asked a commercial consultant to evaluate liP in 2005. Basedon the evalu

ation four future scenarios were elaborated . Term i nation ofthe program is seen as capital 

destruction based on the investments made in liP. Moreover, liP is seen as an important 

instrument for execution ofthe policy agenda concerning social innovation. Therefore, the 

first scenario to terminate liP is not seen as an option. In the second scenario sketched, liP 

would continue the current strategy. The third scenario is chosen: to accommodate liP with 

another organ ization. The Minister recognized that there had been no synergy between Syn

tens and lnvestors in People (EZ, 2005b) and a tender is opened to accommodate liP with 

another organization . In 2006 TNO established liPNL BV (EZ, 2007a). 
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4.2.4. PSB-case 

The co re of the Subsidy Scheme Programme Starters in Foreign Markets (PSB-scheme) is to 

support SM Es that have no or little experience in export and entering new foreign markets . 

The objective of the PSB-scheme is "supporting enterprises betonging to smal/ and medium 
sized businesses when taking the first steps in a new,foreign market" (El M, 2007). In 1996 this 

instrument is introduced within the instrumental framework to improve foreign trade and 

investments ofthe Directorate-General Foreign Economie Re

lations (DG BEB) of the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs. Current

ly, this instrument is part ofthe new instruments addressing 

innovation (see Figure 14). Politics shows a growing interest 

in the combination export and innovation. 

Formulation of PSB 

SMEs had a shortage ofknowledge about export markets. The 

PSB should increase insights in those markets. Although the 

PSB is basically a subsidy measure, it is only the means to 

support the SM Es to extensively investigate export 

possibilities. 

The EVD initiated the PSB in 1995. Since 2001 the EVD is an agency ofthe Ministry of 

Economie Affairs executing policy formulated by policymakers ofthis Ministry. In 1995 the 

allocation of tasks between Economie Affairs and the EVD was different. The EVD created its 

own instruments. The initiator ofthe PSB argues that he expected Economie Affairs not to 

support the PSB in 1995. However, in order to implement the PSB support of Economie Af

fairs was, of course, indispensable. The initiator ofthe PSB argues that if he hadn't operated 

strategically the PSB would not exist: 

"It is not a popular instrument for economists. Therefore, what I did, I went to the 

employers' federations. I tried to receive support of the federations. That helped me. 

( .. . ) there was one organization that supported me: MKB-Nederland. ( ... )As aresult 

MKB-Nederland became an important champion for the PSB. ( ... ) that had nothing 

to do with economie issues, but I needed that support internally." 

(Policymaker) 

lmplementation 

The PSB was implemented in April1996. The implementing organizations were initially the 

Chamber of Commerce and a few branch organizations. They have the task to support the 

SM Es with compiling the internationalization-plan . Senter was responsible for the adminis

trative handling. The budget for the PSB is initially 2,2 million guilders. In 2002 the adminis

trative handling was transferred to the EVD. Since then, the EVD has been the organization 

that approves the PSB requests . 
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Restatement concerning Syntens 

The quantitative objective of the PSB-scheme was to support at least 6oo enterprises a year 

in compiling an internationalization-plan. Of these 6oo enterprises at least 300 should 

result in definite export results. However, in 2003 and 2004 respectively 532 and 509 SM Es 

participate in the PSB-scheme (EIM, 2007, p. 23). 

Although the EVD saw that the Chamber of Commerce executed the PSB-scheme properly, 

the deputy di rector decided toen large the number of implementing organizations with 

branch organizations and Syntens. The PSB needed, according to deputy, another dynamic 

approach . That the PSB had not achieved its qualitative objective in 2003 and 2004 probably 

played part in it as well. 

"I gave PSB-scheme to Syntens. That has been my personal decision." 

(Policymaker) 

By the end of 2005, a pilot is done with Syntens implementing the PSB. In 2006 Syntens' 

target is to implement 100 PSB-schemes. By the end of 2006 in total108 internationaliza

tion plans are submitted. Overall, si nee Syntens is implementing the PSB, the qualitative 

objective of the PSB-scheme is achieved with 650 and 758 internationalization-plans in 

respectively 2005 and 2006. The budget of the PSB increased to 11.4 million Eu ros in 2008 

(EZ, 2oo8a) . 

The initiative to include Syntens as an implementing organization of the PSB is not based 

on the core business ofSyntens, being: advising and informing about innovation. Whereas 

Syntens addresses another kind of SM Es than the Chamber of Commerce, these innovative 

SM Es may perceive the PSB as useful. Historically export and innovation have been two 

separate paths within the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs. Many interviewees argue that these 

two should stay separated. Moreover, that the PSB is nota proper instrument for Syntens. 

"Our target group is the group of enterprises that should make use of the PS B. How

ever, I don't think that we should be involved with export-related issues." 

(Syntens Manager) 

Although most employees consider the PSB-scheme as an unsuitable instrument for 

Syntens, Syntens is executing the PSB. lt did not become clear during the interviews why 

Syntens is implementing the instrument. Funding issues or a requirement of the Ministry of 

Economie Affairs may be the causes. 

Termination ofthe PSB? 

In the recalibration of instrumentsof 2005 the initiative is taken to restate the PSB toa new 

instrument: Prepare2start. Core ofthe new prepare2start is the current PSB. This instrument 

is not implemented yet. Presently, in politics there is a tendency for the combination export 

and innovation . In the new instrumental framework ofthe Ministry of Economie Affairs 
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innovation and export are perceived as complementary instruments (see 3.6) . 

Although the PSB receives currently much support within the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs, 

this has been different in the past: 

"If the current director of the DG BEB would nothave been director, the PSB would 

have been gone a long time ago. When I left my position, a champion within the 

EVD was gone since my colleges champion for different instruments and those 

compete with each other." 

(Policymaker) 

4·3· Summary & Condusion 

Whereas previous chapter examined when policy changed , this chapter has the main objec

tive to verify to what extent theoretica! motives for i nnovation policy change correspond 

with practice at the instrumentalleveL In this chapter four instrument trajectories have been 

studied to flnd the motives for changes at the instrumentalleveL In this section a summary 

of each trajectory is presented in table 10 to table 13 . In addition, for each trajectory is con

cluded on the most important motives for policy change and a link is made with the causes 

for policy change derived from the EITC and NIE in chapter 2: learning, previous experi

ences, opportunism, monitoring, shirking and trust. 

A summary ofthe trajectory ofthe KIM-regulation is given in table 10. 

KIM Case 

Problem definition 

• Transfer of knowtedge 
toSME 

• Too lesscontrolover 
ICs: independency !Cs 

Agenda setting 

• Orlgin: UK 

• lnitiation TCS In 
Netherlands: Dekker 

Commtttee or 
govemment official 

Formulation of KIM-
regulation in 1990 

• Pilot Enschede 

• Objective KIM: to 
stimulate the transfer 
contempocary 
knowledge to SME 

• Exclusion of 5Chools 

• lnclusion of seminars 

lmplement ation of 
KIM-regulation 

Restatement of KIM
regulation to SKQ

<rh•m i • """ 
• Nationallevel: unfform • Jorritsma: '"1 

operating procedure organization for all 
for altles subsidH!s" 

• Successful executlon • To SKCkenew;ll : 
by ICs & Synt ens merely administrative, 

no seminars/ 
reauitment 

T ermination of SKO 
in 2005 

• less successfu l at 
~nterNovem 

• No unemployment 
among hlghly educated 

• Recommendation AWT: 
e)(tend SKO with 
elements of KIM 

• ObjectN-e SKO-renewal: • Offlcially restated In 
t o solve unemployment lnnovationVoucher 
among highly educated 

• SenterNovem 
implemented SKO 

Table 10: summary of KIM-case 

With regard to the KIM-case concluded is on the following motives for policy change: 

Opportunistic motive: The formulation of the KI M-regulation was based on two 

motives . First, although the initial pilot with the TCS failed, the TCS still seemed to 

be an appropriate instrument to transfer knowledge to SM Es . Second, the policy

maker was also looking fora manner to increase policymakers' control over the I Cs : 

an uniform operating procedure. Shown is that the means, to achieve an end , 

became the ends in themselves: opportunism. 

Trial and error, leaming: Due to the pilot executed at the IC Enschede, policy

makers and the IC learned. As a result of the experiment the schoolsfuniversities 

were excluded from the original scheme: the TCS in the UK. 

Personal experience of the Minister: The motive for the restatement of the KIM-
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regulation to the SKO-scheme was that Jorritsma experienced the system as 
confusing. Hence, she wanted one organization implementing all subsidy measures 

to increase transparency. 
Change of objective: The original objective of the KI M-regulation was abandoned 
during the trajectory. The initial objective, transfer ofknowledge toSMEs by means 

of highly educated, changed to solving unemployment among highly educated 

(engineers) in 2002. lt is presumed that policymakers forgot the initial objective. 
As a result of the changed objective, the SKO was terminated whereas 
unemployment among highly educated in 2002 was not an issue. 
Different execution of SKO: Bes i de the experience of Jorritsma that one 
organization should implement all subsidies, a decreasing number of allocated 
knowledge carriers, i.e. KIM-ers, at SM Es is also a cause fortherestatement ofthe 

KIM-regulation to the SKO-scheme. Whereas the SKO-scheme was implemented 
merely administrative (no active reeruitment of knowledge carriers, no seminars, 

increased application time), interest of SM Es decreased andrecent graduates 
became harder to flnd . 
Decreasing commitment: During the KIM-regulation the advisors of Syntens were 

highly committed to assist the entrepreneur by means ofthe KIM-regulation. The 
KIM-regulation was "homemade" and Syntens' showpiece. The commitment of 
Syntens' advisor diminished after the restatement. However, the commitment of 
Senter's advisors with respect to the SKO-scheme was limited: SKO was not 

implemented proactive but administrative. 

The NGD-case is summarized in table 11. Motives found in the NGD-case for policy changes 
regarding the instruments: 

Technological evolution: due to the ongoing development of I CT, policy targets shift 

to the next steps. 
Personal visions and experiences: i) Wijers vision on ICT, ii) )orritsma's visit to 
Sillicon Valley, iii) an accidental meeting between a manager of Syntens and the 
policymaker of CIC, and iv) the curiosity of a policymaker in the terminated NGD 

project have been important for the initiation of respectively Sp.OED, NGD, CIC
Diffusion and NDiV. The decision tostop CIC-Diffusion has been a decision based 
on personal, negative, experiences with the instrument. 

Achieving objectives before the program term is supposed to be flnished. Achieving 
the objectives prematurely, results in the formulation of new objectives whereas the 

budgeted period is not flnished yet. As a result the instrument changes. Within the 

NGD-program this happens up to three times. 
Predetermined program-term flnished but objectives not achieved. Policy 
instruments terminate because the preset time is "up" and not because preset 
objectives are achieved. During NGD this happens when objectives are changed to 
e-business targets in 2004. However, whilst the newly stated objectives are not 
achieved the project term is flnished in 2005 whereas the initial budgeted term ends 

in 2005. 
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Problem definition Agenda setting Formulatlon lmplementation Restatement Terminatien 

NGDCase . More awarrenes among 
Sp.OEO SMEs about ICT . Wijers . Box offiCe to inquire . Execution by commercial • SMEs areaware of 

1996-1998 required information about orsanization internet: next step is to 
internet conneet toSMEs to the 

internet~ Sp.Of.D-
advise 

Sp.OED-advlse . Awarrenes about . Wijers . Syntens should ioclude . Executton Sp.OEC>- . Internet more 

1998-2002 internet created, next ICT, whereas ICT iS an advtse by Syntens importantthan 
step is to conneet SMEs important upcomins expected so far ~ NGD 
to Internet marketalso forSMEs . Suppor integration k:s . Advising. informing and 
and IMK by means of coaching SM Es 
proJect 

NGO . Netherlands should . Jorritsma due to visit to . Obj«tive 2001: 2/3 of . ExecuUon by Svntens, . Durlng exKution NGD . Proj«t term finished 

2002-2005 speed up its ICT use SiliconVallev SMEs on internetand although part of taraet restatements caused by . lnvolved persons 
transactions on internet sroup NGD outside changes in objective finished with project . Change of objective in Syntens' target group. due to evolution ICT . Move NGC>-flles to othe 
2002: SO%ofSMEs use Olrectorate-Gene~l . Cha111e of objective in 
2004 toe-business . Target group: o/1 SMEs, 
;Jiso followi118 SMEs, 
and branch 
organisations . Activities: advisîrc.. 
informins, analyzing 
and developing 
strategk: sector plans 
for branch organizations 

CIC-dlffusion . Nothing done with . Initiabon by . lncrease use of high- . Execution by Syntens . lntegration ~k offiCes . Personal choice of 

2002-2005 research results CIC policymaker and tech ICT, spread results NGD andCIC manaser Syntens and 
manasement Syntens of CIC . Change of name to poliemaker. ... rt drove 

due to Accîdental . Focus on early Digttal Netherlands, menuts_."' 
discussion about CIC innovators and adapters Pioneerins in ICT . Oiscusionsabout . lncrease number of 

enforced by Economie fundil18 

eartyadopters 
Alfairs . Different programs 

confusedly . ·~~ . Next step: supply chain . NGD report catches the . Syntens formulated . Syntens together wittl 
2001-present integration using ICT eye of a policymaker OG NOiV. Media Pla2e, ECP.Nl. 

E&T . Taraetgroup: earty HBO, NBland 

adapters among SMEs SenterNovem 

Table n: Summary NGD case 

Beside policy changes at the instrumentallevel, this case also illustrates a changing policy 
approach of the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs towards Syntens. Up to three times during this 

trajectory the Ministry of Economie Affairs demands from Syntens to target a program at 

enterprises, organizations or activities that do notfit in the original objective of Syntens, for

mulated by the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs itself. On the other hand, Syntens is not critica! 

towards regarding the acceptance of instruments: 

1. The Mi nistry of Economie Affairs required that the laggards among the SM Es were 

included in the NGD program. The lower part of SM Es is not included in Syntens 

official target group officially recognized by the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs. On the 

other hand: Syntens accepted to implement this instrument including the 

requirements that deviate from Syntens' target group. 

2. The NGD-branch program included an analysis ofthe sector of branch 

organizations and the development of a strategie plan for the branch regarding I CT. 

Th is analysis and development of a strategie plan was done by Syntens. However, 

Syntens core business, agreed on by the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs, consistsof 

advising and informing and not consultancy. However, again: Syntens accepted. 

3· Syntens was given the task by the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs to assist craft and 

retail branch organizations with strategie sector plans within the 03D program. 

First, the craft and retail sectors are outside Syntens' target group. Second, 

analyzing sectors and developing strategie plans is not included in Syntens 

assigned tasks . 
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The Mi nistry of Economie Affairs repeatedly assigns tasks to Syntens that deviate from the 

collection oftasks that is initially assigned to Syntens. Whether this is undesirable or not is 

outside the scope ofthis research. However, the following motives for this were found: 

Efficiency: lt is more efficient to commission one organization with the task to 

address the intended target group of the Ministry, even if this intended target group 

is not the target group of the intermediary organization . The Mi nistry of Economie 

Affairs used its power to make Syntens include the bottompart ofSMEs. 

Opportunismof the Ministry: Syntens had become the expert in the market 

regarding ICT use for SME. Therefore, it was easy to commission Syntens with 

the task to analyze the sectors and develop strategie plans for branch organ izations. 

lt is argued by some interviewees that commercial consultancy organizations could 

have done this job better. However, it was easier and faster for the policymaker to 

assign Syntens with this: notender was required . 

Opportunism of Syntens: Although Syntens is well aware of its mission, target 

group and activities, it accepted the tasks of the Ministry of Economie Affairs . Not 

the eager to execute a project for non-target groups, but the accompanied funding 

has been the motivation for this decision. 

The lnvestors in People-case is summarized below in table 12 

liP Case 

Problem definition Agenda setting Fermuiatien 

• Imprave the knowledge • Origin: UK • Pilot KvK Rotterdam 

position of labor force • Wijers initiates pilot with • Jorritsma decides to 
• Stimulate life loog Chamber of Commerce introduce liP nationally 

leaming • Objective liP: to increase 
the functionlng of 
organizations by 
educating and training 
employees+ 1500 
certlfled organizatlons In 

2004 

• KvK not interested to 
implement liP nationally 

lmplementation 

• Syntens is interested to 
implement liP nationally 
because: 1. championing 
of previous directer 2. 
funding 

• ~r;e~~s:;;;;~~e~ing 
business (advising) 
Syntens 

• Target group: all 
organizations induding 
govemment, large 
enterprises, lnstitutlons 
and SMEs 

• Trainins extemal 
commercial advisors to 

Restatement 

• Mismatch between liP 
and Syntens resutts in 
move in 2001 of liP to 
Zaltbommel 

• In 2002 initia! objective 
not achieved, results in 
restated objective: 600 
certified organizations in 
2004 

• In 2004 restated 
objective not achieved, 
as a resutt liP is more 
integrated wilt! Syntens 
subsidy inaeased to 4,3 
million + project term 
extended 

beoome li P~rtified doe • Evaluation report 2005: 
notfit Syntens accomodate liP with 

another organization 

Terminatien 

Table 12: Summary of liP 

From the liP case the following motives for policy change are deduced: 

Opportunism: Even though there were internal discussions about the fit of liP with 

Syntens, Syntens decided to execute liP. Because the project is suitable to reappoint 

a qualifled previous di rector of the IC and because of the amount of funding 

attached to the project, it is decided to accept the project. 

Intemal champion: The previous di rector of an IC is motivated and wants to 

champion this project. 

Mismatch with mission Syntens: Due to a mismatch between Syntens core 

business (advising and informing) and the core business (certification) of liP, the 

project organization moves toanother location; Zaltbommel. Beside the mismatch 
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between the core businesses of both organizations, the target group of liP and 

Syntens do not match. 

Objectives not achieved: Si nee the objectives of liP are not achieved the 

Mi nistry decides to invest more and extend the project term. Moreover, it demands 

a betterembedd ing of liP in Syntens. 

Evaluation report: This report results in the recommendation to accommodate liP 

with another organization si neethereis no synergy with Syntens. 

The PSB-case is summarized in table 13. 

PSB Case 

Problem definition 

• Shortace of knowleda:e 
about eKpOrt at SMEs 

Agenda setting 

• lnitiated by policymaker 
atthe EVD 

Formulation 

• Polic.ymaker operated 
stratesically make EZ 
fund the PSB: tried to set 
support of employers' 
federation tor PS8 

• Objective: support SMEs 
with takins the first steps 
In a new, forelsn marteet 
+ 600 enterprises a year 

lmplementation Restatement Terminatien 

• Chamber of Commerce • Whefeas the quantitative • To Preparelstart in 
and few branch objea:ive is not achieved future due to 
organizations implement Syntens Is lnduded as an recalibration instruments 
PSB by assistin& SMEs implementing 
wtth lnternationahzation- organlzation 

plan • Personal decision to 
indude Syntens as 
implementing 
organization atthough 
PSB does not match 
Syntens' core business 

Table 13: Summary of PSB 

The PSB case shows the following causes for policy change: 

Intemal champion, personal experiences: lnitiation ofthe PSB due to the 

championing role and strategie operation of an individual policymaker who, due to 

his experiences. believes in the successof the instrument 

Objective not achieved: Whereas the qualitative objective is not achieved Syntens is 

included as implementing organization . 

Personal decision: Due to a personal decision of a policymaker who had good 

experiences with Syntens, Syntens is included as an implementing organization . 

In summary, although environmental factors influence policy, in every case personaf experi
ences and perspectives are an important motive for policy change at the instrumentalleveL 

Opportunistic reasoning has in every case been an important motive for policy change. Learn

ing as the result of interaction between policymaker and intermediary agency seems only 

to be applicable in short timeframes. Often pilot projects are initiated to experiment with 

a newly formulated instrument and learn by means oftrial and error (KIM, liP) . Basedon 

these experiences instruments may be restated . However, in the long term learning does not 

seem to happen in the re lation between a policymaker and intermediary agency. The KIM

case shows this . Over time policymakers have forgotten the initial objective of this instru

ment, i.e. transferring knowied ge to SM Es, and accidently changed it to solving unemploy

ment among highly educated. Whereas no official documentconcerninga restalement of 

the objective is found, it is assumed that the initial objective was accidently forgotten or 

interpreted differently by policymakers. Nevertheless, efforts have been made by Syntens to 

make policymakers aware ofthe necessity ofthe KIM-regulation. 
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The instrument trajectories studied in this chapter did not reveal any trust issues as a motive 

for policy change. Moreover, no evidence is found that shirking of either the policymaker or 

Syntens happened and resulted in the restatement or termination of an instrument. Previous 
experiences of Syntens or the policymaker did not ca u se policy change. Finally, no evidence is 

found that monitoring Syntens by the policymaker resu lted in any policy change. 

In the next chapter these empirica! flndings at the instrumentallevel and the empirica! 

flndings at the nationallevel (Chapter 3) are discussed from the theoretica! point of view 

on policy change (Chapter 2). Basedon the empirica! analyses conclusions are drawn with 

respect to the usefulness ofthe theories elaborated in chapter 2. 
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V Conclusion 

The purpose of this study is to explore causes for i nnovation policy change, in the relation 

between the policymaker and the intermediary agency. In this chapter, the findings are sum

marized and an answer is formulated to the problem definition: 

What causes innovation policy to change in the Netherlands? How can the relation 

between the policyrnaker the Ministry of Economie Affairs and the intermediary 

agency Syntens explain innovation policy change? 

Insection 5.1 the main findings ofthe report are discussed . Insection 5.2 the implications 

of these findings for researchers and Syntens are discussed . Section 5·3 raises some points 

of discussion and ideas for further research. 

5.1. Main findings 

A new conceptual framework for i nnovation policy change is proposed in this study (chap

ter 2). In this framework the relation between a policymaker and an intermediary agency is 

modeled as a contractual agreementbasedon the New lnstitutional Economics (NIE) and 

the Economics of I nnovation and Technica! Change (EITC). Six theoretica! explanations for 

innovation policy change are derived from NIE and the EITC: 

1. Trial and error, leaming. The policymaker and the intermediary agency is basetheir 

actions on the accumulation of knowied ge and the application of knowied ge to new 

circumstances. Policy change is caused by learning. Learning happens through: 

a. interaction between the policymaker and the intermediary agency: 

b. intemalleaming between policymakers 

c. evaluation of innovation policy by policymakers. 

2. Previous experiences. Policymakers and intermediary agencies make deductively 

rational decisions which result in decision rules based on previous experiences . lt 

is argued that rules alter over time as policymaker and agency revise them 

due to changing circumstances. 

3· Opportunism. Policymakers and intermediary agencies are expected to act in a self

interested way. One will utilize opportunities into its advantage to, for example, 

increase its influence. Opportunistic reasoning may cause i nnovation policy 

to change. 

4· Shirking. lf either the policymaker or the intermediary agency does less than 

expected this will cause innovation policy change. For example the policymaker 

refuses todeliver resources or the delivered work by the agency is less than agreed 

upon with the policymaker. 

5· Monitoring. The policymaker can monitor the intermediary agency to check if the 

work done by the intermediary agency is satisfying. Monitoring the agency may lead 

to an outcome that asks for policy change. 

6 . Trust. Trust creates stability and continuityin the relationship between the 

policymaker and the intermediary agency. In absence of trust the stability 

will diminish which results in policy change. 
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To verify to what extent these theoretica I explanations correspond with practice and to de

termine the correctness ofthe trends and shifts proposed in existing literature (Kuhlmann, 

2001; Rothwell & Dodgson, 1992; Smits, 1994; Soete & Ter Weel, 1999), an empirica! analysis 

is conducted. Basedon a constructed dataset of73 innovation policy instruments targeted 

at SM Es, research is conducted at the national and at the instrumentallevel. 

The analysis at the nationa/level (chapter 3) presents an overview with formulated, revised 

and terminated innovation policy instruments. This overview, Figure 9, provides new in

sights with regards to the periodization of i nnovation policy in the Netherlands. The exact 

year for each policy vision changeover is deduced. Four periods are distinguished with differ

ent visions on i nnovation policy: 

Period 1- 1979-1987 is predominaled by the linear model of innovation: Th is 

period is based on the idea that the Netherlands has to conduct more research to 

produce more high-tech products, and started with the innovation paper of1979. 

Period 2 - 1987-1995 is dominated by the management of interfaces between 

producerand user: The technology transfer from knowledge producers to 
knowledge users is perceived as inefficient and is addressed by means of a regional 

oriented policy. 

Period 3 - 1995·2003 is dominaled by the systems approach and the concept of 

cooperation: Wijers initiates a new period based on the vision that the 

innovativeness of SM Es are leveraged by cooperation between SM Es mutually 

and with institutions. In addition, the necessity of a whole system for innovating 

firms is emphasized. 

Period 4 - 2003· .... is dominaled by the thought ofkey areas: The new vision 

is based on the idea that the Netherlands should focus on certain strategie 
innovation areasin order to leverage i nnovation opportunities. Companies, 

institutions, universities and government have to create focus and 
mass around chosen key areas to strengthen Dutch competitiveness. 

Two conclusions are drawn from this periodization. First, precise shifts in innovation policy 

are determined based on clearly deviating i nnovation policy visions, and thus it is concluded 

that innovation policy changes disruptive. This condusion is in contradiction with existing 

literature, that assumes a slowand fluent transition from one perspective to another. Sec

ond, the identified trends in innovation policy as proposed by Kuhlmann, Smits, Soete and 

Rothwell are confirmed in the periodization presented in this study. 

The causes for i nnovation policy change, i.e. the shifts in vision, at the nationallevel are 

examined as well. lt is concluded that shifts in vision are largely influenced by the champion

ing of a person or a committee. The experience and the perspective of the champion deler

mine in large extent to which direction the Netherlands proceeds. However, the champion 

has to meet the termsof the institutional environment. 
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The empirica I research conducted at the instrumentallevel (chapter 4) consistsof the 
analysis of four instrument trajeetori es to find the motives for i nnovation policy change. 

By doing so, it aims to verify to what extent the six theoretica! explanations correspond 
with practice. At the instrumentallevel is concluded, that personal experiences and 
perspectives have an importantroleon policy change, which is in accordance with the 
findings at the nationallevel. Moreover, the empirica! analysis leads to the main condusion 

that opportunistic reasoning of the policymaker, i.e. the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs, and 
the intermediary agency, i.e. Syntens, is an important motive for innovation policy change. 

Surprisingly, the analysis shows that learning in the relationship between the policymaker 
and the intermediary agency did not happen. Learning as the result of previous experiences 
only occurred in short timeframes due to pilot projects. Policymaking authorities seem 

to have a short memory. Whereas only significant evidence is found for the opportunism 
motive, it has to be concluded that the other explanations provided by the NIE and EITC do 
not correctly reflect practice in this study. 

5.2. lmplications 

This study had three motives, : i) to research to what extent arguments for i nnovation policy 
change proposed by economics represent reality ii) to complement existing literature re
garding i nnovation policy change and iii) to increase insights in the basic relation between 

the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs and Syntens. In this section the implications ofthe find
ings, elaborated previously, wil I be discussed by means of the initia I objectives of this study. 

First, although the NIE and the EITC aim to understand and to explain the determinantsof 

the development of i nnovation policy, the research shows that significant evidence is found 
for only one of the six motives derived from these theories. Th is leads to the implication 

that, si nee most rationales provided by the NI E and EITC do not hold, these theories do not 
correctly reflect reality in this study. 

Second, the periodization of i nnovation policy in the Netherlands as provided by litera-

ture should be revised. This study concludes on disruptive shifts in the innovation policy 
pursued in the Netherlands. In contrary, most literature in this field conclude on fluent 
and gradual changeovers in innovation poli cy basedon the fundaments ofthe Evolution
ary Economics. Evidently, the Evolutionary Economics is not suitable for this purpose or the 
rationales of EE are incorrect. 

Third, whereas Syntens is highly reliable on the policymakers ofthe Ministry ofEconomic Af
fairs, it is important for Syntens to establish long lasting personal relationships with cham
pioning policymakers. Given that motives for policy change are often opportunistic and in 

great extent influenced by personal experiences or perspectives, Syntens can adapt to this 
finding and increase its influence on policy by establishing such relationships. 
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5·3· Discussion and future research 

The ma in findings and implications of this study, as presented previously, are based on the 

results of a casestudy which has been conducted at Syntens. The specifics of this casestudy 

and its limitations are discussed in this section. Moreover, ideas for future research are 

proposed. 

Limitations of this research, that should be mentioned are: 

With respect to the constructed dataset: si neethei nnovation system in the 

Netherlands is rather complicated, it is possible that certain policy instruments that 

stimulated SM Es with innovation in the considered period are overlooked. 

With respect to the interviewees: in total 21 people have been interviewed about 

their experiences with certain innovation policy instruments. Although these 

persons provide valuable insights, it is not unlikely that they portray their 

experiences to some extent in a favorable light. Moreover, of the 21 persons 

interviewed only 3 persons were policymakers. lt is desired to interview more 

policymakers. 

With respect to the instrument cases: only four instrument trajectories have been 

studied of the total 73 instruments in the dataset lt is des i red to study more cases. 

Th is study focused exclusively on the Netherlands. Therefore, the findings presented are 

primary valid for the Dutch case. However, the conceptual framework for i nnovation policy 

change as presented in chapter 2 and the economie explanations for i nnovation policy 

change derived from the EITC and NIE do nothave this limitation . Future research may draw 

a parallel withother (European) countries totest whether found periodization applies toother 

countries as well. 

lt is argued that the empirica/ arguments for i nnovation policy change may apply to other 

organizations and other, non-i nnovation related, topics as wel I. Whereas the findings are 

rather genera I, a priory no reasons are thought of that make the results unsuitable for 

generalization. However, further research should investigate if the empirica! arguments for 

innovation policy change can be generalized to all organizational structures that match the 

relation as modeled in the conceptual framework in Figure 8. Important conditions ofthis 

conceptual framework that should be met in case of generalization are: 

An organization, i.e. the agent, needs to realizes the interest of the a nother 

organization, i.e. the principal, and receives resources of the principal in return to 

do the job; 

The agent is to large extent dependent on the principal for its resources; 

The principal is to some extent dependent on the agent, whereas this organization 

is better capable to do the job than the principal itself 

The results show that opportunistic reasoning of the policymaker and the intermediary agency 

is an important motive for i nnovation policy change. This means that the policymaker and 
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the intermediary agency act in a self-interested way to, for example, increase its power. 

Although, at first sight, this seems to be undesired behavior, it is open to discussion to what 

extent opportunistic behavior in reality results in an undesired output. For example, Syntens 

accepted the NGD program, which was partly targeted at laggards among SM Es, for oppor

tunistic reasons, i.e. extra funding. However, after implementation the NGD program was 

evaluated positive (Bongers, et al., 2006). 

Th is study showed that a new vision, largely influenced by personal perspectives and experi

ences, caused innovation policy instruments to change. lnstruments that do notmatch the 

new vision are terminated or restated and new instruments are formulated in accordance 

with the new vision . However, an important question remains to which future research may 

find the answer, namely: 

To what extent improve the "new" instruments, based on a "new" vision, the 

innovative performance of SM Es in comparison with the previous period? 
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Appendix A: Dutch Innovation System 

The National Innovation System (NSI) of the Netherlands is relatively complex and densely 

populated with multiple agencies and advisory bodies active on different levels. There are 

vague boundaries between public and private organizations which are dealing with in

novation . Presently, innovation processes are characterized with continuous interactions 

between corporations, knowledge institutes and other intermediary organizations. The 

Dutch N IS can be divided into five segments: governmental actors, governmental agencies, 

advisory and intermediary organizations, knowledge and research institutes and private 

sector organizations. The most important actors will be described below. An overview of the 

actors involved in the Dutch Innovation System is given in Figure 16. This figure shows the 

presence of many intermediary organizations within the Dutch Innovation System. Notice 

that in the figure no entrepreneurs or firms are illustrated (EC, 2006). 

Governmental actors 
The Ministry of Economic Affairs (EZ) and the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science 

(OCW) are the key players involved in R&D and innovation policy development. The ap

proach of the Ministry of Economic Affairs is characterized with a "hands on" and active 

role in policy design. In contrary, the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science is rather 

"hands off" and more delegating responsibilities to various organizations in the science 

and research system. Other ministries are also involved but those do not focus on general 

innovation policy. 
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Figure 16: Organizational chart of the innovation governance system (EC, 2006) 

An important mechanism to coordinate the efforts of all the different ministries is the Coun

cil on Science, Technology and Information Policy (RWTI). The RWTI prepares the decision 

to be taken by the plenary cabinet and operates at the level of the Cabinet. At the level of 

the Ministries, the committee on Science, Technology and Information Policy (CWTI) fulfills 
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this coordinative role and prepares the agenda and the expected decisions . The lnnovation 
Platform (lP) is a relatively "new player" which is copied from Finland and has also a coor

dinative role. The lP has an advisory role to the cabinet regarding innovation and related 

matters, it also offers a forum for coordination between the Mi nistry of Economie affairs and 

OCS since both Ministers are members ofthe platform. The Sector Councils are currently 

four strategie councils which advise the government on agriculture, nature and environ

ment, health and development. 

Governmental intermediary agencies 
According to the European Commission (2006) the most important policy formulating in

novation agencies in the Netherlands are SenterNovem and the National Research Council 

NWO. SenterNovem implements i nnovation schemes mainly for the Mi nistry of Economie 

Affairs and VROM. lt stimulates firms, governments and agencies by providing advice, (in

ternational) collaboration networks, financing support schemes and information in the fields 

of innovation, energy, elimate and environment. Their budget in 2005 was approximately 1.5 

billion Eu ros of which half was spend on promoting R&D and energy savings . 

An importanttaskof the NWO is to make funding available for research and research equip

ment: NWO co-ordinates research programs. Beside this, the NWO governs nine research 

institutes in different fields ranging from physics to history and penal science as wel I. 
NWO's funding budget is approximately 450 million Euros per year. 

Syntens is also a governmental agency. In contrary to the NWO and SenterNovem, it is an 

independent organization. Syntens is a networkof flfteen region al centers aimed at mobiliz

ing and transferring knowledge SM Es at a regionallevel. lt makes technologicaland non

technological innovation accessible and applicable for SM Es . The chart shows that Syntens 

is funded by the Mi nistry of Economics and the Mi nistry of Education Culture and Science. 

However, in reality Syntens is primary funded by the Mi nistry of Economie Affairs . 

Advisory and intermediary organizations 
The Nation al System of I nnovation of the Netherlands knows many advisory and intermedi
ary organizations, which operate dependent, i.e. lnnovation Platform, or independent, i.e. 

the AWT. The I nnovation Platform consistsof 18 members of government, industry and 

education institutes. The chairman ofthe lP is the Prime-Minister. The objective ofthe ln
novation Platform is "to propose strategie plans to reinforce the Dutch knowledge economy 

and to boost innovation by stimulating business enterprises and organizations in the public 

knowledge infrastructure to work closely together" (European Commission, 2006, p. 2) . 

The Dutch NSI knows various strategie advisory agencies. The Royal Netherlands Academy 
of Arts and Science (KNAW) and the Netherlands Society of Technologkal Sciences and 
Engineering (N FTW) are examples of this. More important is the Netherlands Bureau for 
Economie Policy Analysis (CPB) which advises the government on different sodai-economie 

topics. 



Knowledge and research institutes 
Important in this segment are the educational institutes of the Netherlands. The Nether

lands includes 14 universities which are represented by the VSNU, an association ofthe 

universities of the Netherlands. In this context it is worthwhi le tomention the Netherlands 

Organ ization for Applied Research (TNO), an independent contract research organization. 

Other actors are the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Science (KNAW), the Large 

Technological lnstitutes, NTO and the four Leading Technologkal lnstitutes. 

Private Sector organizations 
Of the R&D done in the Netherlands most is done by the "Big Seven". The "Big Seven" 

consist of Philips, AkzoNobel, Shell, ASML, DSM, Unileverand Océ. The VNO-NCW, the 

Confederation of Dutch lndustry and Employers, represents those and other businesses 

interests. 
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Appendix B: The Concept of the NSI 

National System of I nnovation 
The National System of I nnovation focuses on the flowsof knowledge and technology 

among enterprises, institutions and people. Knowledge transfer among those actors is im

portant for the economie performance of a country. Therefore, emphasis is put on systems 

approaches, in which institutions receive increasing attention with respect to the knowledge 

generation process. Within the Nation al System of I nnovation (NSI) policymakers should 

enhance innovative performance by matching the actors ofthe system. lt is assumed that 

due to mismatches in the NSI opportunities are missed. Networking among actors and 

institutions and accumulation of technology by enterprises are key topics in the NSI. 
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R&O in the Netherlands 
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Figure 17: National System oflnnovation(CBS, 2006, p. 22) 

The publication of CBS describes the NSI in the Netherlands based on 4 pillars: knowied ge 

potential in people, renewal of knowied ge, knowledge-flows and i nnovation (CBS, 2006, p. 

21) . Knowied ge potential in people points to the importance of knowied ge and skilis of the 

population. Within the NSI R&D is seen as the primary souree for the knowledge genera

tion . Knowledge-flows point to the importance of cooperation during the knowledge creation 

process. lt is argued that cooperation accelerates the creation of knowied ge and improves 

the quality. Within cooperation partners have to possess skilis and knowledge relevantand 

made accessible for third parties. Within this process institutions play a rather important 

role. I nnovation consists of either product or process i nnovation and is seen as the ability 

of a society to renew. Renewal is indispensable for economie growth. The CBS visualizes the 

NSI as presented in Figure 17. The flgure shows the strategie position of intermediary agen

cies in between the actors ofthe NSI. lntermediaries fuiflil an important role in the field of 

knowledge flows and transfers . 
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Kuhlman (Kuhlmann & Smits, 2004)argues that every nation has its own innovation system, 

justas one society is not the same as the others. I nnovation systems develop over timetheir 

own special profiles and strengths due to its historica! origins, characteristics and unique 

industrial, scientific and politica! administrative institutions. Kuhlman argues that the in

novation systems of industrialized countries developed, last 2 decades, co-evolutionary with 

the national politica! system. 



Appendix C: Current literature Periodizing 
Innovation Policy 

Different theories emphasize different roles for government during policy development. 
Hence, changes in policy have different causes according the different theories. Commonly, 

Evolutionary Economics is used to identify and elaborate innovation policy changes: break

points in innovation policy. Kuhlmann (2001, p. 312), Rothwell (1992)and Smith (Kuhlmann 
& Smits, 2004) use the evolutionary theory to identify breakpoints in i nnovation policy. Less 
common used is the New Growth Theory (NGT), which underlines the importance ofknowl

edge creation. Soete (Soete & Ter Weel, 1999) explores innovation policy in the Netherlands 
by means ofthe Schumpeterian framework provided by the NGT. Breakpoints found by Soete 
and researchers using evolutionary theory differ. Beside the Evolutionary Economics and the 

Schumpeterian framework noother frameworks, acquainted by the author, exist to periodize 
innovation policy. 

In the following, literature dealing with the periodization and identification of breakpoints in 
i nnovation policy is elaborated. First, the evolutionary theory and the identified changes in 

policy are discussed . Second, the framework provided by NGT put forward by Soete and his 

periodization of i nnovation policy is discussed . 

Periodization of I nnovation Policy using the Evolutionary Economics 
An evolutionary frameworkis often used to elaborate on policy systems or trends. In gen
era!, the evolutionary theory emphasizes that no firm or policymaker has superior under

standing of the markets behavior and the technological opportunities . Therefore, strategies 
of policymakers and firms may fail. Both, however, are argued to learn from this experience 
and adapt. The evolutionary theory focuses on the learning processes and adaptive behavior 

of the firm and policymaker (Metcalfe, 1994). 

Kuhlmann argues that every nation has its own i nnovation system, ju st as one society is 
not the same as the others. I nnovation systems develop over timetheir own special profiles 

and strengths due to its historica! origins, characteristics and unique industrial, scientific 
and politica! administrative institutions. Kuhlman argues that the i nnovation systems of 

industrial ized countries developed, last 2 decades, co-evolutionary with the national politica! 

system. 

With respect to intervention strategies and policy making, Kuhlmann and Smits (2004) 
identify three (evolutionary) trends that caused changes in the nature of i nnovation policy 
in the Netherlands . The first trend, recognizing the inappropriateness of the linear model, 

had the consequence that policymakers identified an increasing need to manage interfaces 
between users and producers of innovation . Secondly, the rise of the systems approach , 
which emphasizes the necessity of a whole well-functioning system for innovating organiza
tions, implies that policymakers have to embed i nnovation policies in a broader context. 

Thirdly, inherent uncertainty and the need for learning was a trend that made policymakers 
to formulate instruments reducing uncertainty and providing actors with facilities and envi
ronments to experiment and learn . 
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Rothwell (Rothwell & Dodgson, 1992) uses the Evolutionary Economics as well to discuss 

the evolution of changing perceptions and practice in public polides in Europe. He argues 

that during different periods changing dominantmodelsof best practice in policy ruled, 

from the uncoordinated sdence polides of the 1950s to the technology policies of the 198os. 

Breakpoints in policy provided by the Evolutionary Economics 

In order to substantiate the evolutionary changes in the Dutch i nnovation policy, Kuhlmann 

and Smits u se indications concerned with the development of the instruments portfolio of 

innovation policy in the Netherlands as put forward in previous research ofSmits (1994). Ac

cording to Kuhlmann and Smits (2004, p. 12) "instruments mirror the changing views on the 

goals, possibilities and limitations ofinnovation policy and innovation theory". A previous 

report of Smits analyzing the Dutch i nnovation policy development and found 4 structural 

changes in innovation policy pursued in the period 1970-1995. 

In phase A the policies of the government were mainly supply-oriented. lnterventions where 

dominated by financial incentives in order to stimulate R&D. lncreasingly since the 1970s, 

industrialized countries developed technology policy interventions aiming at the "high 

technologies", according to Kuhlmann (2001) . Firms, however, didn't implement the results 

of R&D and, therefore, phase A was not very successful. In phase B, the government tried 

to find solutions for the problems of phase A by stimulating the transfer of R&D to firms. 

In order to do so the government established a networkof 18 regional i nnovation centers 

(lnnovatieCentrum). "This was the first move towards the further development ofthe inter

mediary infrastructure" (Kuhlmann & Smits, 2004, p. 13). The lnnovation Centers improved 

the exploitation of new technologies. However, in the early gos "it became clear that policy 

could not be restricted to measures that only encouraged the production and diffusion of 

knowied ge". 
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Figure 18: periodization according Smits (1994) 
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In ph a seC of the Dutch i nnovation policy development the user was more involved in the 
i nnovation process. lnstruments added to phase Care those that bridge the managerial gap. 

lt is argued that in phases A to C instruments are mainly financially focused on the indi
vidual firm or bilateral relations. However, it becomes clear that most firms do not innovate 
alone but have partners and more and more actors get involved in the innovation process. 

Therefore, the next level, written in 1994, should be focusing on system level, phase D: an 
interactive mode of policy intervention. 

Kuhlmann fills in the level after the systemic level as policy with an international focus: 
nation al and region al policy that wil I be mixed up by the international focused economy. 
According to Kuhlmann a transition to the 21st century was visible basedon the growing 
internationalizing economie relationships. National and transnational gavernanee mecha
nisms are interwoven and will feed the politica! system and the innovation policy, these two 
are co-evolving (Kuhlmann, 2001) . 

The breakpoints in policy emphasized by Rothwell are somewhat different. Rothwell's ap
plies his framework to policies pursued in Europe and uses thus a broader context than 

Kuhlmann and Smits. In short the following division in policy, based on the evolutionary 
approach, is argued by Rothwell: 

During the 1950s and 196os two ma in tracks of European research and technology 
development policies are identified: science policy and industrial policy. Only little 
coordination or active collaboration between the two existed. Polkies were 
attributed to the "science discovers, technology pushes" model of the i nnovation 
process. 

In the early 1970s a new kind ofpolicy, innovation policy, began to emerge. 
According to Rothwell and Dodgson "this was based on the explicit recognition that 

there was considerably more to the successful creation and commercialization of 
new products than simply R&D and that demand-side factors might have a role 

to play" (Rothwell & Dodgson, 1992, p. 227) . In the late ]OS concerns grow about 
the lack of interaction between research institutes and in dustry which resulted in 
more attempts to create collaboration. Until now policies aimed to reduce 
employment bottlenecks. The nature of policies was exogenous, policies tried to 
attract national and foreign companies in development regions. 
Mid-to-late 7os a general trend recognized by Rothwell and Dodgson is the 
establishment of region al development agencies to create a region al autonomy. 

During the 8os a shift from exogenous policies to endogenous policies is visible. 
Endogenous policies aim to enhance and mobilize regional and technological 
resources . Regional technology transfer infrastructures are established . I nnovation 

policy was replaced by technology policy. Technology policy "involved inter

institutionallinkages (firm-firm and firm-university); they focused on pre-competitive 

research, and involved increased inter-departmental collaboration" 

(Rothwell & Dodgson, 1992, p. 228). Emphasis was now placed on small firms 
instead of large. 
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Condusion regarding the periodization based on the Evolutionary Economics 

The changes in perspective and the point in time of those changes found by Rothwell, Kuhl

mann, Soete and Dodgson differ from each other, but have some overlap as wel I. No clear 
breakpoints in policy are proposed due to the philosophy of the Evolutionary Economics; 
learning and experimenting results in a slowand fluent transition from one perspective to 

another. 

Periodization oflnnovation Policy using NGT 
Soete (Soete & Ter Weel, 1999) uses the Schumpeterian frameworkas provided by the New 
Growth Theory (NGT) to explore the impl ications for technology policy. Together with his 
artiele "From lndustrial to lnnovation Policy" (Soete, 2007) he identifies stages in Dutch 

i nnovation policy based on different features recognized in the science, technology and in
novation policy pursued. 

The NGT sees innovating activities and knowledge creation as the main engine for growth . 

Schumpeter Mark I emphasize that entrepreneurs cha llenge the i neumbent firms and the 
existing leading technology by means of the introduetion of new products based on new 
lead ing edge technology: creative destruction. The entrepreneurs use existing knowledge of 

the "public bas in" to create new products. This knowledge is easily accessible. Knowledge 
created by the entrepreneur for the i nnovation is added to the public bas in again . A char

acteristic ofthis process is that innovation results in technologicalleaps and knowledge 
is non-rival. In contrary, Schumpeter Mark 11 emphasizes incumbent firms tobuildon past 
experience and knowledge. Large firms which have successfully innovated often appropriate 

their invention and knowied ge and do notaddtheir new knowied ge to the "publ ic bas in". 
Th is process of creative accumulation results in high degrees of knowied ge concentration . 

Breakpoints in policy provided by the NGT 

lndustrial policy predominates until the 1990s. Low-tech industrial polides were pursued 
after the Wa r. Due to the deindustrial ization process and the success story of Japan , in the 
]Os and 8os awareness rose that industrial policy had to shift its focus from low-tech static 
allocative efficiency to strategie dynamic growth efficiency: high-tech sectors . 



Appendix D: Content Innovation Policy 
Instruments 

The numbers correspond to the notations in Table 3· 

I Innovation contribution WIR (lnvestment Incentives Act) (innovatie premie WIR, 

Wet op de Investeringsregeling): a financial incentive to cover part of the innovation 

expenditure of enterprises. WIR is initiated in 1978 (Graaf, 1993). The Innovation 
Paper initiated to intensify the WIR with an innovation contribution. lt aims to 

direct investment decisions of firms in a socially desired direction. The WIR is a 
fiscal measure. 

2 INSTIR, Innovation Stimulation Scheme (lnnovatiestimuleringsregeling): A 
measure to decrease R&D employment costs, replaces "Subsidization Contract 
Research" in 1984. The measure is focused on the application of new and existing 
knowledge in new products and processes. The INSTIR was explicitly aimed at 
smaller and medium sized enterprises. 

3 SME-innovation (MKB innovatie) : additional funding to support a systematic 
innovation approach forenterprises with 200 or less employees. Not known when 
implemented and when terminated. 

4 Pil , Project Industrial Innovation (Project Industriële Innovatie): Increasing 
innovation capacity of SME by means of determining strategy. 

5 OK Development Credit (Ontwikkelingskrediet) and GOK, Large Development 
Credit (Groot OntwikkelingsKrediet) . The OK is directed towards companies smaller 

than 200 employees, the GOK is supporting large enterprises and is officially 
out the scope of this research. However, whereas SM E is defined in those policy 
documents as enterprises with less than 2000 employees it should be included in 

the research. These instruments are included in TOK: Technologkal Development 
Credit which exists since 1954. 

6 Infra-line: is a policy linefapproach focused on the development of a scientific 
infrastructure that should contribute to economie growth. Most important 
instruments are subsidy programs targeted at different thematic areas. 

7 Transfer offices (transferpunten): organizations at universities that assist in 
transferring knowledge and technology to industry (especially SM Es). lt is not 

exactly known when the Ministry of Economie Affairs stopped funding the 
transfer offices of universities. In 1995 it is confirmed by policy documents that the 
universities are (financially) responsible for the transfer offices which means that at 

least from 1994 on, transfer stops have notbeen included in the instruments of the 
Ministry of Economie Affairs. However, this date is probably earlier (approximately 
around the 1990) whereas the a pubHeation ofthe NRC describes in 1995 that the 
transfer stops haven't been necessary anymore fora long time (NRC, 1995). 
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8 "informatie maatschappij": a national informaties institute to answer the coming 

needof the Netherlands with respect to informaties . 

9 Idea funds: aimed to assist inventors and entrepreneurs with testing the value of 
their ideas 

10 TOK, Technological Development Credit (Technologisch Ontwikkelings Krediet): 
Includes OK (up to 70% credit oftotal development costs) and GOK (up to 40% 
credit of total development cost). TOK is a credit scheme with an interest ra te of 5%. 
It aims to stimulate the development of new products and production methods by 
offering a credit to cover part of the development risks (EZ, 1980). 

11 Subsidization contact research (Subsidie Contract Onderzoek): by means of this 
regulation 30% of out-contracted R&D is subsidized. Contract research is deferred in 

1981 and in 1984 terminated due to the introduetion of INSTIR. Concluded is by the 
RND in 1979 that for many projects the subsidy was not additional (RND, 1983) . 

12 Simplification WIR: Bills are created to simplifY the WIR 

13 MIP, Company for Industrial Projects (Maatschappij voor industriële projecten): 

established in close cooperation with Committee Wagner on 3 November 1983. 
The MIP had to assist in the changeover from support tostimulation policy by 
guaranteeing accessibility to the capita! market for certain thematic industrial 
projects. On a commercial basis the MIP made risk capita! available for large new 

projects. 

14 Demonstration project flexible automation (Demonstratieprojecten flexible 
automatisering) : enterprises executed a demonstration project to diffuse their 
experiences to other enterprises. (Bolwijn & Kumpe, 1998) 

15 MANS, Foundation Managementand Labor New Style (Stichting Management en 
Arbeid Nieuwe Stijl): commercialized in 1992. 

16 SMO, Subsidy Management Support (Subsidieregeling Management 
Ondersteuning): in 1985 this subsidy is extended with special measures forstarting 
innovative companies (JIB , "jonge innovatieve bedrijven") and advice and coaching 

for automation (SABA, "advisering en begeleiding automatisering") 

17 SIR, Act Selective Investment Scheme (Wet Selective Investeringsregeling) 

18 OBF, Figurative Special Finance Scheme (Oneigenlijke Bijzondere 

Financieringsregeling) 



19 IM, Stimulation Scheme Innovative Management (Stimuleringsregeling Innovatief 
Management) is replaced by SMO (Subsidy Management Support) (RND, 1985) 

(Ditmars, 1984). 

20 Factory Development help SME (Bedrijfsontwikkelingshulp MKB), the Stimulation 

Scheme Innovative SME (IM), the Stimulation Regulation SME with Information 

projects (Stimuleringsregeling MKB bij Informatieprojecten) and the Funding 
Scheme Advising Energy Savings (Subsidieregeling Advisering Energiebesparing) 
are replaced in 1984 by one general advice measure: SMO (Subsidy Management 
Support) 

21 Productivity projects (Produktiviteitsprojecten): the Netherlands received within the 

Marshall-plan funds for improving productivity, in the 6os Marshall funds stopped 
and the regular national budget funded the productivity projects (Nationaal Archief). 

22 Quality Improving (Kwaliteitsverbetering) 

23 Diffusion-line (diffusielijn): a policy linefapproach basedon the idea that knowledge 
needs to be better diffused and applied (Versleijen, 2007). 

24 TOK, Technological Development Credit (Technologisch Ontwikkelings Krediet) : 

intensified. Proposedis by Committee Dekker to make the IA Cs responsible for the 
execution ofTOK (decentralized) . 

25 IAC, Innovation Advice Centers: the Dekker Committee proposed to establish 
these Centers. In 1987 the Ministry of Economie Affairs established the 
InnovationCenters (ICs) basedon this proposed policy. 

26 The Agency: Committee Dekker formulated policy with respect to this Agency. This 
Agency should function as the "head" office of the IA Cs. The proposed policy was 

not executed. However, a Central IC was established basedon a different thought. 

27 OMK-program, Programmatic Research by SM Es (Programma Onderzoek door 

Middelgrote en Kleine bedrijven): Subsidy for teehoical scientific research in 
enterprises. OMK-program was created for small enterprises that wanted to execute 

technology advanced projects. These technologies were not included in the thematic 
areas chosen in the national innovation policy. 

28 KIM , Knowledge Carriers in SME (Kennisdragers in het Midden en Kleinbedrijf) : 
Aims to stimulate exchange between market, i.e. SM Es, and knowledge, i.e. 
universities , by positioning a recent graduate at a SME. 

29 National Advise Council (Landelijke Adviesraad) 
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30 PBTS, Programmatic Industry-Oriented Technology Stimulation (Programmatische 
Bedrijfsgerichte Technologie Stimulering): In 1987 the PBTS starts for the 
programmatic areas biotechnology, materials, information technology and medical 

technology (Versleijen, 2007, p. 29). 

31 lt is initiated to decentralize SMO (Management support Subsidy) 

32 KIM, Knowledge Carriers in SM Es (Kennisdragers in the MKB): In 1990 a pilot 
project starts, in 1994 the regulation is implemented nationally after success of the 
pilot. The KIM-regulation is a subsidy measure forSMEs to enable them to employ a 
recent graduate of university or higher education (GraafT & Noort, 2002) . 

33 A WT, Ad vice Council for Science and Technology policy (Adviesraad voor het 
Wetenschaps- en Technologiebeleid): the AWT was proposed by the Dekker 

Committee and established in 1990. lt has the objective to advise the national 
government with respect to science and technology policy. 

34 BTIPfEureka, Enterprise focused Technology Stimulation for International Programs 
(Bedrijfsgerichte Technologie stimulering voor Internationale Programma's) : 
the scheme stimulates international cooperation between Dutch and European 

en terpris es. 

35 BTOC, Research for Collectivities (Bedrijfsgericht Technologisch Onderzoek door 
Collectiviteiten): Stimulates research through institutionalized cooperation between 

enterprises and diffuses the acquired knowledge. 

36 T&U, Subsidy Scheme Supplier-Contractor (Subsidieregeling Toeleveren & 
Uitbesteden): aims to stimulate technologkal cooperation between suppliers and 
contractors through subsidization of cooperation. 

37 WIR, Investment Incentives Act (Wet op de Investeringsregeling): a fiscal measure. 
The WIR is terminated in 1988. lt is argued that the Cabinet could notcontrol the 
expenditure ofthe WIR anymore (Klaver, 2004). However, calculations ofthe CPB 
and the Ministry of Economie Affairs showed that cutting the budget in half would 
result in a decreasing economie growth and decreasing employment (Graaf, 1993). 

38 TGP, Telernatics Guide Research Projects (Telematica Gidsprojecten) 

39 INSTIR, Innovation Stimulation Scheme (Innovatiestimuleringsregeling): due to 
its own success INSTIR was terminated, expenditure was out of control (Schilder, 

2000, p. 138). 

40 PBTS, Programmatic Industry-Oriented Technology Stimulation (Programmatische 



Bedrijfsgerichte Technologie Stimulering): focuses initially on four programmatic 
areas. In 1993 cooperation within the thematic areas of the PBTS receives more 
attention. Projects based on cooperation increase their chances for funding. 

41 IT. Subsidy Scheme Information Technology (Besluit Subsidies Informatie 

Technologie). Replaces TGP (EZ, 1995b). 

42 TNOJSME-initiative: TNO and the ICs guide SMEs from "jobber" to "co-maker". 
It offered SM Es the option to consult a TNO-advisor regarding their innovation 

possibilities and strategy (EZ, 1999b). 

43 WBSO, Promotion of Research and Development Act (Wet Bevordering Speur 
en Ontwikkelingswerk) The WBSO is a fiscal measure in which part of R&D 

employment costs are covered introduced in 1994 replacing INSTIR (Versleijen, 

2007)· 

44 Techno-starters: financial incentives to stimulate techno-starters are formulated (EZ, 
1995a) 

45 Feasibility facility (Haalbaarheidsfaciliteit): by using this facility enterprisescan 
determine if a technologkal renewal will improve the cernpany's performance. The 
instrument aims to stimulate the implementation of new (but existing) technology 

in technology following SMEs. 

46 TOK, Technological Development Credit (Technologisch Ontwikkelings Krediet): 
the instrument is restated to increase the accessibility for SMEs to apply for smaller 
credits. 

47 BTS, Subsidy Scheme for Industrial R&D Cooperation Besluit Subsidies 
Bedrijfsgerichte Technologische Samenwerkingsprojecten): a general cooperation 

instrument, no longer focused on support for speciflc technologkal areas. Objective 
of the BTS is to increase the investment of Dutch Enterprises in R&D. Moreover, 
it aims to increase return of investments through stimulating technological 

cooperation between enterprises mutually and knowledge institutes. The BTS 
replaces PBTS, IT, T&U, BTOC (EZ, 1996b). 

48 TNOJSME-initiative: A pilot project is started in 1995 (EZ, 1996d). This pilot is 
evaluated and continued after 1996. Aims to increase capability of SM Es to use 
strategie planning for innovating and increase reorientation towards more high-tech 

technologies (EZ, 1997b). 

49 TTis, Technologkal Top Institutes (Technologische Top Instituten) : four 
technologkal top institutes are established in the areas telematics, food, polymers 
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and metals. TTis execute fundamental research programs to answer fundamental 
strategie questions to assist enterprises 

50 BIT, Subsidy International Technology Programs (Besluit subsidies bedrijfsgerichte 
internationale technologie programma's) : the BIT replaces the BTIP. The BIT aims 
to stimulate international technological cooperation with foreign partners (EUREKA, 

lsrael, Japan, US, Singapore, south Africa, India and Indonesia) (EZ, 1998b). 

51 EET, Economy, Ecology and Technology (Besluit Subsidies Economie, Ecologie 
en Technologie) : EET aims to improve cooperation between enterprises and the 
knowledge infrastructure in the field of environmental technology. The EET is 

aimed at large enterprises, innovative SM Es, research institutes and universities. 

52 KIM, Knowledge Carriers in SME (Kennisdragers in het Midden en Kleinbedrijf) : 

The budget of the KIM-regulation is increased from 2 to 20 million guilders due 
to an evaluation that concludes on the succes of the KIM-regulation(EZ, 1998c). 
However, when in 1999 there appears to he a shortage of recent graduates, 
KIMMERS, the budget is decreased again. 

53 TOK, Technological Development Credit (Technologisch Ontwikkelingskrediet) : 

aims to improve development of new products and operating procedures and 
services. TOK is restated. 

54 HMKB, Subsidy Feasibility Projects SMEs (Subsidieregeling haalbaarheidsprojecten 
MKB): aims to stimulate technology following SMEs to innovate by means 
subsidizing feasibility studies. 

55 Sp.OED, Stimulating Program Developing Electronic Services 
(Stimuleringsprogramma Opkomende Elektronische Diensten): initiated in 1996 
within the national action program NAP(National Action program Electrooie 
Highways). Sp.OED consistsof a box office where companies can inquire 
information about internet. The execution is clone by a commercial organization. 

In 1998 Sp.OED was replaced by Sp.OED-advise that addressed individual 
entrepreneurs with strategie and tailored advice regarding internet. 

56 PSB: Subsidy Scheme Programme Starters in Foreign Markets (Programma Starters 
Buitenland): The objective of the PSB-scheme is "supporting enterprises belonging 
tosmalland medium sized businesses when taking the first steps in a new, foreign 
market" (EIM, 2007). 

57 Techno-Starters funds (Technostartersfondsen): Basedon private equity. Three 
Participation Companies (participatiemaatschappij) established with a budget of 

3 3 million guilders of which the Ministry of Economie Affairs financed 9 million 



(EZ, 1999c) . However, the Techno-Starters funds was not very successful due to the 
limited budget. In 2005 the funds is terminated and restated by the TechnoPartner 

program (EZ, 2004b). 

58 TS, Subsidy Scheme Technological Cooperation (Subsidieregeling Technologische 
Samenwerking): the TS stimulates R&D cooperation. Facility aims to initiate 

technological cooperation between knowledge institutes and enterprises in the 

Netherlands and in foreign countries (EZ, 1996c). In 2001 the BIT/Eureka and the 
BTS arealso restated into the TS. 

59 " Maak kennis met...", "Meet...": In 1997 the program "Meet..." starts. lt aims to 
exchange ideas and experiences between enterprises. 

60 liP, Investors in People: One of the initiatives taken by Minister Wijers was to 
improve the knowledge position of the labor force. Within the framework "life 

long learning" a pilot program is initiated: Investors in People (liP) . Originally this 
program was developed in 1993 in the United Kingdom to qualify organizations 

which integrate education and development of their employees with its strategy and 
objectives. lt aims to deliver business impravement by enabling people management 

and people development: improve business through people (EZ, 1998a). 

61 IT, Subsidy Scheme Information Technology (Besluit Subsidies Informatie 
Technologie): Terminated in 1997 and replaced by the BTS (Algemene Rekenkamer, 

2001, p. p). 

62 T&U, Subsidy Scheme Supplier-Contractor (Subsidieregeling Toeleveren & 

Uitbesteden): Terminated in 1997 and replaced by the BTS 

63 PPM, Participation Company: Terminated because the PPM-regulation achieved 

its long-term goal and no motives to continue after 1995. Officially restated by the 

WBSO (EZ, 1995a). 

64 BTIP, Enterprise focused Technology Stimulation for International Programs 
(Bedrijfsgerichte Technologie stimulering voor Internationale Programma's) : BTIP 
is terminated in 1997 and restated by the BIT. 

65 Law KvK, Chamber of Commerce and Factory Act (Wet Kamers van Koophandel 
en Fabrieken): In this new act the KvK is explicitly assigned to the tasks to inform 

SMEs about organization related issues. Proactive diffusion ofknowledge is 

commissioned to the ICs and IMK (EZ, 1996a). 

66 Twinning; program in which settled ICT-enterprises coach starting entrepreneurs. 
In Amsterdam and Eindhoven facilities are provided for 40 starting ICT-enterprises. 
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However, in 2003 the program is terminated due to its failure (only 2 enterprises 
joined the program in Eindhoven) (EZ, 2004b) . 

67 Cluster initiatives, among others: Antheus, lTS, Life Sciences, Water cluster, Mass 
individualizing, ECP .nl, subterraneous building. 

68 Broadening Twinning: Twinning was only focused on ICT, however, a similar 
program or action plan should be formulated for life sciences. Later this program is 
known as the Biopartner program. 

69 Action plan facility sharing: aims to improve facilities for starting and small 
en terpris es. These enterprises should be able to make use of the research facilities at 

universities and large enterprises. In 2002 a policy research is clone and condurles 
that no separate instrument should be formulated for facility sharing. The starters 
facility and the SKE- scheme of the TechnoPartner-program should include this. 

70 SIT, Subsidy Scheme Infrastructure Techno-starters (Subsidieregeling 
Infrastructuur Technostarters): knowledge institutes can apply fora subsidy of 50% 

of the project costs for stimulating techno-starters (Jorritsma-Lebbink, 2002a). 

71 MKBalans, SM Es on the balance sheet: an interactive online instrument that 
analyzes entrepreneurs' immaterial business, i.e. knowledge. Aims to visualizes the 
immaterial activa of an entrepreneur. 

72 TechnoStarters facility: is since 2001 part of the WBSO (EZ, 2002b). 

73 Dreamstart: unifles actors that support techno-starters(EZ, 2004b) . 

74 BioPartner: is a network that stimulates starters in the life science. Is a broadening 
ofTwinning. BioPartner consistsof 5 action lines: i) the BioPartner Network, ii) First 
Stage Grant, iii) Subsidies for Life Science incubators, iv) Facilities Support and v) 
Start-up Ventures (Jorritsma-Lebbink, 2oo2b). 

75 SKO, Subsidy Scheme Knowledge Transfer SME (Subsidieregeling Kennisoverdracht 
Ondernemers MKB): the SKO replaces KIM-regulation, HMKB and TNO-SME 
initiative. SKO focuses on individual companies that can receive a subsidy for 
drawingup a strategie plan, a feasibility projector employing a recent graduate. 
The SKO aims to stimulate, together with the SKB, the transfer ofknowledge to the 

laggards among SMEs. SKO and SKB are both part of the instruments known as the 
"knowledge transferring instruments SM Es", their budget is increased. 

76 SKB: Subsidy Scheme Knowledge Transfer Branch Organizations (Subsidieregeling 
Kennisoverdracht Branche-organisaties): the SKB aims to support branch 



organizations with determining their strategie position. lt subsidizes the execution 

of a study todetermine the strategie knowledge position of the sector/branch. It also 
subsidizes the branch organization to transfer this knowledge about the sector to its 

memhers (which are SMEs) (EZ. 2001a). 

77 TOP, Scheme Technologkal Development Projects (Regeling Technische 

Ontwikkelings Projecten): the TOP replaces in 2001 the TOK astheresult of 
streamlining activities of the Ministry of Economie Affairs. The TOP-scheme aims 

to stimulate development projects with significant technica! and financial risks (EZ, 
2ooob). 

78 03D, Over the Digital Threshold (Over de Digitale Delta): 03D is a project in the 
craft and retail sector executed by the branch organizations. It aims to improve the 
use ofiCT at the SMEs in the craft and retail sector. 

79 CIC, Competing with ICT Competences (Concurreren met ICT competenties): the 
plan "Competing with ICT Competences" (CIC) translated the second pillar of"The 
Digital Delta" into concrete actions related to ICT research (EZ & OC&W, 2ooob). 

80 ICT campaign NGD, (MKB-campagne "Nederland gaat digitaal") : in 2000 this 

information campaign started aimed at the consciousness raising of SM Es 
regarding ICT (EZ, 2001a). 

81 Intensifying WBSO by increasing the maximum application tax budget for 

enterprises and increasing the total budget of the WBSO with 45 million aimed at 
innovative starters (EZ, 2oooa). 

82 Pilot project mass-individualization (pilotproject massa-individualisering): focused 
at supply chain transactions, e-business and e-export. This project is implemented 

within the instrument Sp.OED-advise (EZ, 2001a) . 

83 NGD, The Netherlands Goes Digital (Nederland Gaat Digitaal): replaces Sp.OED-
advise (EZ, 2001a). NGD aims to assistSMEe-commerce and e-business. NGD is 
implemented by Syntens and consistsof workshops, individual advise for SMEs, a 
branch program and information materiallike flyers, brochures. 

84 ICT Campaign NGD (MKB-campagne "Nederland gaat digitaal"): the need to 
raise awareness about ICT by means of radio and TV is not desired anymore. The 

campaign is terminated according schedule. 

85 Sp.OED-advise: is restated to NGD. 

86 R&D collaboration: a new instrument is initiated to stimulate R&D collaboration 
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107 Eurostars: is the first funding program at the European level, specially dedicated to 
SMEs. The program supports SMEs to do international collaborative research and 

innovation projects. 

108 2g@there: aims to assist enterprises that have together great opportunities on 
foreign markets. 

109 IS , Innovation Subsidy Scheme Collaboration Projects (Innovatiesubsidie 
Samenwerkingsprojecten): in 2006 the IS is only accessible for projectsin the key 

areas Food & Flowers, HighTech Systems & Materials and Water. 

110 PSB, Subsidy Scheme Programme Starters in Foreign Markets (Programma Starters 
Buitenland): will be restated to Prepare2start. 

111 Smart Mix: is replaced by the Innovationprograms in 2007 


